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Message from the organizers

This volume documents the Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Perspectivist Approaches to
Disagreement in NLP, held on May 21st as part of the LREC-COLING 2024 conference (the joint
international conference on Computational Linguistics, Language Resources and Evaluation) in
Turin, Italy.

Until recently, the dominant paradigm in natural language processing (and other areas of artificial
intelligence) has been to resolve observed label disagreement into a single “ground truth” or
“gold standard” via aggregation, adjudication, or statistical means. However, in recent years, the
field has increasingly focused on subjective tasks, such as abuse detection or quality estimation,
in which multiple points of view may be equally valid, and a unique ‘ground truth’ label may not
exist. At the same time, as concerns have been raised about bias and fairness in AI, it has
become increasingly apparent that an approach which assumes a single “ground truth” can
erase minority voices. Perspectivism in NLP pursues the spirit of recent initiatives such as
Data Statements, extending their scope to the full NLP pipeline, including the aspects related to
modelling, evaluation and explanation.

In line with the first and second editions, the Workshop on Perspectivist Approaches to NLP
explores current and ongoing work on the collection and labelling of non-aggregated datasets,
and approaches to modelling and including these perspectives, as well as evaluation and
applications of multi-perspective Machine Learning models.

The first edition was held at the Language Resources and Evaluation Conference (LREC) in
Marseille in 2022, and the second was held at the 26th European Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (ECAI) in Kraków in 2023.

In this third edition, the workshop received 28 submissions, including 25 research papers (three
of which non-archival) and three research communications. Of these, 22 contributions were
accepted. The proceedings are composed of the 16 accepted archival research papers.

Finally, we want to thank the members of the committee for their commitment to the review
process and the authors of these contributions for their valuable investigations and for making
this community more vibrant.
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Is a picture of a bird a bird? A mixed-methods approach to
understanding diverse human perspectives and ambiguity in

machine vision models

Alicia Parrish, Susan Hao, Sarah Laszlo, Lora Aroyo
Google Research

alicia.v.parrish@gmail.com

Abstract
Human experiences are complex and subjective. This subjectivity is reflected in the way people label images for
machine vision models. While annotation tasks are often assumed to deliver objective results, this assumption
does not allow for the subjectivity of human experience. This paper examines the implications of subjective human
judgments in the behavioral task of labeling images used to train machine vision models. We identify three primary
sources of ambiguity: (1) depictions of labels in the images can be simply ambiguous, (2) raters’ backgrounds and
experiences can influence their judgments and (3) the way the labeling task is defined can also influence raters’
judgments. By taking steps to address these sources of ambiguity, we can create more robust and reliable machine
vision models.

Keywords:Disagreements, Ambiguity, Machine vision

1. Introduction

Computer vision models rely on human annota-
tions, and the default assumption when creating
training and evaluation datasets is often that there
is a single correct answer about what concepts or
objects are present in an image. Though there
is growing acceptance that human disagreements
are common with respect to inherently ambiguous
data Kairam and Heer (2016), the role of human
disagreements as a general property of any anno-
tation task is much less accepted. In image anno-
tation, even the annotation of concrete concepts
(e.g., bird) in clear, high quality, unobscured im-
agery can lead to disagreement between raters
that we should seek to understand. The interplay
of annotator, concept, and image characteristics
in labeling tasks should inform how we analyze
human ratings, leverage disagreement insights to
train and evaluate models, and translate findings
into best practices.
To understand individual human behavior in im-

age annotation, we focus on large label space mod-
els for computer vision. Large label space models
are machine vision models that predict the proba-
bilities of many entities in an image, in contrast to
binary classification models that predict the pres-
ence or the absence of a single entity and seg-
mentation models that identify pixels corresponding
to an entity. Most image models require labeled
training data to learn to classify accurately (e.g.,
Ji et al. (2019)). This requirement typically con-
sists of a training set of images labeled with their
contents, usually by human annotators. For ex-
ample, to learn to classify birds in images, a large
label space model would need to see many (usu-

ally at least tens of thousands) of images of birds,
depicted in a range of different environments and
positions with the inclusion of rare species. Human
annotators are employed to label each image, pro-
viding the "ground truth" needed to train the model.

We know, however, that human raters disagree.
Bird experts may disagree on which species of
bird an image belongs to. Non-experts may be un-
sure about taxonomic classifications of certain bird
species. People can disagree whether the concept
of “bird” applies in a given case (e.g., pictures of
birds). Some reasons, like poor image quality, can
indicate problems with a specific image. However,
many cases of human disagreements are due to
ambiguity in the label or the labeling task. Label
ambiguity can arise from many factors, including
similar-looking labels (birds and bats look similar),
regional naming differences (robin in the US, vs.
redbreast in the UK), and different understandings
of the task. Label ambiguity is a challenge for ma-
chine vision models because it can lead to inaccu-
rate predictions. For example, if a machine vision
model is trained on a dataset of bird images with
ambiguous labels, it may not be able to accurately
identify birds in new images (see (Karimi et al.,
2020) for an analysis of the impact of label noise
on medical image analysis models).
In order to better understand the human factors

that influence label ambiguity on large label space
model performance, we developed an open data
challenge to crowdsource adversarial image-labels
pairs for machine vision models. In this online chal-
lenge, participants competed to identify edge case
images that state-of-the-art machine vision mod-
els might incorrectly classify. The goal was to un-
derstand systematic failures of these models, with
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an eye towards augmenting the data used to train
these models to better cover such failure cases.Our
challenge included 2 tasks. In Task 1, annotators
were asked whether a given label applied to each
image-label pair. In Task 2, image-label pairs col-
lected during the challenge were tested against
multiple state-of-the-art classification models and
surfaced (i) pairs with clear human-machine dis-
agreements and (ii) pairs where multiple human an-
notators couldn’t reach clear agreement. This chal-
lenge required a data analysis strategy designed
to identify patterns in the misclassified images to
better understand the human factors that contribute
to label ambiguity and to develop new mitigation
methods to improve machine classification accu-
racy. The adversarial data from this challenge and
the resulting analysis have the potential to make a
significant contribution to the development of more
robust and reliable large label space models. In
this paper, we present the results of the public ad-
versarial data challenge, analyze the ambiguities
in the resulting data, and organize them into a the-
oretical framework to provide recommendations for
human annotation and data collection policies that
best address the types of ambiguities we observed.

2. CATS4ML challenge

The CATS4ML (Crowdsourcing Adverse Test Sets
for Machine Learning) challenge ran online for four
months, under the CrowdCamp umbrella of the
HCOMP 2021. The challenge used the Open Im-
age Dataset1 (OID V4; Krasin, 2017) as source
material. It contains ∼9M images annotated with
20k possible image-level labels, object bounding
boxes and segmentation masks. Importantly, the
labels, bounding boxes, and segmentation masks
are provided by a machine, with only a small por-
tion verified by humans. The challenge was de-
signed on the premise that, likely, the machine
labeler makes mistakes, these mistakes are sys-
tematic, and studying systematic machine failures
can improve machine labelers in the future. In this
challenge, we aimed to identify adversarial image-
label pairs in OID V4 that would yield human-model
disagreement.
Challenge participants examined the machine-

labeled subset of OID V4 images, focusing on
a selected set of 23 entities - Bird, Canoe, Lip-
stick, Chopsticks, Muffin, Pizza, Croissant, Child,
Smile, Selfie, American football, Athlete, Physician,
Nurse, Teacher, Chef, Firefighter, Coach, Construc-
tion Worker, Bus driver, Funeral, Thanksgiving, or
Graduation - and submit image-label pairs where
they thought the image classification machine algo-
rithm was wrong. Limiting the label set to 23 was

1https://storage.googleapis.com/
openimages/web/factsfigures_v4.html

necessary to make the scope of the competition
tractable—human participants were unlikely to be
able to examine all 20k labels in the OID. These 23
labels were selected to represent a neutral (non-
controversial, non-sensitive) set of topics across
different types: 8 objects, 3 events, 9 roles and pro-
fessions, and 3 abstract concepts. Another criteria
for selection was to have a good representation of
different levels of ambiguity of the label, e.g. “child”
is a broad concept and could be interpreted in dif-
ferent ways; “athlete” could mean different things
for different cultures; “physician” and “nurse” could
have ambiguous visual representations.
Ten individuals submitted image-label pairs to

the challenge, submitting more than 14,000 image-
label pairs. Of these, 13,683 image-label pairs
were “valid” (i.e., the pairs were drawn from OID V4
and used one of the 23 challenge labels). After re-
moving duplicate submissions, 10,668 unique pairs
remained. Participants could choose for which la-
bels of the 23 to submit and how many images.
The 10,668 unique image-label pairs were further
validated by engaging two globally-diverse crowds
of human annotators in three different locales and
two in-house experts (described the Methods sec-
tion). The image-label pairs were also submitted
to six machine vision models to examine how hu-
man judgements aligned with state of the art model
judgements and to identify cases of human-model
disagreements. The challenge data is already avail-
able publicly on github;2 additional human annota-
tions collected for this study will be made available
via the same resource.

3. Methods

Here, we provide a detailed description of the ma-
terials (datasets and models) used, annotation task
procedures, task annotators, and data analysis and
score computation decisions that we made in arriv-
ing at the results, all summarized in Figure 1.

3.1. Materials
Dataset description. As described above, the
CATS4ML dataset was composed of 10,668 unique
submissions made by challenge participants. Ap-
pendix Figure 5 shows the distribution of images
across all 23 target labels - most images were sub-
mitted for the label ‘bird’ (26% of the data) with an
exponential long-tail distribution across all other
labels (e.g., seven labels with between 500-1100
images per label, nine with between 140-350 im-
ages per label and six labels with 100 or fewer
images per label).

2https://github.com/
google-research-datasets/cats4ml-dataset
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Figure 1: Adversarial data collection from the CATS4ML challenge and the follow-up annotation
tasks. First, challenge participants used a subset of the OID V4 dataset to discover image-label pairs and
submit them to the challenge. After cleaning the data to remove duplicates and invalid submissions, we
labeled the data with state-of-the-art machine vision models and human annotators from three different
locales. From their labels, we constructed a machine error dataset that consisted only of the image-label
pairs with human-model disagreements. Two members of the research team qualitatively analyzed 20%
of this dataset to create a taxonomy of reasons for the machine errors, which was then used by human
annotators from two different locales to annotate the entire machine error dataset.

Vision models. To provide machine labels of
each CATS4ML dataset image, we used an en-
semble of six machine vision models, each of
which were state-of-the-art when they were re-
leased. These models are all non-public variants of
the InceptionV2-based image classifier (Ioffe and
Szegedy, 2015) developed in the period of 2015-
2022 (including models used in OID-V4 and OID-V3
(Krasin, 2017), publicly available through Open Im-
ages Dataset).

Model error dataset. Based on human annota-
tion Task 1 and qualitative validation by experts,
we constructed a subset of 8,326 image-label pairs
to have labeled by humans in Task 2. Image-label
pairs included in Task 2 met at least one of the
following criteria: (i) at least one vision model dis-
agreed with the humanmajority vote from Task 1, or
(ii) there was significant disagreement among the
human annotators in Task 1. This smaller dataset

allows for a targeted qualitative analysis of the rea-
sons for human-model disagreements.

3.2. Annotation task procedure

Human annotation task 1—Label verification.
In Task 1, annotators indicated whether a given
label applied to an image for each image-label pair
in the CATS4ML dataset. No specific training was
provided to annotators before beginning the task,
as the task was injected into a general purpose
image-label validation system used by a profes-
sional rater pool to perform a variety of tasks other
than this one. For each example, 19 annotators
viewed a single image and selected one of three
answer options indicating whether a given label
applies to that image, does not apply, or they are
unsure (Appendix Figure 3).
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Human annotation task 2—Model error verifica-
tion. In Task 2, annotators examined the model
error dataset (8,326 image-label pairs from the
CATS4ML dataset with human and machine label-
ers disagreement from Task 1). For each example,
14 annotators saw a machine label produced for
an image, and they indicated whether the model
was correct or not (Appendix figure 4.A). Guidelines
(presented to annotators before starting) included
definitions of seven categories of model error that
were identified by experts in a qualitative analysis of
a subset of the model error dataset (see § 3.5). An-
notators answered two questions about each item:
(i) whether the machine prediction indicated cor-
rectly whether the label was present in the image
or not (Appendix figure 4.B), and (ii) in the case of
model error, select one out of seven possible error
types (Appendix figure 4.C). Annotators could se-
lect an additional model error type if it was needed.
At any time, annotators could return to previous
items and change their responses as needed. An-
notators were not given any information on how the
“machine prediction” was constructed in order to
avoid biasing them towards agreeing or disagree-
ing with the machine prediction.

3.3. Annotators
Data submitted by challenge participants was vali-
dated three times—twice by paid annotators and
once by members of the research team. The paid
annotators were recruited from professional rater
pools and had prior experience in data annotation
tasks. To ensure that the annotations on the image-
label pairs reflected a range of human perspec-
tives, particularly because we expected that the
examples would be especially challenging, we re-
cruited raters from different geographic locales (US,
Canada, and India). We selected these locales be-
cause they have English as a dominant language
and are common locales for recruiting annotators.
We did not collect demographic information aside
from locale for these annotators. There was no
overlap between the raters in Task 1 and Task 2.
We summarize the unique number of annotators
and the total size of the annotator pools in each
task in Table 1.

The annotators in Task 1 consisted of 41 unique
raters. Table 1 (left side) shows the number of
raters from each locale. We gathered 19 ratings
per image-label pair (7 from raters in the US, 7 from
raters in India, 5 from raters in Canada), as shown
in the right side of Table 1. Each rater labeled an
average of 4726 image-label pairs (median 4088).
However, 4 annotators (3 from the US, 1 from India)
chose to end the task early, providing fewer than
100 annotations each, so the total number of ratings
provided by individual raters ranged from 3 to 9932.
We ensured that each image-label pair was rated

by the same number of unique annotators from the
same locale distributions to ensure that the image-
label-pair-level ratings were not imbalanced. Task
1 raters were compensated monetarily in alignment
with local norms of the region in which they were
working.

Subsequently, two members of the research
team performed a qualitative analysis (see § 3.5
for details) to classify the causes of model error in
a sample of about 20% (2,035 image-label pairs)
of the dataset from Task 1. This validation was
performed in order to identify possible model error
types (detailed in Appendix Table 9), and qualita-
tively categorize them for Task 2, described next.
The experts each had in-depth experience with ma-
chine vision models.
The annotators in Task 2 consisted of 56 raters

from two different locales: US and India. Table 1
shows the number of raters from each locale. As in
Task 1, example-level annotations were balanced
across the locales, as we gathered 14 annotations
per image label pair (7 from raters in the US, 7
from raters in India). Each annotator labeled an
average of 2080 image-label pairs (median 1652),
with the total number of ratings provided by raters
ranging from 368 to 8325. Task 2 annotators were
compensated monetarily in alignment with local
norms of the region in which they were working.

3.4. Scoring
Merging Task 1 and Task 2 human labels.
Tasks 1 and 2 both required annotators to assess if
a label was in a given image. In Task 1, this ques-
tion was direct (“is the label in the image?”); in Task
2, it was indirect (“a machine predicted X, is the
machine correct?”). Thus we end up with labels
that are not directly comparable, and we need to
infer the intent of the annotator’s judgment with re-
spect to whether the label is in the image in Task 2.
To analyze and directly compare the combined an-
notations from both tasks, we transformed Task 2
responses to reflect the annotator’s judgment about
whether the label was in the image (e.g., if the ma-
chine label was “no,” and the annotator marked that
“no, that the machine was not correct,” we transform
that annotation to “yes, the label is in the image”
for comparison with the interpretation of the Task
1 label where the annotators were directly asked
if the label is in the image). In cases where the
annotator rated an image-label pair “unsure,” we
maintain the “unsure” label.

Aggregation of human labels to supermajority
vote. Machine vision datasets often carry only
positive or negative annotations for image-label
pairs. Though we have a high replication of annota-
tions in the dataset that allows for working with soft-
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Size of the total rater pool Unique raters per example
US
raters

IN
raters

CA
raters

Total
raters

US
raters

IN
raters

CA
raters

Total
raters

Task 1: Is label in image? 23 13 5 41 7 7 5 19Annotated 10,668 image-label pairs

Model error categorization 2 experts 2 expertsAnnotated 2,035 image-label pairs

Task 2: Confirm model error 22 34 – 56 7 7 – 14Annotated 8,326 image-label pairs

Table 1: For each annotation task, (i) the size of rater pools, and (ii) the number of unique raters for each
task example.

label distributions, we consider majority vote for
comparison with standard machine vision datasets
and to assess sources of disagreement that emerge
when considering standard majority-vote aggrega-
tions. We classify image-label pairs along three di-
mensions: (i) “clear yes” (positive examples) where
at least 66% of annotators indicated the label was
in the image, (ii) “clear no” (negative examples)
where at least 66% of annotators indicated that the
label was not in the image, and (iii) “ambiguous,”
for all other examples that did not meet either of
the previous two criteria. Image-label pairs may fall
into the ambiguous category due to either a high
degree of disagreement in terms of “yes”/“no” votes,
or because of a high rate of “unsure” answers.

3.5. Data analysis

Annotator agreement metrics: We measure
both inter-rater reliability (IRR, Krippendorf’s alpha)
and cross-replication reliability (xRR; Wong et al.,
2021) to assess the agreement patterns of anno-
tators. We measure Krippendorf’s alpha because
this metric is robust to imbalanced data, where
different sets of annotators rate different sets of
examples. Higher values of alpha indicate greater
agreement among annotators. xRR is based on
Cohen’s Kappa, and is used to compare different
groups of annotators to determine if the agreement
between the two annotation distributions is more
similar than would be expected by chance. xRR
values are interpreted on the same scale as IRR,
and higher values indicate greater similarity in re-
sponses across the two groups.

Linear modeling: Linear mixed effects models
can be used to simultaneously account for random
effects related to individual annotators and items,
while also taking into account complex interactions
between experimental conditions. We construct a
null model predicting whether the rater indicated
that the label is in the image or not (i.e., “yes” or
“not yes”, which collapses together “no” and “un-
sure” ratings), with random intercepts for raters and

items. We compare this null model to three single-
predictor models that add fixed effects of (i) rater
locale, (ii) label id, and (iii) task type, and also two
models that consider all three fixed effects as (i)
additive, (ii) interactive predictors, and we perform
model comparisons using ANOVA to compare the
three single-predictor models to the null model, and
to compare the additive and interactive models to
ensure that we are making matched comparisons.

Qualitative analysis: Two members of the re-
search team provided expert annotations for a quali-
tative analysis of the reasons for model errors. They
assessed a 20% sample of the model error dataset,
visually comparing the image and the model pre-
dictions for the target label on that image. The two
experts proposed a taxonomy of error reasons that
were then discussed with the larger research team
and adapted to be used by human annotators in
Task 2 to label a larger dataset. We provide exam-
ples of each error reason, with images labeled as
that reason, in Appendix Table 9.

4. Results

We classify the image-label pairs from the chal-
lenge as either positive or negative examples of
the submitted label. We use supermajority vote of
human scores to identify which image-label pairs
are positive examples (“clear yes”), negative exam-
ples (“clear no”), or could not be reliably classified
due to rater disagreements or high rates of “unsure”
ratings (“ambiguous”). Using the aggregated Task
1 and 2 results, we find 4300 positive examples
(40.3%), 2264 negative examples (21.2%), and
4104 ambiguous examples (38.5%); Appendix ta-
ble 8 breaks down these aggregate values by the
target labels.

Model performance and image adversariality.
As over one third of image-label pairs from the chal-
lenge were ambiguous to human raters, we investi-
gate whether these examples were also ambiguous
to machine vision models. To do this, we quantify
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the adversariality of the image-label pairs using the
61.5% of the dataset (6564 image-label pairs) on
which we can compute a high-agreement human
label (the “clear yes” and “clear no” examples in
Table 8). Adversariality is computed as the number
of human-model disagreements observed across
the models tested. We identify 710 (10.8%) highly
adversarial image-label pairs that none of the 6
models got correct (where “correct” means “agrees
with the human consensus”). This method allows
us to rank the adversariality of individual images
(Table 2), based on how many models made in-
correct judgements. We find that 72.8% of images
were adversarial to at least one of the state-of-the-
art models.

Adversariality
strength: number of
models fooled

N. image-
label pairs

Percent
of 6564
dataset

0 (not adversarial) 1784 27.2
1 1207 18.4
2 1426 21.7
3 578 8.8
4 472 2.7
5 387 5.9
6 (very adversarial) 710 10.8

Table 2: Image-label pair adversariality across the
dataset. To accurately reflect human-model agree-
ment patterns, we exclude items with no human
supermajority vote.

Reasons for adversariality. We break down this
measure of adversariality by using the qualitative
labels assigned by annotators in Task 2 to identify
which model error reasons are most associated
with high adversariality (Table 3). We observe that
visual similarity between the label and the image
(e.g., the label is “bird” and the image shows a bat)
is the most frequently identified reason for model er-
rors and is most associated with highly adversarial
image-label pairs, with 55% of the 710 most ad-
versarial images falling into the category of visual
similarity. Annotators also identified misleading
background context and atypical depictions of the
label as primary causes of model failures, cover-
ing 30% and 33% of the most adversarial images,
respectively.

Factors in human disagreements. We investi-
gate potential reasons for the disagreement be-
tween humans that we observed in the 38% of
image-label pairs with no supermajority agreement.
For this, we consider the full CATS4ML dataset,
and we assess ambiguity from three perspectives:
(1) disagreements due to rater characteristics, (2)
disagreements due to characteristics of image-label
pairs, and (3) disagreements due to characteristics

of rating task. These three perspectives have previ-
ously been identified as relevant to understanding
crowd labels and rater disagreements (Aroyo and
Welty, 2014). We use a linear mixed effects model
(see § 3.5), and we compare three single-predictor
models to the null model using an ANOVA. Table 4
shows that each of these three models is a signif-
icantly better fit for the data compared to the null
model, indicating that rater characteristics (as in-
dexed by locale), label name, and task framing all
explain a significant amount of variance in the data.
To determine whether these three factors interact
with each other, we construct both an additive and
an interactive model using all three predictors; the
interactive model is a significantly better fit for the
data compared to the additive model (p < 0.001).

Figure 2: Variance partitioning on a linear addi-
tive model. First, rater id was regressed out by
fitting these features to a multi-class logistic regres-
sion model with l2 penalty with raters’ judgments
(yes, no, unsure) as the dependent variable. Using
log loss as the unit deviance or residuals, we then
fit several additive models on those residuals using
a combination of locale, label, and task features
as independent variables. The figure above shows
the shared and unique variance of these different
submodels. We observe that the submodels with
task followed by label and locale have the highest
unique variance.

We used variance partitioning analysis to iden-
tify which of the three factors (rater locale, label
name, task type) had the greatest impact on raters’
judgments. Variance explained by rater id was ac-
counted for first, and then an additive model was
fitted to the residuals using features from the three
factors (R2 = 0.159). To understand the shared
and independent variance of each set of features,
several submodels were fitted to these residuals.
Figure 2 shows that task type (R2

uniq = 0.079) fol-
lowed by label (R2

uniq = 0.057) and rater locale
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Advers-
ariality

Total
pairs

Ambig-
uous
label

Artistic
depic-
tion

Quality
issue

Back-
ground
context

Visual
similar-
ity

Out of
context

Atypical
depic-
tion

Other er-
ror rea-
son

1 1137 7 6 1 10 45 0 15 13
2 1404 36 21 22 570 207 6 832 549
3 562 16 7 5 216 102 0 308 156
4 471 18 5 6 172 144 4 228 107
5 387 14 5 1 114 196 2 151 85
6 710 26 15 10 212 389 0 234 125
TOTAL 4671 117 59 45 1294 1083 12 1768 1035

Table 3: Total image-label pairs for which a given error reason was indicated by at least 25% of raters in
the Task 2 qualitative labeling task. Totals are different from Table 2 because only a subset of the full
CATS4ML dataset was rated in Task 2. “Total pairs” represents the total number of image-label pairs
rated in Task 2. Totals across rows may be different than the “total pairs,” as examples can have more
than one error reason, and examples can have no error reasons achieving at least the 25% threshold or
annotators selecting that reason.

Model description Model definition AIC BIC Fit compared
to null model

Null (baseline) Rating ∼ 1 + (1|rater_id) + (1|item_id) 289711.9 289754.4 N/A
Rater locale Rating ∼ Locale+ (1|rater_id) + (1|item_id) 289677.0 289740.7 p < 0.001
Task type Rating ∼ Task_type+ (1|rater_id) + (1|item_id) 289669.7 289722.8 p < 0.001
Label name Rating ∼ Label_name+ (1|rater_id) + (1|item_id) 282069.8 282324.5 p < 0.001
Additive model
(all predictors)

Rating ∼ Locale + Label_name + Task_type +
(1|rater_id) + (1|item_id)

282007.2 282293.8 p < 0.001

Interactive model
(all predictors)

Rating ∼ Locale ∗ Label_name ∗ Task_type +
(1|rater_id) + (1|item_id)

271579.6 272725.9 p < 0.001

Table 4: Mixed effect model definitions and fit statistics.

(R2
uniq = 0.010) have the highest amount of ex-

plained unique variance, with these features’ com-
bined unique variance accounting for 91.57% of
observed variance in the original additive model.
Shared variance across these features did not im-
pact raters’ judgements as much as each individual
factor. While these analyses are useful in under-
standing how these factors interact and contribute
to raters’ judgments, we seek to further understand
sources of disagreement within each factor by in-
vestigating these factors independently in our qual-
itative analyses.

Understanding disagreements due to rater
characteristics. For both Tasks 1 and 2, we in-
vestigate rater agreement with Krippendorf’s alpha
(inter-rater reliability; IRR) and cross-replication re-
liability (xRR). Overall agreement was only moder-
ate in both tasks.In Task 1, IRR was higher within
locale for US and Indian raters than the overall
IRR; xRR revealed that the Indian and American
raters agreed with each other more than did In-
dian & Canadian raters or Canadian & American
raters (Table 5). In Task 2, agreement was even
lower than in Task 1.Taken together, these results
show that human labelers did not tend to agree with
each other on label judgments, and that a rater’s

Metric Rater locale Agreement

IRR

OVERALL 0.4737
India 0.5739
USA 0.5739
Canada 0.3794

xRR
India x USA 0.5429
India & Canada 0.4653
USA & Canada 0.5088

Table 5: Task 1 IRR & xRR scores, by locale.

Metric Rater locale Agreement

IRR
OVERALL 0.1982
India 0.3624
USA 0.1299

xRR India & USA 0.1846

Table 6: Task 2 IRR & xRR scores by locale.

locale impacted how that rater labeled images. Ap-
pendix table 10 provides example images where
different locales reached different consensus la-
bels. In panel (a), US raters affirmed the label
“bird,” Canadian raters rejected the label “bird,” and
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Indian raters unanimously indicated “unsure;” in
(b), 92% of American raters affirmed that the label
“bird” while 86% of Indian raters were unsure. Both
examples are artistic depictions of a “bird”—they
are drawings that represent a bird (or just the bird’s
skeleton), and the different response patterns from
raters in different locales highlights the way that a
person’s cultural context may influence their judg-
ments in what many would consider an objective
labeling task.

Understanding disagreements due to the im-
age-label pairs. To identify image-label pairs
that are inherently ambiguous, we identify exam-
ples where a high number of raters responded that
they were “unsure” if the label was in the image.
As many image labeling tasks are presented to an-
notators with only binary labels available (“yes” or
“no”), we expect that examples in which the major-
ity vote label is “unsure” would lead to disagree-
ments in a binary task set up. In 2039 examples
(21.5% of all image-label pairs), the “unsure” la-
bel was the most frequently selected label across
Task 1 raters. Appendix Table 11 shows two illustra-
tive examples. In the first case, where the label is
“Thanksgiving,” it is genuinely ambiguous whether
the meal is a Thanksgiving dinner; in the second
it is ambiguous whether the people wearing white
coats are “physicians,” as opposed to any other
profession that wears a lab coat. In both cases, the
label is potentially consistent with the image, but
crucially disambiguating background information
about the image’s setting, date, or participants is
unavailable to the raters. The labels in this study
spread across a range of different types of con-
cepts: concrete, abstract, events, roles, and pro-
fessions. Some of these categories are inherently
more difficult to identify in an image-labeling task.
Professions and roles (two of the more inherently
ambiguous labels in the challenge) can be strongly
context-dependent, and identification relies on cul-
tural knowledge and assumptions about the people
and event being depicted. Events can be difficult
to determine from a single image as well, as many
types of events include multiple sub-parts to the
whole (e.g., is “Thanksgiving” just a nicely-dressed
turkey?). However, we also observe that concrete
object labels (e.g., “bird”) can lead to consistent
unsure annotations; for example when the image is
a painting of a bird, a bird mascot for a sports team,
or a whole roasted chicken, annotators disagree on
or are unsure about whether the label “bird” should
apply.

Understanding disagreements due to the rat-
ing task. To identify cases where the task may
have affected rater judgments, we analyze exam-
ples for which the supermajority vote label on a

given example changes between the two tasks In
Table 7, we show a cross-task comparison with the
number of examples that fall into each of the nine
possible combinations of labels from Task 1 and
Task 2.. We observe that 35.8% of the image-label
pairs switch supermajority vote labels between
Tasks 1 and 2. Most flips involve the “ambiguous”
label, indicating relatively few cases where raters
truly change their vote from “yes” to “no” (or vice
versa). We describe observations from these cases
in Appendix G and show randomly selected image-
label pairs from each of the six different kinds of
label flips observed to illustrate these cases.

5. Discussion & recommendations

In this paper, we are concerned with label ambigu-
ity in large label space models, which is typically
deleterious to model performance. We identified
three key factors contributing to label ambiguity:
rater background, label characteristics, and task
design. These factors influence whether humans
tend to disagree with both model predictions and
each other. We demonstrated that it is, in fact, chal-
lenging for human raters and machines to agree on
label ground truth, even for relatively concrete con-
cepts such as “bird.” We further demonstrated that
the geographical location in which a human rater
is situated can have an impact on their answers
in a labeling task. Finally, we demonstrated that
small changes to the way a labeling task is framed
can have an impact on how the task is performed.
Given these potential complications to performing
the bedrock task of machine vision model training
(assigning ground truth to images), we conclude
with our recommendations as to how developers,
annotation guidelines and policymakers can best
address label ambiguity.

• Take a community-driven approach to data
labeling. Make sure that the people doing the
labeling are from the communities that are go-
ing to be impacted by the model deployment.

• Assume variance, ambiguity, and subjec-
tivity are always present in any data label-
ing task, regardless of how simple it may
seem. There is not, and cannot be, one sin-
gular “gold standard.” To the extent possible,
identify and explore potential sources of am-
biguity in any data set, and understand how
these sources of ambiguity might be related to
the communities impacted by the model.

• Define and deploy metrics to measure am-
biguity in data. For example, if data is labeled
in different sessions, on different interfaces, or
by different pools raters, measure and track dif-
ferences between data subsets. Measure and
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Supermajority vote label Number of
examples

Percent of
totalTask 1:

Is label in image?
Task 2:
Is machine correct?

Yes Yes 2714 32.6
Yes No 6 0.1
Yes Ambiguous 464 5.8
No Yes 9 0.1
No No 845 10.2
No Ambiguous 614 7.4
Ambiguous Yes 1561 18.8
Ambiguous No 325 3.9
Ambiguous Ambiguous 1787 21.5

Table 7: Cross Task comparison. In bold are rows representing image-label pairs that had consistent
supermajority labels across tasks. All other rows represent image-label pairs that had inconsistent
supermajority labels across tasks. The label for Task 2 represents the transformed label to make it
comparable in interpretation to Task 1.

track any differences across data subset by
demographic properties of the community that
will be impacted by the data (e.g., geographic
location, gender, age, ability).

There has been little work that provides specific
recommendations for policies pertaining to large
label space models. Currently, content moder-
ation strategies recommend employing machine
safety filters that comprise several safety clas-
sification models (Hao et al., 2023). Although
our dataset does not include safety content, our
challenge shows that even for categories that are
non-controversial, there is ambiguity. Thus, for
more subjective labels that pertain to safety (e.g.,
porn, violence), these ambiguities may be amplified
(Homan et al., 2023), which can result in unreliable
safety classifications. Adopting these recommen-
dations will ensure that a deployed model has been
contributed to by the community it serves, that pos-
sible sources of model failure are understood and
tracked, and that the way the model is serving dif-
ferent subsets of the community is also tracked. A
model deployed under these conditions is on the
right track to responsibly serve its community.

Reproducibility Statement

The original CATS4ML data is available on github at
github.com/google-research-datasets/
cats4ml-dataset. This dataset contains the
image-label pairs collected for the challenge along
with an aggregation of five human annotations
for each example. For the study described
in this paper, we collected additional human
annotations not part of the original repository;
those annotations will be made available as a
supplemental dataset, along with the code for the
analyses conducted in this paper (descriptive stats,

task score conversions, IRR, xRR, mixed-effects
modelling, variance partitioning). To accompany
the additional data release, we will also include a
datasheet (Gebru et al., 2018).
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A. Task Interfaces

Figures 3 and 4 show the interfaces that were
shown to human raters in the two annotation tasks
described in the main text.

B. Label distribution in the CATS4ML
dataset

In Figure 5, we show the distribution of raw counts
of each label that was submitted in the CATS4ML
challenge. Challenge participants were not re-
stricted in terms of which labels they chose in their
example submissions, and thus we could not en-
sure equal distribution across the labels. The skew
towards ‘bird’ labels is likely due to multiple fac-
tors, including the number of instances of ‘bird’ in
the source data, the ease of browsing images for
the target object, and participant familiarity with
the range of ways the label may be represented in
images.

C. By-label supermajority vote
results

In Table 8, we show how many images from the
challenge were assigned each label (‘yes,’ indicat-
ing the label is in the image, or ‘no,’ indicating the
label is not in the image), and how many were clas-
sified as ‘ambiguous,’ indicating that neither the
‘yes’ or ‘no’ supermajority vote label could be ap-
plied.

D. Qualitative labels of model error
reasons

Table 9 (spanning three pages to ensure the images
are legible) shows an example of each of the quali-
tiative labels used in the Task 2 (“confirm model
error”). These labels are derived from expert vali-
dation of human-model disagreements from Task
1 (“is label in image”).

E. Examples of disagreements due
to the rater locale

Table 10 shows randomly selected examples where
raters from different locales gave systematically
different ratings on the same image-label pair.

F. Examples of disagreements due to
the image-label pair

Table 11 shows randomly selected examples where
raters consistently indicated that the image itself
was ambiguous with respect to the target label.

G. Examples of disagreements due
to the rating task

As reported in the main text, one third of image-
label pairs flip their label based on the task phras-
ing. Most of these flips involve the ‘ambiguous’
supermajority vote label, indicating that there are
relatively few cases where raters truly change their
vote from “yes” to “no” (or vice versa). To illustrate
these cases, we randomly select an image-label
pair from each of the six different kinds of label flips
observed, and show the examples along with the
raters’ labeling patterns in Tables 12, 13 and 14.
We observe patterns where the human superma-
jority vote label switches to align with the machine
label shown in Task 2 (12a, 13a, 14b) and to contra-
dict the machine label shown (14a). These images
are illustrative of the kinds of difficulties that anno-
tators had in assigning labels, and they show that
slight changes in the wording or presentation of the
task can lead to different results, even on a task
that appears straightforward.
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Figure 3: Sample interface for Task 1: Is label in image?

A.

B.

C.

Figure 4: Sample interface for Task 2: Confirm model error.

Figure 5: Histogram of valid image-label pair counts per label name.
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Target Label clear yes clear no ambiguous TOTAL
Bird 1305 43 1433 2781
Smile 721 53 261 1035
Lipstick 451 20 465 936
Canoe 63 488 382 933
Chopsticks 108 702 67 877
Athlete 630 14 123 767
Muffin 19 428 92 539
Child 387 29 88 504
Chef 32 214 138 384
Firefighter 69 70 160 299
Coach 9 19 187 215
Construction worker 49 60 101 210
American football 65 27 82 174
Pizza 87 12 65 164
Selfie 49 12 91 152
Funeral 24 23 98 145
Croissant 88 8 41 137
Bus driver 30 20 50 100
Thanksgiving 9 7 78 94
Physician 24 6 35 65
Teacher 13 3 41 57
Graduation 49 3 3 55
Nurse 19 3 23 45
TOTAL 4300 2264 4104 10668

Table 8: Counts of how many image-label pairs for each label fell into each supermajority vote category
based on aggregated labels from raters in Tasks 1 and 2.
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Error reason Supermajority
vote

Task 2 ma-
chine label

Percent of
raters

Image

Artistic depic-
tion of the label

Task 1:
Ambiguous

Task 2: Yes

No 78.6 Label: BIRD

Machine over-
relied on back-
ground context

Task 1:
Ambiguous

Task 2: Yes

No 85.7 Label: BIRD

Object is de-
picted out of
typical context
(e.g., no back-
ground)

Task 1: Yes

Task 2: Yes

No 35.7 Label: ATHLETE
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Error reason Supermajority
vote

Task 2 ma-
chine label

Percent of
raters

Image

Unexpected or
atypical depic-
tion of the label

Task 1:
Ambiguous

Task 2:
Ambiguous

No 71.4 Label: CHILD

Ambiguous
meaning of the
label (e.g. trig-
gers different
interpretation)

Task 1:
Ambiguous

Task 2: No

Yes 35.7 Label: CONSTRUCTION WORKER

Visually similar
shape of the la-
bel

Task 1: No

Task 2: No

Yes 85.7 Label: MUFFIN
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Error reason Supermajority
vote

Task 2 ma-
chine label

Percent of
raters

Image

Image has
quality issue

Task 1: No

Task 2: No

Yes 64.3 Label: SELFIE

OTHER reason
for model error

Task 1: Yes

Task 2: Yes

No 64.3 Label: SMILE

Table 9: All error reasons from Task 2. Percent of raters indicates the percentage of Task 2 raters who
indicated that the model was wrong for that particular error reason, either as the primary or secondary
reason for the model error.
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A) B)

Label: BIRD Label: BIRD
Human majority: Unsure Human majority: Yes
Yes % Unsure % No % Yes % Unsure % No %

US raters 67 17 17 92 0 8
CA raters 20 20 60 40 60 0
IN raters 0 100 0 0 86 14

Table 10: Examples of images where the raters in different locales respond differently when asked if the
label is in the image.

A) B)

Label: THANKSGIVING Label: PHYSICIAN
Human majority: Unsure Human majority: Unsure
Yes % Unsure % No % Yes % Unsure % No %

US raters 42 50 8 25 50 25
CA raters 40 60 0 20 60 20
IN raters 25 75 0 29 57 14

Table 11: Examples of images where the majority of humans indicate they are UNSURE if the label is in
the image.
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Label: LIPSTICK Task 1: Is the label in the image? Task 2: Is the model correct?
Machine Label: No

Participant responses (%)
Yes Unsure No
71.4 0.0 28.6

Participant responses (%) Transformed responses (%)
Yes Unsure No Yes Unsure No
68.4 0.0 31.6 28.6 0.0 71.4

Final human label: LIPSTICK in image LIPSTICK not in image

Label: CHOPSTICKS Task 1: Is the label in the image? Task 2: Is the model correct?
Machine Label: No

Participant responses (%)
Yes Unsure No
35.7 0.0 64.3

Participant responses (%) Transformed responses (%)
Yes Unsure No Yes Unsure No
84.2 10.5 5.3 64.3 0.0 35.7

Final human label: CHOPSTICKS in image CHOPSTICKS ambiguous for image

Table 12: Examples of images where the supermajority vote label was different between the two tasks,
focusing on examples that flipped an original ‘yes’ label in the Label-in-Image task. Note that score
transformation is needed when the ‘machine label’ is ‘no,’ in order to align the interpretation of the human
label between tasks 1 and 2.

Label: CANOE Task 1: Is the label in the image? Task 2: Is the model correct?
Machine Label: Yes

Participant responses (%)
Yes Unsure No
71.4 7.1 21.4

Participant responses (%) Transformed responses (%)
Yes Unsure No Yes Unsure No
15.8 10.5 73.7 71.4 7.1 21.4

Final human label: CANOE not in image CANOE in image

Label: FIREFIGHTER Task 1: Is the label in the image? Task 2: Is the model correct?
Machine Label: Yes

Participant responses (%)
Yes Unsure No
50.0 14.2 35.7

Participant responses (%) Transformed responses (%)
Yes Unsure No Yes Unsure No
15.8 15.8 68.4 50.0 14.2 35.7

Final human label: FIREFIGHTER not in image FIREFIGHTER ambiguous for image

Table 13: Examples of images where the supermajority vote label was different between the two tasks,
focusing on examples that flipped an original ‘no’ label in the label-in-image task. Note that score
transformation is only needed when the ‘machine label’ is ‘no,’ in order to align the interpretation of the
human label between tasks 1 and 2. As the machine label was ’yes’ on both examples in this table, the
transformation did not alter the labels.
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Label: BIRD Task 1: Is the label in the image? Task 2: Is the model correct?
Machine Label: Yes

Participant responses (%)
Yes Unsure No
92.9 0.0 7.1

Participant responses (%) Transformed responses (%)
Yes Unsure No Yes Unsure No
31.6 63.2 5.3 92.9 0.0 7.1

Final human label: BIRD ambiguous for image CANOE in image

Label: SMILE Task 1: Is the label in the image? Task 2: Is the model correct?
Machine Label: No

Participant responses (%)
Yes Unsure No
92.9 0.0 7.1

Participant responses (%) Transformed responses (%)
Yes Unsure No Yes Unsure No
0.0 52.6 47.6 7.1 0.0 92.9

Final human label: SMILE ambiguous for image SMILE not in image

Table 14: Examples of images where the supermajority vote label was different between the two tasks,
focusing on examples that flipped an original ‘no’ label in the label-in-image task. Note that score
transformation is only needed when the ‘machine label’ is ‘no,’ in order to align the interpretation of the
human label between tasks 1 and 2.
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Abstract
Large Language Models (LLMs) exhibit remarkable text classification capabilities, excelling in zero- and few-shot
learning (ZSL and FSL) scenarios. However, since they are trained on different datasets, performance varies
widely across tasks between those models. Recent studies emphasize the importance of considering human label
variation in data annotation. However, how this human label variation also applies to LLMs remains unexplored.
Given this likely model specialization, we ask: Do aggregate LLM labels improve over individual models (as for
human annotators)? We evaluate four recent instruction-tuned LLMs as “annotators” on five subjective tasks across
four languages. We use ZSL and FSL setups and label aggregation from human annotation. Aggregations are
indeed substantially better than any individual model, benefiting from specialization in diverse tasks or languages.
Surprisingly, FSL does not surpass ZSL, as it depends on the quality of the selected examples. However, there
seems to be no good information-theoretical strategy to select those. We find that no LLM method rivals even simple
supervised models. We also discuss the tradeoffs in accuracy, cost, and moral/ethical considerations between LLM
and human annotation.

Keywords: model annotation, model label variation, subjective tasks, label aggregation, ethics

1. Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have revolution-
ized many aspects of Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP). Brown et al. (2020) showed that LLMs
have few-shot (FSL) and even zero-shot learning
(ZSL) capabilities in text classification due to their
extensive pre-training. Subsequent iterations have
further improved these capabilities. Those improve-
ments have seemingly obviated one of the most
time- and labor-intensive aspects of NLP: annotat-
ing enough data to train a supervised classifica-
tion model. Instead, we can use LLMs to directly
predict the labels via prompting. Indeed, various
papers tested this hypothesis and found good per-
formance on various NLP tasks (Zhao et al., 2023;
Su et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022; Brown et al., 2020;
Plaza-del-Arco et al., 2023). However, upon closer
inspection, these claims require some caveats: dif-
ferent models excel at different tasks, datasets, and
formulations (Gilardi et al., 2023; Törnberg, 2023).

What if the answer is not to wait for one model
to rule them all, though, but to treat their variation
as specializations we can exploit, similar to the dis-
agreement among human annotators? Different
annotators have different strengths (or levels of reli-
ability), and recent work (Basile et al., 2021; Plank,
2022) has suggested using this human label varia-
tion to our advantage. We test whether the same
applies to LLMs if we treat them as “annotators”.

We use four state-of-the-art open-source
instruction-tuned LLMs to assess their capabilities
as “annotators”: Flan-T5 (Chung et al., 2022),
Flan-UL2 (Tay et al., 2023), T0 (Sanh et al., 2022)

SA

Is the sentiment of this review
“positive”, “negative” or “neutral”?

AC - Gender

Is this review written by a “male”
or a “female”?

AC - Age

Is this review written by a person
“under 35”, or “over 45”?

TD

Is this review about topic 1, topic
2, topic 3, topic 4, or topic 5?

HS

Is this tweet expressing “hate
speech” or “non-hate speech”?

Figure 1: Instructions used to prompt the
instruction-tuned LLMs for each classification task.

(alongside its multilingual variant, mT0 (Muen-
nighoff et al., 2022)), and Tk-Instruct (Sanh et al.,
2022). (We use open models to mitigate potential
concerns regarding data contamination during the
evaluation process and to facilitate replication.)
We evaluate them across five subjective prediction
tasks (age, gender, topic, sentiment prediction, and
hate speech detection) in four distinct languages:
English, French, German, and Spanish. We use
ZSL and FSL prompt instructions, similar to the
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ones we would give to human annotators. For FSL,
we explore different entropy-based strategies to
choose the seed examples. We then aggregate
the LLM answers into a single label and evaluate
their performance.

We find that different models indeed excel
on some tasks or languages, but not on others.
Some models even specialize on certain labels
in a given task, but perform poorly on the others.
Their behavior thus mimics human expertise in
wisdom-of-the-crowd settings.

We then aggregate the model answers into a sin-
gle label for each example. The simplest approach
is majority voting: use the label that most LLMs
suggested (ties are split randomly). However, the
majority can still be wrong. Instead, we can use
Bayesian models of annotation (Passonneau and
Carpenter, 2014; Paun et al., 2018) to weigh the
answers based on the inferred reliability of each
annotator. This approach is similar to Bayesian
classifier combination, but does not require gold la-
bels to assign the scores. Instead, it is completely
unsupervised. That distinction is crucial, as we
want to work with unannotated data.

In most cases, the aggregated labels of either
method outperform even the best individual LLM.
On average, aggregated labels are 4.2 F1-points
better than the average LLM. However, even the
best-aggregated performance is still well below
that of even simple supervised models trained
on the same data, and substantially lower than
Transformer-based supervised models (by over 10
F1 points on average).

In sum, aggregating several ZSL-prompted
LLMs is better than using a single LLM. Surpris-
ingly, FSL-prompting is too varied to consistently
improve performance. However, treating LLMs
as annotators cannot rival using human annota-
tors for fine-tuning or supervised learning. We
also discuss what these results mean for the role of
human annotation and supervised learning in NLP,
with respect to performance, but also time, cost,
bias, and ethics.

Contributions (1) We explore the feasibility of
four open-source instruction-tuned LLMs as “an-
notators” via ZSL and FSL prompting on five sub-
jective classification tasks; (2) we compare them
across four languages; (3) we analyze the robust-
ness of two label aggregation methods to check
whether we can benefit from model label variation in
subjective tasks; and (4) we discuss the technical,
moral, and ethical ramifications of this development
for NLP and annotation.

2. Data

For our experiments, we use two datasets: Trust-
pilot (Hovy et al., 2015) and HatEval (Basile et al.,
2019). Note that for most models, these datasets
are “unseen”, i.e., the data was not part of the LLMs’
training. The one exception is HatEval in EN, which
is included in Flan-T5 and Flan-UL2 models. We
aim to evaluate their performance in a data con-
tamination scenario, offering insights into models’
generalization capabilities unaffected by such con-
tamination.

Trustpilot (Hovy et al., 2015) is a multilingual
dataset with demographic user information from var-
ious countries. It uses reviews from the user review
website Trustpilot. To test a variety of languages
commonly found in LLMs, we select data with En-
glish from the United States, German from Ger-
many, and French from France for our experiments.
The data includes labels for sentiment, the topic
of the review, and two demographic dimensions
of the review authors: self-declared gender and
age (these two are not available for all data points).
We use the same data splits as Hovy (2015) to en-
sure comparability and consistency. Given our ZSL
setup, we evaluate on their evaluation sets for each
language, which consists of the joint development
and test sets.

HatEval (Basile et al., 2019) is a multilingual
dataset for HS detection against immigrants and
women on Twitter, part of a SemEval 2019 shared
task. The dataset contains Spanish and English
tweets manually annotated via crowdsourcing. We
use the benchmark test set provided by the HatEval
competition for both languages.

2.1. Tasks

We evaluate the performance of LLMs as annota-
tors on five prediction tasks: four from the Trustpilot
dataset and one from the HatEval corpus. These
tasks involve sentiment analysis, topic detection,
and predicting demographic attributes (gender and
age). These two attribute classification (AC)
tasks are binary: the gender of the text author
(male or female)1 and the age of the text author
(under 35 or above 45 years old). In the sentiment
analysis (SA) task, reviews are classified into neg-
ative, neutral, and positive sentiments based on
1, 3, and 5-star ratings, respectively. The topic
detection (TD) task uses the review categories of
the texts to classify them into one of five topics. For
this task, the exact topics vary across languages.

1The data does not allow a more fine-grained clas-
sification of gender identities, as the original website
only provided users with those two options. See Ethical
Considerations for more discussion.
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EN: Car lights, fashion accessories, pets, do-
mestic appliances, and hotels. DE: Wine, car
rental, drugs and pharmacy, flowers, and hotels.
FR: Clothes and fashion, fashion accessories, pets,
computer and accessories, and food and beverage.

For the hate speech detection (HS), the task is
to classify a tweet as either hate speech or non-hate
speech.

3. Models

We experiment with four state-of-the-art instruction-
tuned LLMs from the same model family, the T5
with an encoder-decoder (Raffel et al., 2020) archi-
tecture. We specifically select these models be-
cause they were fine-tuned on a diverse range of
instructions. They use intuitive explanations of the
downstream task to respond to natural language
prompts, similar to the instructions provided to hu-
man annotators. Furthermore, these models are
all open-source, letting us inspect the training data
and examine data contamination. Our selection
represents a realistic LLM annotator pool for a cur-
rent NLP practitioner. As models evolve rapidly,
though, this selection is likely to change. However,
the results from using a diverse pool of LLM anno-
tators should hold regardless.

In particular, we use the following models:
• Flan-T5 (Chung et al., 2022) is a sequence-to-

sequence transformer model built on the T5 ar-
chitecture (Raffel et al., 2020). The model has
been pre-trained with standard language mod-
eling objectives and subsequent fine-tuning on
the extensive FLAN collection (Longpre et al.,
2023). The FLAN collection contains more
than 1,800 NLP tasks in over 60 languages.
We use the largest version2 of this model.

• Flan-UL2 (Tay et al., 2023) is the Flan version
of the T5 and UL2 model. It has a similar
architecture to T5, but with an upgraded pre-
training procedure known as UL23.

• T0 (Sanh et al., 2022) and the multilingual mT0
(Muennighoff et al., 2023). T04 is an encoder-
decoder model based on T5 that is trained
on a multi-task mixture of NLP datasets over
different tasks. For the non-English languages,
we use mT05 since T0 has been trained on
English texts. mT0 is based on Google’s mT5
(Xue et al., 2021) and has been fine-tuned on
xP36, which covers 13 training tasks across

2https://huggingface.co/google/flan-t5-xxl
3https://huggingface.co/google/flan-ul2
4https://huggingface.co/bigscience/T0
5https://huggingface.co/bigscience/mt0-xxl
6https://huggingface.co/datasets/bigscience/

xP3

46 languages with English prompts.

• Tk-Instruct (Wang et al., 2022) is a genera-
tive model for transforming task inputs given
declarative in-context instructions, like “Given
an utterance and the past 3 utterances, out-
put ‘Yes’ if the utterance contains the small-
talk strategy, otherwise output ‘No’. Small-
talk is a cooperative negotiation strategy...”
(adapted from Wang et al., 2022). It is also
based on T5 but trained on all task instruc-
tions in a multi-task setup. It is fine-tuned on
the SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS dataset (Tri-
antafillou et al., 2020), a large benchmark of
1,616 NLP tasks and their natural language
instructions. It covers 76 task types across 55
different languages7.

Computing Infrastructure We run all experi-
ments on a server with three NVIDIA RTX A6000
and 48GB of RAM.

3.1. Prompting
A prompt is an input that directs an LLM’s text gen-
eration, ranging from a single sentence to a para-
graph. It guides the model’s comprehension and
influences its output. Figure 1 depicts the task for-
mulations (prompt instructions) we give to the LLMs,
who act as our annotators, for every considered
text classification task. We add “Answer” to mark
the output field after the instruction to improve the
LLMs’ understanding and output format. For the
TD tasks, the list of five topics varies by language.
For instance, the prompt for the English TD task is:
“I love the earrings I bought,” “Is this review about
‘car lights,’ ‘fashion accessories,’ ‘pets,’ ‘domestic
appliances,’ or ‘hotels’?” <Answer>: {LM answer}.

Tk-Instruct requires a prompt template with spe-
cific fields: “definition”, “input,” and “output.” The
“definition” is used to specify the instruction or guid-
ance, the “input” contains the instance to be clas-
sified, and the “output” is the output indicator. For
instance, the prompt for the HS task is the follow-
ing: <Definition> Is this tweet expressing “hate
speech” or “non-hate speech?” <Input> “I hate
you” <Response>: {LM answer}.

We use task-specific prompts to assess the
model’s performance on the resulting outputs for
zero- and few-shot prediction. We used default
parameters for the models.

If the output does not correspond to a valid class,
we assign the most common class for that task.
For instance, these out-of-label (OOL) predictions
vary between tasks and models for the ZSL setup.
Binary or ternary classification tasks (AC, SA, HS)

7https://huggingface.co/allenai/
tk-instruct-3b-def
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exhibit a very low OOL percentage (<1%). In con-
trast, TD shows a significantly higher percentage
(13%) due to the larger number of classes and
their more descriptive nature (e.g., “fashion acces-
sories”). At the model level, Flan models have a
very low OOL percentage (1%), T0 and Tk-Instruct
have a low OOL percentage (∼2%).

3.2. Baselines

We compare the LLMs across our five tasks to two
baselines: the most frequent class and random
choice.

The most frequent class baseline does not re-
quire any model. It always picks the most fre-
quent label for a task as final prediction. This stan-
dard baseline method is very strong in unbalanced
datasets. However, it requires knowledge of the
label distribution. The random-choice method ran-
domly picks a label from the set of labels for a task.
It represents a lower bound.

3.3. Aggregation of Labels

For each example, we get four labels: one from
each LLM annotator. We use two different methods
to aggregate these four labels into a single label:
majority voting, and a Bayesian model of annotation,
Multi-Annotator Competence Estimation (MACE,
Hovy et al., 2013). These methods use different
aggregation methods. Both are common in the
literature (Klie et al., 2023).

Majority-voting selects the label returned most
by the four models. In case of a tie, it randomly
chooses among the top candidates. This approach
is common in many annotation projects, but has
the drawback that the majority can still be wrong.

MACE is a Bayesian annotation tool that com-
putes two scores: the competence (reliability) of
each annotator (i.e., the probability an annotator
chooses the “true” label based on their expertise
instead of guessing one) and the most likely label.
MACE uses variational Bayesian inference to infer
both variables, and works on unlabeled data. The
aggregated MACE labels are usually more accurate
downstream than majority voting, and competence
scores correlate strongly with actual annotator pro-
ficiency (Paun et al., 2018). Competence scores
tend to correlate with annotators’ actual expertise
(Hovy et al., 2013), and can therefore be used to
directly compare annotator quality in the absence
of gold labels. As a probabilistic model, it also com-
putes the entropy of each example, including both
annotator competence and agreement. It is there-
fore a proxy for how “difficult” an example is to label.
We use MACE to get the competence of each LLM
and the entropy of each example, which we use to
select seed examples for FSL.

Task/Language Cohen Fleiss Krip. Raw

SA
EN 0.708 0.705 0.703 0.837
DE 0.636 0.633 0.630 0.792
FR 0.665 0.662 0.660 0.809

AC-Gender
EN 0.299 0.279 0.229 0.615
DE 0.271 0.136 -0.007 0.566
FR 0.236 0.227 0.179 0.596

AC-Age
EN 0.101 0.044 -0.154 0.428
DE 0.068 0.040 -0.124 0.596
FR 0.099 0.093 0.014 0.679

TD
EN 0.510 0.495 0.477 0.622
DE 0.586 0.578 0.571 0.712
FR 0.316 0.305 0.283 0.598

HS EN 0.222 0.220 0.209 0.605
ES 0.155 0.099 -0.019 0.629

Table 1: Inter-model agreement scores.

4. Results

We compare the four models as annotators along
several dimensions:

How much do models agree with each other?
This assesses the consensus among them and indi-
cates specialization. How reliable is each model?
This evaluates the consistency and trustworthiness
of individual model predictions, key for label aggre-
gation. How accurate are the predictions of the
individual models versus their aggregations?
This last question assesses the prediction quality
of individual LLMs vis-a-vis aggregations to deter-
mine whether this approach is a viable alternative
to supervised learning.

We first report ZSL results and then discuss the
FSL setting separately (Section 4.4).

4.1. Inter-model Agreement
To assess the level of specialization among the
LLMs as annotators, we evaluate their agreement.
We use four common inter-annotator-agreement
metrics: Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1960), Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss,
1971), and Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 2011)
(which all correct the observed agreement for ex-
pected agreement), as well as the unweighted raw
agreement (i.e., the uncorrected level of agreement
between LLMs). The results are shown in Table
1. Note that the number of labels does not factor
into agreement, and that raw agreement is usu-
ally higher than chance-corrected inter-annotator
agreement measures.

The results show a wide range of agreement
values, but a few takeaways become apparent:

1) The scores suggest that the different mod-
els specialize on different tasks and labels. As
we will see in the performance and reliability anal-
ysis, some models perform better on some tasks
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than others. Model specialization suggests that
aggregation is likely beneficial (as the aggregation
hopefully benefits from differing expertise).

2) Language does not factor into the differ-
ences. The models we test are all multi-lingual, and
the languages we test are generally high-resource.
The agreement difference between the different
languages on the same task is negligible.

3) Some tasks show higher agreement than
others: SA has higher scores than TD, and the
others have little to no agreement. However, we
do not know whether high-agreement tasks are
inherently easier, or whether the models are all
wrong in the same direction.

Task/Language T0 Flan-T5 Flan-UL2 Tk-Instruct

SA
EN 0.755 0.958 0.856 0.803
DE 0.724 0.928 0.767 0.757
FR 0.759 0.909 0.796 0.789

AC-Gender
EN 0.317 0.613 0.719 0.445
DE 0.152 0.267 0.359 0.270
FR 0.094 0.699 0.599 0.601

AC-Age
EN 0.255 0.146 0.325 0.083
DE 0.295 0.039 0.418 0.014
FR 0.432 0.061 0.608 0.017

TD
EN 0.388 0.737 0.933 0.511
DE 0.660 0.793 0.735 0.712
FR 0.556 0.327 0.492 0.210

Mean
EN 0.429 0.614 0.708 0.461
DE 0.458 0.507 0.569 0.438
FR 0.460 0.499 0.624 0.404

HS EN 0.358 0.919 0.327 0.402
ES 0.466 0.212 0.131 0.099

Table 2: MACE competence scores of each LLM
across tasks and languages on the Trustpilot and
HatEval datasets. For non-English languages, we
use the multilingual mT0 model.

4.2. Reliability

When aggregating specialized annotators, we
might want to trust more specialized ones more.
We use the competence scores from MACE to as-
sess the reliability of each model. Table 2 shows
the competence scores.

The competence scores support the specializa-
tion hypothesis for the different models on different
languages and tasks. No model is dominant in
all settings, though the Flan models tend to
have higher competence scores than the other
models (reflected in their higher mean competence
scores).

4.3. Model Performance and Robustness
of Label Aggregation

Ultimately, we care about the predictive perfor-
mance of the annotator method. Table 3 shows
the macro-F1 scores of the LLMs on all tasks and
languages. We compute the statistical difference
of the individual results over the random-choice
baseline, using a bootstrap sampling test with the
bootsa8 Python package. We use 1,000 bootstrap
samples, a sample size of 20%, and p ≤ 0.01.

Most models clearly and significantly out-
perform the random-choice and even most-
frequent-label baselines. Note though that Flan-
T5 and Flan-UL2 included the HatEval dataset in
their training. Consequently, they perform substan-
tially better than the other models (with Flan-T5 re-
ceiving a very high competence score from MACE).

Aggregation When aggregating annotations into
a single label, we implicitly assume that a) there
is a single correct answer and b) the wisdom of
the crowd will find it. The first assumption is up for
debate (Basile et al., 2021), but the latter is clearly
borne out by the results here. On average and
in most individual cases, majority voting and
MACE aggregation predictions are better than
most models. In 6 out of 14 tasks, MACE was
the best model. Note that for SA, Tk-Instruct per-
forms better than the aggregation methods in all
languages. For AC-Gender in English, Flan-UL2 is
better, and in German, no method outperforms ran-
dom choice (though MACE aggregation is close).

Overall, the two aggregation methods are sub-
stantially more robust than any one individual model
across all languages and datasets (see the Mean
results in Table 3). Presumably, they suffer less
from the variance across tasks and languages and
instead are able to exploit the specialization of
each model as a source of information. The MACE
competence score correlates with the actual perfor-
mance of the models: 0.93 Spearman ρ and 0.83
Pearson ρ. This correlation suggests that MACE
identified the model specializations correctly. A cus-
tom weighting of each model’s prediction (for exam-
ple, based on the actual performance) might per-
form even better. In practice, though, this weighting
would of course be unknown.

Comparison to supervised learning ZSL holds
a lot of promise for quick predictions, but to assess
its worth, we need to compare it to supervised mod-
els based on human annotation. For the Trustpilot
data, we compare our best ZSL result for each task
and language (see Table 3) to two supervised mod-
els. 1) a simple Logistic Regression model (the
baseline “agnostic” results reported in Hovy, 2015)

8https://github.com/fornaciari/boostsa
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Models Baselines Aggregate
Task/Lang. T0 Flan-T5 Flan-UL2 Tk-Instruct Most Freq Random Majority MACE

SA
EN 0.453⋆ 0.532⋆ 0.482⋆ 0.553⋆ 0.167 0.334 0.503⋆ 0.514⋆

DE 0.469⋆ 0.495⋆ 0.433⋆ 0.517⋆ 0.167 0.331 0.480⋆ 0.484⋆

FR 0.460⋆ 0.518⋆ 0.445⋆ 0.528⋆ 0.167 0.337 0.486⋆ 0.490⋆

AC-Gender
EN 0.516 0.594⋆ 0.624⋆ 0.541⋆ 0.337 0.501 0.617⋆ 0.623⋆

DE 0.456 0.437 0.447 0.431 0.334 0.497 0.458 0.485
FR 0.428 0.573⋆ 0.566⋆ 0.563⋆ 0.335 0.503 0.577⋆ 0.579⋆

AC-Age
EN 0.495 0.442 0.516⋆ 0.397 0.336 0.497 0.569⋆ 0.572⋆

DE 0.458 0.366 0.503 0.344 0.334 0.500 0.422 0.499
FR 0.497 0.375 0.550⋆ 0.343 0.335 0.500 0.443 0.542⋆

TD
EN 0.558⋆ 0.579⋆ 0.588⋆ 0.567⋆ 0.085 0.195 0.588⋆ 0.596⋆

DE 0.506⋆ 0.514⋆ 0.513⋆ 0.493⋆ 0.105 0.193 0.516⋆ 0.520⋆

FR 0.314⋆ 0.271⋆ 0.264⋆ 0.257⋆ 0.096 0.193 0.281⋆ 0.293⋆

Mean
EN 0.506 0.537 0.553 0.515 0.231 0.382 0.569 0.576
DE 0.472 0.453 0.474 0.446 0.235 0.380 0.469 0.497
FR 0.425 0.434 0.456 0.423 0.233 0.383 0.447 0.476

HS EN 0.621⋆ 0.726⋆ 0.670⋆ 0.579⋆ 0.367 0.490 0.717⋆ 0.726⋆

ES 0.601⋆ 0.532⋆ 0.519 0.449 0.370 0.492 0.533⋆ 0.603⋆

Table 3: Zero-shot Macro-F1 results obtained by the LLMs on the Trustpilot and HatEval tasks, the
baselines and the aggregation methods. Best result per language and task is shown in bold. Significant
improvement over Random baseline (⋆ : p ≤ 0.01) with bootstrap sampling. For non-English languages,
we use the multilingual mT0 model.

and a recent Transformer-based model (the best
results from Hung et al., 2023). Similarly, for Hat-
Eval, we compare with 1) a simple linear Support
Vector Machine based on a TF-IDF representation
(the baseline results reported in Basile et al., 2019)
and a fine-tuned multilingual Transformer model
(Nozza, 2021). Table 4 shows the results. The two
methods approximate an upper and lower bound
on supervised learning for these datasets.

best supervised
Task/Language ZSL Standard ML Transformer

SA
EN 0.553 0.610 0.680
DE 0.517 0.610 0.677
FR 0.528 0.612 0.706

AC-Gender
EN 0.624 0.601 0.638
DE 0.497 0.540 0.629
FR 0.579 0.546 0.650

AC-Age
EN 0.572 0.620 0.636
DE 0.503 0.602 0.611
FR 0.550 0.540 0.568

TD
EN 0.596 0.656 0.705
DE 0.520 0.605 0.671
FR 0.314 0.385 0.444

HS EN 0.726 0.451 0.416
ES 0.603 0.701 0.752

Table 4: Macro-F1 results for best ZSL model (Ta-
ble 3), compared to previous supervised results on
the same datasets.

Except for 4 cases (AC-Gender and AC-Age in
French, AC-Gender in English, HS in English), even
the simple ML models beat the best ZSL result we
achieved, be it from an LLM or aggregation method.
Compared to the upper bounds from Hung et al.
(2023), we see an average performance gap of 10.5
F1 points. Only for HS in English ZSL achieves
better results, likely attributed to the data contami-
nation found in the Flan models.

These results show that while ZSL might be a
fast approximation for prediction tasks, it is still
far from competitive with supervised learning.

4.4. Few-shot Learning
FSL has the potential to perform better than ZSL,
so we ask whether using FSL models as annotators
improves over our ZSL experiments. We investi-
gate whether providing a limited set of examples
enhances annotation capabilities, similar to instruct-
ing human annotators. The short answer is no. We
apply this method to the English Trustpilot dataset.

To choose the seed examples, we compare three
methods. Random selection and selection based
on the MACE entropy scores9. Entropy lets us
identify two groups of examples: (1) maximum
entropy indicates models were less confident or
disagreed more, indicating higher difficulty, and

9https://github.com/dirkhovy/MACE
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(2) low entropy indicates models were more confi-
dent or agreed more, indicating lower difficulty. For
each task and label, we randomly choose 4,000
instances10 and use MACE to compute the entropy
for each instance. From the initial pool of 4,000,
we sample three exemplars per class based on the
method (low entropy, max entropy) and use these
as few-shot seeds, prepending them to the prompt.
We compare these results to the random baseline.

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the ZSL
and FSL approaches. Our analysis reveals that
there are no statistically significant differences
between the two prompting methods. In gen-
eral, though, FSL does not perform as well as ZSL
across subjective tasks. Within FSL, a prominent
pattern emerges: it exhibits notably higher variance
across tasks than ZSL. Presumably, exemplar qual-
ity heavily influences performance.

Regarding the two entropy-based selection meth-
ods, our results show no consistent trends between
them. The choice is somewhat task-dependent:
Max entropy seems to perform well for SA and
AC-Gender tasks, while low entropy works best
for AC-Age and TD tasks. The random strategy is
less consistent across tasks. This discrepancy fur-
ther underlines the inherent challenge in selecting
‘good’ exemplars for FSL. Our findings suggest that
using no exemplars (ZSL) is generally more stable
and consistent for aggregation.

5. Related Work

Generating human-annotated data is time-
consuming and costly, especially for complex
or specialized tasks with limited available data.
Instead, a possible solution is leveraging automatic
annotation models, often using a small subset of
labeled data (Smit et al., 2020; Rosenthal et al.,
2021), known as ‘weak supervision’ (Stanford
AI Lab Blog, 2019). Supervised learning has
emerged as the dominant method, driven by
the widespread adoption of traditional machine
learning models and Transformer-based models
like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

More recently, LLMs have shown zero-shot and
few-shot learning capabilities (Brown et al., 2020).
Researchers have further advanced these models
with natural language instructions (Chung et al.,
2022; Wang et al., 2022; Taori et al., 2023), en-
abling innovative techniques like prompting (Liu
et al., 2023) without the need to train a supervised
model. Several papers explored these new tech-
niques with promising performance on various NLP
tasks (Brown et al., 2020; Plaza-del-Arco et al.,
2022; Su et al., 2022; Sottana et al., 2023). Re-
cent work has focused on exploring the capabil-

10We use 4,000 instances to make things as compara-
ble as possible.

ities of LLMs as annotators. For instance, Lee
et al. (2023) evaluate the performance and align-
ment between LLMs and humans, revealing that
these models not only fall short in performing natu-
ral language inference tasks compared to humans
but also struggle to capture the distribution of hu-
man disagreements accurately. Other studies have
used ChatGPT as an annotator. Some report excel-
lent capabilities (Huang et al., 2023; Gilardi et al.,
2023; Törnberg, 2023; He et al., 2024), but Kuzman
et al. (2023) found that ChatGPT’s performance no-
tably drops for less-resourced languages. Similarly,
Kristensen-McLachlan et al. (2023) show that on
two seemingly simple binary classification tasks,
the performance of ChatGPT and open-source
LLMs varies significantly and often unpredictably,
and supervised models systematically outperform
both types of models.

For annotation, it remains to be seen whether dif-
ferent instruction-tuned LLMs can generalize to any
subjective text classification tasks in different lan-
guages, especially if these tasks and languages are
not well-represented in the training data. Recent
studies have shown the importance of considering
human label variation (Basile et al., 2021; Plank,
2022), i.e., the disagreement between human an-
notators, as a source of information rather than a
problem. However, how this human label variation
also applies to LLMs remains unexplored.

6. Discussion

Our results indicate that treating LLMs as anno-
tators and aggregating their responses is cost-
effective and quick. However, we also find that
the overall performance is still well below that of
even simple supervised models.

Human annotation still has a vital role if we
focus on performance. As LLMs become more
capable, this edge might diminish to the point where
LLM annotation is equivalent to human annotation.
As an aside, although all models are likely to im-
prove across the board, we still expect specializa-
tion effects, meaning aggregation approaches will
likely stay relevant for the foreseeable future.

But what about bias? Human label variation is
not only due to different levels of expertise or dili-
gence (Snow et al., 2008). It can also vary due
to differing opinions, definitions, and biases (Shah
et al., 2020). Specific tasks are subjective by na-
ture (Basile et al., 2019; Rottger et al., 2022), but
even seemingly objective tasks like part-of-speech
tagging can have different interpretations (Plank
et al., 2014). The current discussion around
the moral and ethical alignment of LLMs (Liu
et al., 2022) should make us cautious about us-
ing these models as annotators in subjective
or sensitive tasks. Aggregation can overcome
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Figure 2: ZSL vs. FSL Macro-F1 scores on English Trustpilot tasks. FSL sample selection strategies: Low
Entropy (↓ E), Max Entropy (↑ E), and Random (Rand). All FSL methods show much greater variance
than ZSL.

the biases of any one particular model, but it can-
not safeguard against widespread biases. Lastly,
annotation might be exploratory (the “descriptive”
paradigm in Rottger et al., 2022), where the goal is
to find the range of human responses.

However, replacing human annotators with LLMs
has ramifications beyond performance and bias
issues. While crowdsourced annotations can be
problematic regarding worker exploitation (Fort
et al., 2011), they often provide low to moderate-
income earners with a way to supplement their liv-
ing. Replacing this option with LLMs is a real-life
example of automation making human jobs obso-
lete. Conversely, it may mitigate the mental health
risks associated with annotating toxic or sensitive
content, such as racist content or tasks related to
mental disorders. Hybrid human and LLM anno-
tation might offer a way forward here.

7. Conclusion

We use zero- and few-shot prompting to compare
four current instruction-tuned LLMs as annotators
on five subjective tasks in four languages. We find
specialization across models and tasks. We lever-
age this variance similarly to human label variation
by aggregating their predictions into a single label.
This approach is, on average, substantially better
than any individual model. This suggests that label
aggregation consistently enhances performance
compared to relying on a single LLM. Despite the
rapid development of LLMs enhancing generaliza-
tion to new tasks, aggregation remains a beneficial
strategy.

Our findings suggest that practitioners aiming
to label large amounts at minimal cost (both finan-
cially and time-wise) can benefit from the outlined
aggregation approach. However, we also find that
even the best models cannot compete with “tradi-
tional” supervised classification approaches. Fur-
thermore, human annotation allows practitioners to
encode a specific view or approach in a prescriptive
manner or explore the range of responses descrip-

tively (Rottger et al., 2022). Relying on LLMs while
alignment and bias still need to be solved (Mökan-
der et al., 2023) makes this approach unsuitable
for sensitive applications.

Limitations

We were unable to compare to closed LLMs like
GPT-4. While they are often state-of-the-art on
many tasks, their training and setup change fre-
quently and are, therefore, not replicable. Their
pay-by-use nature also makes them less afford-
able for many practitioners than free open models.
We do suspect, though, that including closed or
generally better models will not change the overall
conclusions of this paper.

Ethical Considerations

The data we use for AC-gender classification only
makes a binary distinction (the Trustpilot website al-
lowed users only to choose from two options). We
do not assume this to be representative of gender
identities and only use this data to test our hypothe-
ses.

The languages we evaluate all come from the
Indo-European branch of languages. The selection
was due to data availability and our knowledge
of languages. While we do not expect results to
systematically differ from other languages, we do
note that this is conjecture.
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Abstract
Online Gender-Based Violence (GBV) is an increasing problem, but existing datasets fail to capture the plurality
of possible annotator perspectives or ensure representation of affected groups. In a pilot study, we revisit the
annotation of a widely used dataset to investigate the relationship between annotator identities and underlying
attitudes and the responses they give to a sexism labelling task. We collect demographic and attitudinal
information about crowd-sourced annotators using two validated surveys from Social Psychology. While we
do not find any correlation between underlying attitudes and annotation behaviour, ethnicity does appear to be
related to annotator responses for this pool of crowd-workers. We also conduct initial classification experiments
using Large Language Models, finding that a state-of-the-art model trained with human feedback benefits
from our broad data collection to perform better on the new labels. This study represents the initial stages of
a wider data collection project, in which we aim to develop a taxonomy of GBV in partnership with affected stakeholders.

Keywords: Gender-Based Violence, Misogyny, Sexism, Abusive language, Hate speech, Annotation, LLMs

1. Introduction

Gender-Based Violence (GBV) is an increasing
problem in online spaces, affecting around half of
all women and targeting those from marginalised
groups in particular (Glitch UK and EVAW, 2020).

To counter this, there have been attempts to fa-
cilitate moderation of such content using natural
language processing (NLP) methods to automat-
ically identify misogynistic language. As a result,
there now exist a number of datasets designed for
supervised classification of various forms of GBV.

However, Abercrombie et al. (2023) identified a
number of weaknesses in approaches to the cre-
ation of corpora for this task. One prominent short-
coming has been the lack of representation in the
labelled data of people’s different points of view,
and particularly of people with the minoritised iden-
tites who are best placed to recognise GBV.

To fill this gap, we aim to revisit the task of an-
notating online text following strongly perspectivist
data practices (Abercrombie et al., 2022; Basile
et al., 2023; Cabitza et al., 2023) in the collection,
modeling, and distribution of datasets, preserving
the labels provided by multiple annotators. In this
pilot study, we re-annotate a recently collected
dataset, this time with (1) multiple ratings per item;
and (2) demographic and attitudinal information
about the annotators.

We make the following research contributions:
(1) we collect a corpus of the responses of multiple
annotators to each item in a subset of a widely
used English language GBV dataset, along with
demographic and attitudinal information about the

annotators. We make this resource available to the
research community at https://github.com/
GavinAbercrombie/EquallySafeOnline.
(2) We analyse this data to investigate the rela-
tionship between annotator demographics and
attitudes and the labels that they apply to items. (3)
We conduct benchmark experiments to investigate
the capabilities of current state-of-the-art systems
in identifying GBV in text.

2. Background

The GBV framework encompasses phenomena
such as sexism, misogyny, and violence against
women and girls—although it also recognises that
people of all genders are affected by GBV.1 It was
first introduced by the United Nations (UN General
Assembly, 1993; United Nations, 2021). For further
details of the theoretical foundation of this frame-
work and motivation for its application to the field
of NLP, see Abercrombie et al. (2023).

Annotator Variability and Perspectivist Data
Practices While labels collected for supervised
classification have traditionally been aggregated to
a single ‘gold’ or ‘ground truth’ label for each item,
recent work has recognised that this can lead to
the erasure of minoritised voices, and can subse-
quently hinder the ability of classifiers to recognise
subtle and implicit forms of abuse. Standpoint the-
ory (Harding, 1991) contends that only people with

1For example, men face pressure to conform to mas-
culine gender role norms (European Institute for Gender
Equality, 2021).
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relevant lived experience are capable of recognis-
ing subtle, implicit abuse such as stereotypes and
micro-aggressions. According to the matrix of dom-
ination Collins (2002), this experience likely results
from sharing intersectional social categorisations
with the intended targets of the abuse. With label
aggregation, the labels provided by people with
such identities and experiences are often erased.

There is now a growing recognition of the need
to collect, retain, and distribute labels provided by
multiple annotators, and this has been adopted
across a range of NLP tasks (Plank, 2022). This
is particularly so for controversial tasks such as
identification of abusive or toxic language, in which
annotator variation may be caused by differences
of opinion or ideology (e.g. Akhtar et al., 2021; Al-
manea and Poesio, 2022; Cercas Curry et al., 2021;
Leonardelli et al., 2021). Strong Perspectivism
aims to preserve this variation through modelling,
classification, and evaluation (Cabitza et al., 2023).
For further background, see the Perspectivist Data
Manifesto at https://pdai.info/.

Beliefs and attitudes We ground our theoretical
approach in the Dual Process Motivational Model of
Ideology and Prejudice (Duckitt and Sibley, 2009;
Duckitt, 2001), specifically, the differential effect
hypothesis aspect of the model. This hypothesis
explains that sociopolitical and ideological attitudes
linked to prejudice can be adequately captured by
two distinct but often related constructs, Right Wing
Authoritarianism (RWA) and Social Dominance
Orientation (SDO) related attitudes. The former
explains propensity towards cultural conserva-
tivism and traditionalism related beliefs (Altemeyer,
1983; Feather and McKee, 2012; Van Assche
et al., 2019), while the latter explains favourable
views towards social hierarchies of power, where
inequality between groups is seen as inevitable or
even natural (Christopher and Wojda, 2008; Pratto
et al., 1994; Jagayat and Choma, 2021).

Both of these constructs have been extensively
assessed and found to be strongly related and to
explain different forms of sexism and gender based
discrimination. RWA has been found to be a good
predictor of ‘benevolent sexism’, that is attitudes
that force women into traditional predefined roles
(i.e., being a mother) that seem subjectively ad-
vantageous but are, in reality, marginalising and
disempowering (De Geus et al., 2022). SDO per-
tains towards beliefs towards deterministic gender
imbalances justifies male dominance through a dis-
paraging charactrisation of women (La Macchia
and Radke, 2020; De Geus et al., 2022).

Taken as a whole, these constructs have been
widely used to explain gender based discrimination,
through both offline (Perez-Arche and Miller, 2021;
Christopher and Wojda, 2008; Patev et al., 2019)

and online (Jagayat and Choma, 2021) contexts,
and have been validated across cultures (Çetiner
and Van Assche, 2021; De Geus et al., 2022), while
also being used to explain that such beliefs tran-
scend demographic identities (Renström, 2023).

3. Related Work

Annotator Characteristics A number of NLP
studies have attempted to group annotators accord-
ing to their demographic characteristics and use
these factors as predictors of their responses to
items (e.g. Akhtar et al., 2021; Gordon et al., 2022;
Goyal et al., 2022). However, it has repeatedly
been shown that demographic characteristics do
not predict annotator behaviour at the individual
level (Beck et al., 2023; Biester et al., 2022; Chulvi
et al., 2023; Orlikowski et al., 2023).

Several recent studies have therefore attempted
to uncover the social attitudes of annotators and
relate the results to the responses they produce.
Sap et al. (2022) surveyed crowd workers, and
found that those with racist beliefs were less likely to
consider anti-Black language to be toxic. While they
conducted two annotation experiments, one with
many annotators but few items and the other with
fewer annotators but more items, our data collection
aims at both breadth and depth.

Hettiachchi et al. (2023) measured the responses
of crowd workers to a misogynistic language la-
belling task, as well as their moral attitudes (in ad-
dition to demographic and personality-type infor-
mation), which they obtained through survey ques-
tions. They found that higher moral integrity and
lower benevolent sexism scores correlated with la-
bel agreement with expert annotators.

It is in this vein that we seek to discover the re-
lationship between the demographics, social atti-
tudes, and responses to GBV identification tasks
provided by crowd-sourced annotators.

Modelling multiple perspectives Previously, re-
search on modelling with label variation focused
on using disagreements to inform improved pre-
diction of a single aggregated label (see Uma
et al., 2021, for a survey). More recent work has
attempted to preserve these variations at infer-
ence. For example, Cercas Curry et al. (2021) and
Mostafazadeh Davani et al. (2022) predicted each
annotators’ responses to abusive language identi-
fication tasks, the latter using multi-task learning.
The SEMEVAL 2023 shared task on learning with
disagreement (Le-Wi-Di) (Leonardelli et al., 2023)
explicitly attempted to focus the field on attention to
levels of disagreement between annotators when
labelling text for toxicity. This drew a number of
approaches including that of Vitsakis et al. (2023),
who focused on preserving the full range of points
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of view at inference at the expense of overall clas-
sification performance.

Toxic language detection with LLMs With the
recent explosion in the use of LLMs, there has been
a paradigm shift in approaches to identification of
phenomena such as toxic language as researchers
have shifted from training models from scratch (e.g.
Davidson et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2022) or fine-
tuning pre-trained models (e.g. Caselli et al., 2020;
Cercas Curry et al., 2021) to harnessing the power
of the new models to classify items with few, or
even no, specific examples.

To benchmark the new version of the dataset,
we present the results of initial experiments using
a recent open-source LLM (see §5).

4. Data Collection and Analysis

4.1. Datasets
We selected the test set of a previously published
dataset: Explainable Sexism (EDOS2), (Kirk et al.,
2023), which we chose as (1) Abercrombie et al.
(2023) had identified it as among the resources
most thoroughly grounded in social science the-
ory; and (2) it is English language, the language
of our stakeholder partners, with whom we are co-
designing GBV-mitigation tools.

Pre-processing of the data consisted of filtering
out any items which include images. We leave an-
notation of multi-media items for future work. This
left 3,896 items, of which we randomly selected 400
for re-annotation. We will release all code for im-
plementation of the data collection and processing
procedure on acceptance.

4.2. Annotators
We recruited 41 annotators on the Amazon Me-
chanical Turk crowd-sourcing platform. To ensure
attentive participation, we recruited only workers
with at least 500 completed tasks and a ≥ 98%
approval rating. For comparison with the original
EDOS labels, which were labelled by annotators
from the United Kingdom, we also limited recruit-
ment to workers based in the UK. Prior to anno-
tation, in a separate task batch (i.e. at an earlier
time and date), we collected demographic informa-
tion and responses to questions from two surveys
designed to measure the attitudes of the workers.

Demographic information The annotators self-
reported as 16 women, 24 men, and one other. We
supply a full Data Statement in Appendix A.

2Language resource: (Kirk, Hannah Rose and Yin,
Wenjie and Vidgen, Bertie and Röttger, Paul, 2023)

Figure 1: Responses to the six VSA and four SSDO
items on [1− 9] and [1− 7] scales, respectively.

Attitudes To measure the annotators attitudes,
we used survey questions from two verified scales
widely used in social psychology: the Very Short
Authoritarianism (VSA) scale (Bizumic et al., 2018)
and the Short Social Dominance Orientation
(SSDO) (Pratto et al., 2013) scales to measure
Right Wing Authoritarianism (RWA) and Social
Dominance Orientation (SDO) respectively. Further
details of these scales are provided in Appendix B.

We find that for VSA, the annotators tend slightly
towards the centre of the scale (m = 4.55, s =
3.26), while dor SSDO, they are somewhat towards
the more dominant end of the scale on average
(m = 5.36, s = 3.79), as shown in Figure 1. Over-
all, the annotators display a mix of more to less
authoritarian and dominant attitudes.

4.3. Data Labelling
Annotators were provided with the original instruc-
tions from EDOS. We collected up to ten responses
from different annotators per item, which we exam-
ine here.

Intra-Annotator Agreement We measure the
levels of agreement between our recruited annota-
tors as well as between the aggregated labels, de-
cided by majority vote, and the original EDOS labels.
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We report raw percentage agreement and Krippen-
dorf’s alpha, which can measure agreement be-
tween two or more raters and also handle missing
values (Gwet, 2014).

Crowd Majority vote v.
workers Original labels
α % α %

0.11 56.7 0.37 73.2

Table 1: Reliability as measured by inter-annotator
agreement (Krippendorf’s α and Cohen’s κ and raw
percentage agreement (%)). Cohen’s κ for multiple
annotators is calculated pairwise.

As shown in Table 1, agreement between the
crowd-sourced annotators is low. In fact, they only
agree unanimously on five items in the dataset
(0.0125%). Although the aggregated labels are
somewhat closer to the original labels (also pro-
duced by majority vote), agreement is still quite
poor at only κ = 0.37. Where the aggregated la-
bel doesn’t agree with the original, we find discord
among the new annotators in 100 per cent of cases.
A comparison of the original and new test set labels
is presented in Table 2, where we can see that the
crowd-workers consider more items to be sexist
than the original annotators. In the following para-
graphs, we investigate whether information about
annotators can explain the observed variations.

Original New
Sexist Not sexist Sexist Not sexist
108 292 127 273

Table 2: Aggregated classes of the two label sets.

Group Responses: Demographics We exam-
ine the correlations between annotators’ demo-
graphic characteristics and their propensity to label
items as ‘sexist’. Aside from age, which is continu-
ous, we binarised each variable as the majority cat-
egory versus the others, such that gender becomes
female/non-female etc.3 As shown in Table 3, only
white ethnicity correlated with labelling behaviour
to a statistically significant degree (p < 0.05).

Group Responses: Social Attitudes We now
turn to the attitude scale scores (see Table 4). We
find no correlation between responses to the VSA
scale and annotation behaviour. Although higher
scores on the SSDO do correlate with annotators
propensity to label items as sexist, this result is not
statistically significant at p = 0.14.

3We recognise that the resulting binary categories,
e.g. bi-sexual/not bi-sexual may not be representative of
the underlying population.

Demographic Correlation Significance
variable Spearman’s r p-value
Age 0.12 0.61
Gender: female −0.40 0.08
Ethnicity: white 0.51 0.02
Sexuality: bi-. 0.54 0.15
Politics: right −0.21 0.39

Table 3: Correlations between characteristics and
the percentages of items labelled as ‘sexist’.

Attitude Correlation Significance
scale Spearman’s r p-value
VSA 0.08 0.78

SSDO 0.42 0.14

Table 4: Correlations between attitudinal survey
scores and percentage of items labelled as ‘sexist’.

5. Initial classification experiments

To investigate whether our broader label collection
provides richer information for automated classi-
fiers, we benchmark the new data and compare
with performance on the original labels. For this,
we aggregate the labels by majority vote.

We select three pre-trained models as our base-
lines for the experiments. Llama2 represents
the recent trend of LLMs developed using Rein-
forcement Learning with Human Feedback (Tou-
vron et al., 2023). DeBERTaV3 (He et al., 2023)
are widely used BERT-based architectures with
high performances across NLP benchmarks. Anty-
pas and Camacho-Collados (2023) provide a fine-
tuned version of the twitter-based pre-trained model
(Loureiro et al., 2023) based on 13 different hate
speech datasets in English.

We fine-tune the models on the two sets of labels
separately, and compare performance against the
majority class of the original labels (not sexist). As
we have somewhat unbalanced classes, we report
macro F1, as well as accuracy scores.

Model Original Label New Label
mF1 Acc mF1 Acc

Majority Vote 42.26 73.18 40.56 68.25
DeBERTabase 42.91 70.43 40.63 68.42
RoBERTahate 65.22 71.68 62.39 67.92
Llama2 50.60 54.64 51.79 55.39

Table 5: Results on the sexist text detection task.

Table 5 shows classification results. All three
models demonstrate better performance (as mea-
sured by F1 score). However, DeBERTabase only
does marginally better. Results from RoBERTahate

underline the strength of models tailored for a spe-
cific task, such as sexism detection in this case.
While the performance of Llama2 lies between
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these two, it is the only model that performs better
on the newly collected labels than the originals.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper presents an initial foray into revisiting the
annotation of GBV with the aim of capturing diverse
perspectives and ensuring the presence of affected
voices throughout the classification pipeline.

Low agreement rates show that annotators
interpret many of the itmes differently, and while
our experiments with capturing the annotators’
underlying attitudes do not yield any significant
correlations, we do find a potential link between
the reported ethnicity of these annotators and
their responses. In future work we aim to expand
data collection to achieve greater statistical
power and further examine these potential links
between annotators’ underlying attitides and the
perspectives they apply to the GBV labelling task.

Initial classification results using Llama2 sug-
gest some promise that sophisticated models that
incorporate human feedback may be able to exploit
the rich information that comes from broader
data collection practices. Future experiments
will therefore focus on modelling the plurality of
perspectives represented in the multi-label data,
and exploring ways to ensure that minoritised
voices are not subsumed by the majority.

Limitations

We recognise that our annotator pool for this pilot
study is relatively small, and may not be representa-
tive of the population of workers on the crowdwork-
ing platform. Future work will aim to explore these
factors further with (1) a larger sample; (2) other
GBV datasets, such as Detection of Online Mysog-
yny (Guest et al., 2021). Although these datasets
are among the most solidly theory-driven available,
they still have several shortcomings with regards
to the tenets of (i) perspectivist data practices, (ii)
participatory design and design justice theory, and
(iii) the GBV framework. Ultimately, we need new
taxonomies and annotation schema, and the col-
lection of new datasets. We hope that these initial
efforts will inform future work in this area.

Ethical Considerations

IRB approval This study was approved by the
institutional review board (IRB) of our Heriot-Watt
University as project 2023− 5536− 8232.

Annotator welfare and compensation As an-
notators were exposed to potentially upsetting lan-
guage, we took the following mitigation measures:

• Participants were warned about the content (1)
before accepting the task on the recruitment
platform, (2) in the Information Sheet provided
at the start of the task, and (3) in the Consent
Form where they acknowledged the potential
risks.

• Participants were required to give their consent
to participation.

• They were able to leave the study at any time
on the understanding that they would be paid
for any completed work.

• The task was kept short (all participants com-
pleted each round in under 30 minutes) to
avoid lengthy exposure to upsetting material.

Following the advice of Shmueli et al. (2021)
we paid participants at a rate that was above both
Prolific’s current recommendation of at least £9.00
GBP/$12.00 USD4 and the Living Wage in our ju-
risdiction, which is considerably higher.

We follow the recommendations of Kirk et al.
(2022) on presenting harmful text both to anno-
tators and to the readers of this document.

Annotator identities Due to the size of our anno-
tation pool, for this study, analysis of annotators’ de-
mographic characteristics was limited to individual
features. We recognise that responses to GBV are
influenced by complex intersectional identities that
we have been unable to capture here, but which will
be the focus of future data collection and analysis.

Author positionality Tackling abusive language
is an inherently political task, in which every de-
cision made by researchers and developers (con-
sciously or by default) has potential ramifications
for affected stakeholders. We approach this topic
through the prism of design justice (Costanza-
Chock, 2020), and are actively working with ex-
perts from relevant NGOs to co-design technical
solutions to online GBV. We therefore reject sta-
tus quo practices that do not centre those most
affected by GBV. However, while the design and
engineering aspects of this work are based on fem-
inist thought and theory, this does not affect the
experiments and statistical analyses we conduct,
which follow standard scientific practice.
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A. Data Statement

We provide a data statement, as recommended by
McMillan-Major et al. (2023).
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Curation rationale Textual data is from the test
set of EDOS (Kirk, Hannah Rose and Yin, Wenjie
and Vidgen, Bertie and Röttger, Paul, 2023), se-
lected for the reasons highlighted in subsection 4.1.
For further details of the original data collection
process, see Kirk et al. (2023).

Language variety: en. English, as written in
comments on internet forums on the Gab and Red-
dit platforms.

Author demographics: According to Kirk et al.
(2023), post authors are ‘are likely male, western
and right-leaning, and hold extreme or far-right
views about women, gender issues and feminism’.

Annotator demographics:

• Age: 24− 57, m = 36.4, s = 9.3

• Gender: Female: 16 (39.0%); Male: 24
(58.5%); Genderfluid: 1 (2.4%).

• Ethnicity: White: 33 (84.8%); Asian: 4 (9.8%);
Black: 2 (4.9%); Arab: 1, (2.4%); Mixed: 1
(2.4%).

• Sexual orientation: Heterosexual: 29 (70.7%);
Bisexual: 12 (29.3%).

• Political orientation: Left-wing/liberal: 9
(22.0%); Centre 15 (36.6%); Right-wing/con-
servative 7 (17.1%); None/prefer not to say: 10
(24.4%).

• Training in relevant disciplines: Unknown

Text production situation:

• Time and place: August 2016 to October 2018;
Gab and Reddit.

• Modality: Text.

• Intended audience: Internet forum users.

Text characteristics The posts were taken from
forums known to attract misogynistic rhetoric: Gab,
an extreme-right leaning forum and subreddits la-
belled as ‘Incels’, ‘Men Going Their Own Way’,
‘Men’s Rights Activists’, and ‘Pick Up Artists’. Kirk
et al. (2023) also provide a full data statement.

B. Measuring Social Attitudes

The VSA scale (Bizumic et al., 2018) is a modi-
fied version of the original RWA Altemeyer (1983),
which reduced the original 30-item questionnaire
into 6 items, while the SSDO scale is a modified
version of the original SDO developed by Pratto
et al. (1994), which reduced the original 16-item

scale into 4 items. Both scales have been verified
towards both internal and external validity while en-
suing that all elements of the original subscales
are adequately captured (Altemeyer, 1983; Pratto
et al., 1994).

Furthermore, both the VSA and the SSDO scales
have been verified through a variety of cultures
and contexts (Aichholzer and Lechner, 2021; Pratto
et al., 2013; McBride et al., 2021; Azevedo et al.,
2019; Tonković et al., 2021). Each participant an-
swered through the full battery of questions present
in each questionnaire, as removing a subsection of
items can invalidate the questionnaire responses
(Jebb et al., 2021). The full lists of items are pre-
sented below.

B.1. Very Short Authoritarianism Scale
(VSA)

The scale reporting was based on a 9-point Lik-
ert scale, ranging from Very strongly disagree to
Very strongly agree. The scale is consisted of sub-
dimensions, namely Conservativism, Authoritari-
anism, Traditionalism, Authoritarian Agression and
Authoritarian Submission. Letter R indicates that
the item is reverse scored.

• It’s great that many young people today are
prepared to defy authority. (Conservatism or
Authoritarian Submission)- (R)

• What our country needs most is discipline, with
everyone following our leaders in unity (Con-
servatism or Authoritarian Submission)

• God’s laws about abortion, pornography , and
marriage must be strictly followed before it is
too late. (Traditionalism or Conventionalism)

• There is nothing wrong with premarital sexual
intercourse. (Traditionalism or Conventional-
ism) (R)

• Our society does NOT need tougher Govern-
ment and stricter Laws. (Authoritarianism or
Authoritarian Aggression) (R)

• The facts on crime and the recent public disor-
ders show we have to crack down harder on
troublemakers, if we are going to preserve law
and order. (Authoritarianism or Authoritarian
Aggression)

B.2. Short Social Dominance Orientation
Scale (SSDO)

The scale reporting was based on a 7-point Likert
scale, ranging from Strongly disagree to Strongly
agree. All emphasis in text was also present in
the original SSDO scale. For items 2 and 4, higher
numeric values indicate a higher level of SSDO and
are weighted higher.
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• In setting priorities, we must consider all soci-
etal groups.

• We should not push for equality of societal
groups.

• The equality of societal groups should be our
goal.

• Superior societal groups should dominate in-
ferior groups.

C. Language Resource References

Kirk, Hannah Rose and Yin, Wenjie and Vidgen,
Bertie and Röttger, Paul. 2023. Explainable De-
tection of Online Sexism. Codalab.

A. Experimental Details

Models We implement three models in §5 based
on the Python library Transformers provided by
Hugging Face (Wolf et al., 2020). These mod-
els are pre-trained and available in Hugging
Face models, namely microsoft/deberta-v3-
base, cardiffnlp/twitter-roberta-base-
hate-latest, and meta-llama/Llama-2-7b-
hf.

Experimental Setting We randomly split our
dataset into training and validation sets by the ratio
of 4:1 for fine-tuning. We prioritise several hyper-
parameters for all models, where they use cross-
entropy loss and the AdamW optimiser (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2019) with a 1e − 5 learning rate and
1e− 3 weight decay. We set the batch size to 128,
the micro batch size to 4, and the maximum se-
quence length to 256. We do training for 10 epochs
and 5 epochs separately for five BERT-based mod-
els and Llama2, all with warmup steps of 30. We
save the checkpoint with the highest F1 score as
the final model.

Computation All experiments are conducted on
high-performance computing (HPC) facility at our
institution. Further details on acceptance.
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Abstract
With growing interest in the use of large language models, it is becoming increasingly important to understand
whose views they express. These models tend to generate output that conforms to majority opinion and are not
representative of diverse views. As a step toward building models that can take differing views into consideration,
we build a novel corpus of social judgements. We crowdsourced annotations of a subset of the Commonsense
Norm Bank that contained numbers in the situation descriptions and asked annotators to replace the number with
a range defined by a start and end value that, in their view, correspond to the given verdict. Our corpus contains
unaggregated annotations and annotator demographics. We describe our annotation process for social judgements
and will release our dataset to support future work on numerical reasoning and perspectivist approaches to natural
language processing.

Keywords: social norms, numerical reasoning, perspectivism

1. Introduction

Language models are increasingly being used in a
wide array of applications, from education (Kasneci
et al., 2023), to empathic conversation (Ma et al.,
2020), to moral reasoning (Jiang et al., 2021b). An
underlying assumption of most of these models is
that there is a single ground truth or correct answer.
This tends to lead to models that only capture the
majority and silences minority voices (Fleisig et al.,
2023). Prescriptive approaches emphasize the im-
portance of multiple perspectives (Rottger et al.,
2022), which coincides with recent work on plural-
istic alignment, which has advocated new bench-
marks and for models that can express ranges of
opinion (Sorensen et al., 2024). They provide an
example where, when asked a question, a model
responds saying “Many think it’s not okay ... while
others deem it acceptable.” Instead of asserting
a single opinion, models can provide pluralistic re-
sponses like this, where multiple viewpoints are
represented. Similarly, understanding the varia-
tion in opinions can aid in tackling the challenging
problem of developing models that can express
uncertainty (Jiang et al., 2021c; Lin et al., 2022).

Differing perspectives of who acted appropriately
can be seen in judgements of conflict situations us-
ing Reddit data from previous works (Forbes et al.,
2020; Plepi et al., 2022; Welch et al., 2022). These
datasets provide valuable insight into what a per-
sons point of view on an issue is, but not about the
greater set of (un)acceptable behaviors. In order
to get a better picture of these differences, we col-
lected a dataset of social judgement ranges along
with annotator demographics. An example is shown
in Figure 1. One annotator says that you should not
spend any money on jewelry, while the other says
you should not spend over 5k. Similarly, one finds it

0 to ∞

1 to 3

5,000 to ∞

Disagree

You shouldn’t spend _ dollars on jewelry.

It’s okay to buy _ bus tickets to sit alone.

Figure 1: Example annotations of judgements.
Each annotator provides a number range for the
two questions, unless they disagree with any pos-
sible answer.

acceptable to purchase 1-3 bus tickets if you desire
to sit alone, while the other disagrees, stating that
no number makes this behavior appropriate.

We extracted statements containing numerical
values and asked crowd workers to replace a given
number in the statement with a range of values
that did not change the judgement. The corpus
contains 3k annotations from 30 annotators with
different backgrounds and can be used to study dif-
ferent people’s perspectives on conflict situations
and aid in the construction of models that can com-
municate varying or pluralistic points of view. Addi-
tionally, we believe that this corpus will be valuable
for addressing shortcomings in numerical reason-
ing with language models, especially as it pertains
to moral and social judgements (Geva et al., 2020).
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Filling in numbers allows us to easily extend an
existing corpus of judgements from the Common-
sense Norm Bank (Jiang et al., 2021a). This cor-
pus contains judgements of social actions and in
some cases moral reasoning as well. Moral rea-
soning about conflicts involves intuition, emotions,
and a form of practical reasoning (Bucciarelli et al.,
2008; Richardson, 2018). Recent work has de-
fined clearer distinctions between moral and social
judgements (i.e. convention), with the latter (e.g.
wearing pajamas to school) having less to do with
justice, rights, or welfare, and more to do with what
is socially acceptable in a given community (Do-
herty and Kurz, 1996; Turiel, 2002). Both forms
of judgement reveal people’s beliefs, values, and
shed light on their behaviors.

2. Related Work

Recent work in the field of natural language pro-
cessing has acknowledged that many tasks do not
have a single ground truth, including those that
have previously been thought to have been ob-
jective (Basile et al., 2021, 2020). Not having a
single ground truth is viewed as a positive, rather
than negative (Aroyo and Welty, 2015). Others
have suggested we move toward a data perspec-
tivist approach, where people are encouraged to
release unaggregated data and models are built
to take multiple different people’s perspectives into
account instead of prescribing a single answer for
any given task (Cabitza et al., 2023). We believe
this is the most promising way forward to compu-
tationally modeling these judgements. Language
models can be conceived in many forms, includ-
ing that of a search engine (Ziems et al., 2023), in
which case we would expect it to provide diverse
answers to a question of what is right or wrong (or
who acted inappropriately) that reflect a range of
human views.

Jiang et al. (2021a) fine-tuned a T5 model (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) for providing moral decisions on
the Rainbow dataset (Lourie et al., 2021), a ques-
tion and answer dataset containing commonsense
knowledge. To further fine-tune their model, Delphi,
on moral values they created the Commonsense
Norm Bank. This is a corpus comprised of four
datasets; Social Chemistry (Forbes et al., 2020),
the commonsense section of ETHICS (Hendrycks
et al., 2021), Moral Stories (Emelin et al., 2021),
and the Social Bias Inference Corpus (Sap et al.,
2020). The data contains judgements of every-
day situations annotated by crowd workers who
assigned a label, or verdict, such as “it’s okay” or
“you shouldn’t”. They are referred to as common-
sense, as they ask crowd workers to use their com-
monsense judgement, rather than to assign a label
based on a particular ethical theory. As shown by

Fraser et al. (2022), Delphi inherits the moral val-
ues from annotators, which they note as following
liberal Western values, neglecting other viewpoints.
They note that the model generally follows the pos-
itive core principle of utilitarianism by treating the
well being of all individuals equally, but does not
accept the principle of instrumental harm.

Moral judgement and decision making are sepa-
rate processes and though the former likely informs
the latter, the decision made is affected by disposi-
tional traits and attributes of the dilemma (Nasello
et al., 2023). Such situational and personal differ-
ences are not taken into account in current mod-
els that assign moral judgements. The evolution
of what is a social or moral judgement changes
over time (Turiel, 2002). Moral judgements are
concerned with “justice, rights, and welfare” (Turiel,
1983), while social judgements are about what is
socially acceptable. Both tell us about people’s val-
ues and beliefs as individuals and collectively as a
culture.

Using large language models is associated with
significant risks and societal harms (Wallach and
Allen, 2009). It has been widely suggested that
such models should not be used for automated de-
cision making, but that humans should be part of
the decision making process (Talat et al., 2021) and
that computer scientists should not try to “reinvent
ethics from scratch” (Hendrycks et al., 2021). A
variety of safety concerns with such models have
been identified, such as the Tay Effect, or the parrot-
ing of harmful information. Moral decision models
also suffer from the Eliza Effect, where a model
may agree with harmful content, e.g. responding
“it’s okay” to questions of causing harm (Dinan et al.,
2021). We do not advocate for the use of any model
for automated decision making. Instead we sug-
gest that our corpus could be beneficial for the
construction of models that can relay information
about the variance in human beliefs rather than
definitive judgement. These models could expose
people to other points of view and would have a
clearer positionality, which would allow for models
to be more transparent about where the views they
communicate originate from (Santy et al., 2023).

Another area where our corpus may help is with
numerical reasoning. There are many ways to
represent numbers, with performance varying by
task (Thawani et al., 2021). Due to the human un-
derstanding of numbers it is likely that a logarithmic
scale approach is the best choice for represent-
ing numbers in moral statements (Dehaene, 2011).
Number ranges that do not change a person’s view
are informative for understanding the magnitude of
an effect or boundaries a person might have and fu-
ture models could be trained to sample from ranges
or to encode the boundaries themselves.
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3. Data Selection and Annotation

As foundation for the new dataset, we used the
Commonsense Norm Bank (Jiang et al., 2021a).
Our goal was to find statements containing num-
bers and to ask people to replace the number with
a range, such that any number in the range sat-
isfies the given judgement. Due to the enormous
size of the Commonsense Norm Bank, it covers a
large variety of situations, many of which contain
numbers. We used spaCy 1 to extract situations
containing numbers, but there are three problems
with the extracted statements. First, the majority of
the sentences only contain one, but not in numeri-
cal sense. For instance, “The best way to perfect
one’s talent is to practice often.” Therefore, all sen-
tences only containing one are removed from the
dataset, to minimize the non-modifiable sentences.
Second, ordinal numbers are removed, as they of-
ten cannot be replaced in a way that changes the
judgement of a statement. Finally, numbers which
refer to a date or have a special meaning are also
not considered, e.g. 911, 24/7, and 50/50. In total,
there are 37,746 statements that contain numbers,
adhering to the specified criteria.

Although some statements may have more than
one modifiable number, we only ask annotators to
replace one of the numbers to simplify the annota-
tion process. The following provides an example for
the complexity of the interdependence of numbers:
“Am I expected to take legal action if someone is
doing something that is clearly illegal, in the context
of wanting to take legal action because my ex who
is 15 is dating a 23 year old man?”

Before they start the survey, annotators are given
a detailed description of the task and two examples.
They are informed about the study and the possibil-
ity to opt-out, and that their results including demo-
graphics will be published while maintaining their
anonymity. They are instructed that each statement
will contain at least one number and to enter the
start and end of a range that does not change the
judgement. The instructions say that if they dis-
agree with the text label or the number cannot be
changed, they should set the start to -1 and end
to -1. Otherwise, they should provide a number
span. If they think there is no upper bound, they
should set the end to -8 (positive infinity). The lower
bound should be greater than or equal to zero ex-
cept when using the special values -1 and -8. As
we are dealing with real life situations, the numbers
used correspond to the natural numbers.

Annotators were asked to provide their demo-
graphic information, including their gender identity,
nationality, age, religion, political orientation, and
level of education. For gender identity, 46.7% re-
ported male, 53.3% female, and 0% non-binary.

1https://spacy.io/

The majority of the participants were from the
United States, totaling 87%, with 3% each from
Georgia, Russia, India, and Germany. The ages
ranged from 20 to 58 with a median of 34. Christian-
ity was the highest reported religion at 73%, with
3% Muslim, 7% Hindu, and 17% unaffiliated. The
political leaning uses a 5 point scale, with 21% far
left, 14% left, 24% central, 10% right, and 31% far
right. The level of education included 13% upper-
secondary, 57% bachelor’s or equivalent, and 30%
masters or equivalent. Annotators were recruited
using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Others have
noted the skew of demographics of AMT workers
and future work would benefit from capturing more
diverse perspectives (Difallah et al., 2018). Sur-
veys contained 100 questions each. On average
an annotator took 47 minutes to complete the sur-
vey. This is roughly 30 seconds per question and
12.75 USD per hour.

We included an attention question in each sur-
vey that stated “This is an attention question, so
the start should be set to X and the end should be
set to Y.” Annotators were rejected if they put the
incorrect numbers. The surveys were then manu-
ally checked for quality, rejecting annotators who
put the same answer for most or every question
(commonly 0 to X) or who put answers that did not
make sense for certain statements (e.g. putting a
number for a time of day that is greater than the
number of hours in the day).

4. Corpus Statistics

In total, we collected three to six annotations for
each of 898 statements from 30 annotators. For
32% of the responses, annotators used infinity as
the end point, meaning that any number above the
start value aligns with the verdict. For 16% of re-
sponses, annotators disagreed with the verdict and
did not provide a number range, though only 19 to-
tal questions contain no number ranges from any of
the assigned annotators for that question. All other
instances contained variation in the provided num-
ber ranges, indicating the highly subjective nature
of the statements.

Only nine statements have entirely disjoint
ranges, each of which have at least one non-
modifiable answer. For 37 of the questions, at
least two annotators gave disjoint ranges, but there
is some overlap between the other answers. We
calculated the inter annotator agreement between
spans by treating each range as a set; disagree-
ment / not modifiable is treated as an empty range.
In ranges that end with infinity, we set the end value
to the highest value of all finite start and end ranges.
We treat ranges as inclusive and take the intersec-
tion divided by the union (Jaccard index). We find
the average agreement across spans to be 0.39
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Situation Verdict Annotator 1 Annotator 2
Is Mike lowballing the seller by $1500 below the
car’s worth ok?

It’s not okay 1,000 to 2,000 1,000 to infinity

Appreciating your youth, in the context of I’m glad
I was born in 2000 and not earlier.

It’s okay 1900 to 2023 2000 to 2020

Is I buy alcohol for my 25-year-old little brother a
good behavior?

It’s ethical 18 to infinity 20 to infinity

In the context of Will’s team won, making him 10
bucks richer, must I place friendly bets on sports
games?

It’s okay 1 to 1,000 0 to infinity

Is playing Russian Roulette okay, if I have played
russian roulette on my birthday for the past 3
years?

It’s wrong Disagrees 3 to infinity

Table 1: Examples of situations, verdicts, and annotations from our corpus. Numbers that annotators
were asked to replace are shown in bold. Each instance has three to six annotations in total.

with an inter-quartile range of 0.12 to 0.83. This
high range is to be expected, as judgements are
highly subjective and vary across individuals.

We provide examples from our corpus in Table 1.
We see the top two rows pertaining to selling a
car and appreciating one’s youth. Lowballing the
seller of a car could be viewed through a moral
lens, though some may consider different ways of
negotiating as a social norm. The appreciation of
youth in certain years but not others points to per-
sonal preferences about the state of the world. The
middle example relates to the acceptable age to
have alcohol with annotators having slightly differ-
ent answers. The latter two examples in the table
reveal differences in annotator preferences on more
controversial issues, namely gambling and suicide.

We also notice that some annotators provide the
largest possible range in response to the survey
questions, using more X to infinity ranges than other
annotators. For these annotators, a number out-
side of that range would receive a different verdict.
For example, one question asks what amount of
money is unacceptable to spend on pornography.
One annotator indicates that any amount of money
is unacceptable, while another provides the range
10 to 250 dollars. This does not imply that spending
251 dollars should be acceptable.

Additionally, it would be beneficial to make distinc-
tions between the types of judgements. We could,
for instance, ask annotators if their judgement for
a given situation comes from moral reasoning, so-
cial norms, or personal preferences. Such anno-
tations would further assist in modeling each inde-
pendently and making distinctions between moral
judgements and other types of judgements (Talat
et al., 2021); a distinction recent work does not
always make. Though our corpus may support nu-
merical reasoning with number ranges, it would
also be interesting to extend this work with fill-in-
the-blank style annotations of non-number words.

5. Discussion and Future Work

As the financial resources for the survey were
bound to Amazon MTurk, getting more samples
with more diverse demographics was not possible.
This leads to two limitations of work at hand. First,
there is a strong bias in nationality. In future re-
search, this bias could be reduced by using demo-
graphic prescreening or a more diverse platform to
ensure a representative group of annotators. Sec-
ond, this work does not have enough examples to
provide a solid statistical analysis between judge-
ment and demographics. Further work should con-
sider a representative group of annotators as well
as the collection of more annotations per example
to support this analysis.

A more costly, but beneficial approach would be
to require a justification of the judgement to get a
deeper understanding and explanation of the an-
notators decision. By providing additional context
to the scenario, some ambiguities might be elim-
inated, e.g. specifying the value of the car in the
first example from Table 1, but may increase other
effects such as the anchoring effect. The context
might even change the judgement, as moral situ-
ations are often sensitive to small variations, see
(Awad et al., 2020) for different scenarios of the
trolley problem.

In future work, annotation could be expanded
to specify that annotators should determine the
type of range either hard or flexible transition and
whether there are multiple ranges or only one. A
hard range could be the minimum drinking age,
where the annotator has a belief about an exact
number. A flexible transition, e.g. for lowballing the
car seller, would be where the number is approx-
imate, but changing it slightly may not impact the
annotators opinion. This could be done by yes-no
questions or a textual justification of the range, as
the current version does not explain the decision
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making process. Questions with the age of people
often end with the upper bound of a human lifes-
pan; some annotator answer with ∞ others with 80
or 100. Clearly most of the statements are true for
all humans older than X and do not exclude people
who are 81 or older.

6. Conclusion

We constructed a corpus of social judgements that
asks people to fill in number ranges that do not
change a given judgement. Our corpus was crowd-
sourced from 30 annotators and contains 898 state-
ments for a total of 3k annotations. This work adds
to available social judgement data by providing
ranges of (un)acceptable behaviors and accom-
panying annotator demographics. This work sup-
ports perspectivist and pluralistic approaches with
a goal of creating models that can understand and
express multiple points of view, whose point of view
it is, and uncertainty about definitive answers. We
will publicly release our corpus to promote future
work on numerical reasoning, social norms, and
perspectivist natural language processing.

7. Ethics Statement

In this paper, we studied different views of moral
and social judgements. A potential misinterpreta-
tion of this paper’s intent would be that we condone
the idea of using LLMs to make ethical decisions.

• We do not condone the use of LLMs or any
other models to automate moral or ethical de-
cision making.

• We do not condone systems that could deceive
a user into believing they are interacting with
a human.

• We do not condone systems that in any man-
ner indicate it is a substitute for professional
assessment of specific situations requiring eth-
ical consideration.

Having stated this, we believe there may be a
place for researching how to create conversational
systems that can relay or incorporate diverse hu-
man perspectives. LLMs currently present many
risks in creating such systems and serious ethical
challenges.

Regarding our data collection, participants were
informed about the purpose of the study, the na-
ture of their involvement, and their freedom to with-
draw at any point. As the Commonsense Norm
Bank itself contains offensive material, annotators
were warned that the questions can contain offen-
sive content. As discussed in our related work,
there are risks associated with the use of LLMs

and others have advised against their use in auto-
mated decision making (Talat et al., 2021). Addi-
tionally, language models trained on huge amounts
of data will parrot hegemonic and discriminatory
world views (Bender et al., 2021). Fine-tuning a
model may alter it’s behavior but does not remove
these harmful biases, which will surface unpre-
dictably and can even be exploited via adversarial
attacks (Zou et al., 2023).

8. Availability

We provide a Hugging Face repository with the
dataset.2 This dataset is available under the CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0 licence.3
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Abstract
The varied backgrounds and experiences of human annotators inject different opinions and potential biases into the
data, inevitably leading to disagreements. Yet, traditional aggregation methods fail to capture individual judgments
since they rely on the notion of a single ground truth. Our aim is to review prior contributions to pinpoint the
shortcomings that might cause stereotypical content generation. As a preliminary study, our purpose is to investigate
state-of-the-art approaches, primarily focusing on the following two research directions. First, we investigate how
adding subjectivity aspects to LLMs might guarantee diversity. We then look into the alignment between humans and
LLMs and discuss how to measure it. Considering existing gaps, our review explores possible methods to mitigate
the perpetuation of biases targeting specific communities. However, we recognize the potential risk of disseminating
sensitive information due to the utilization of socio-demographic data in the training process. These considerations
underscore the inclusion of diverse perspectives while taking into account the critical importance of implementing
robust safeguards to protect individuals’ privacy and prevent the inadvertent propagation of sensitive information.

Keywords: Text Generation, Perspectivism, Human Annotation, Bias, Diversity, Minority Groups

1. Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have revolution-
ized NLP field by making it possible to generate
human-like content. Nowadays, LLMs are compe-
tent in a wide range of downstream tasks. Human
involvement, particularly concerning the data in-
put, is responsible for the significant variance in the
model results. Therefore, it is crucial to look at the
training process of these models to comprehend
how and why they generate biased information as
well as the underlying resources they rely on. For in-
stance, it is well-known that human annotators may
introduce biases in annotations from their personal
opinions or beliefs due to their distinct backgrounds
in the context of supervised learning settings, which
require labeled data (Romberg, 2022; Soni et al.,
2024).

Perspectivism, a new current within the NLP
community, advocates for the usage of datasets
that gather diverse human judgments on subjective
tasks such as stance identification, hate speech
detection, and argumentation mining (Röttger et al.,
2021). This approach embraces the annotator’s
disagreement, expressed through differences in
annotations, which may result from ambiguity, un-
certainty, genuine disagreement, or the lack of a
single right answer (Plank, 2022). Moreover, per-
spectivism overcomes the constraints of traditional
aggregation techniques, such as majority voting,
which oversimplify real-world intricacies by assum-
ing a single ground truth (Basile et al., 2021; Kan-
clerz et al., 2022; Mokhberian et al., 2023).

Basile (2020) and Uma et al. (2021) explore the

improvement of models while trained on disaggre-
gated datasets with multiple annotations via the
development of more accurate and inclusive mea-
sures for model decisions. Likewise, Marchal et al.
(2022) investigate new evaluations for data with
multiple labels to enable new models to learn from
fewer but valuable sources.

According to Sap et al. (2021), disagreement is
common in subjective tasks and can vary depend-
ing on the identity and beliefs of the annotators. In
supervised learning tasks as well as in the context
of generative AI, especially LLMs, which seek to
reflect human language diversity, the unreliability
of a unique ground truth becomes a critical factor.

In the context of this paper, our primary goal is
to demonstrate how crucial it is to give LLMs the
ability to customize their outputs for distinct socio-
demographic groups. First, we ask if LLMs can
guarantee diversity in the perspectives they gener-
ate and why incorporating human annotations rep-
resenting various viewpoints is essential. Second,
by aligning LLMs with humans and using current
techniques to evaluate this alignment, we investi-
gate the possibility of fostering diversity. By tackling
these issues, we hope to prevent the perpetuation
of prejudices against particular communities and
promote the creation of more inclusive LLMs that
take into account a variety of viewpoints, including
those of minority groups. Although individual stud-
ies have been carried out on these topics, to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
provide an overview of the subject by adopting this
particular angle.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
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Figure 1: Outline of the topics of the paper.

we briefly present necessary background knowl-
edge on LLMs’ perspectives. The notion of diver-
sity is examined in Section 3, while the theme of
alignment is discussed in Section 4. The evalu-
ation techniques are finally reported in Section 5.
In Fig. 1, we display a diagram summarizing the
topics tackled in the review.

2. Background

Recent researches concentrate on the viewpoints
that LLMs embed. Kovač et al. (2023) claim
that people tend to erroneously anthropomorphize
LLMs by assigning certain values, personality traits,
knowledge, and abilities to them. Since the con-
text has a significant impact on LLMs’ values and
personality traits, the study suggests viewing LLMs
as a superposition of perspectives. Because of
their context-based role-playing, this may imply that
LLMs are unreliable in generating diverse view-
points that are consistent with particular human
behaviors (Shanahan et al., 2023).

Some argue that LLMs are neutral in certain
contexts, while others talk of Personalized Lan-
guage Models, which can mimic people by imitat-
ing their past linguistic patterns (King and Cook,
2020). Especially in situations with limited data
resources, Soni et al. (2024) recommend combin-
ing both individual and group-based features to
capture an individual’s identity. They acknowledge
the notion that unique characteristics and group
membership influence an individual’s identity.

Based on the aforementioned studies, LLMs are
capable of encompassing diverse viewpoints. Nev-
ertheless, due to their significant contextual depen-
dency, LLMs might be prone to instability over time,
despite their best efforts to capture and demon-
strate these differentiations, e.g., using a diversi-
fied vocabulary and personal values. We must
consider how input data can shape models. Given
the substantial impact on the model’s outputs, it is
critical to guarantee the veracity of the data and
that they represent a wide range of perspectives,

i.e., diversity should not be compromised by data
aggregation.

3. Diversity in LLMs

Traditional aggregation approaches have a ten-
dency to neglect the subjectivity and complexity of
many tasks for the sake of seeking a single ground
truth. Opposing viewpoints may naturally arise in
the context of studies that require annotation of con-
troversial topics like politics and religion, due to the
subjective nature of the task. For instance, Gezici
et al. (2021) illustrate the effect of annotator dis-
agreement by querying search engines, resulting
in low inter-rater agreement among crowd-workers,
on controversial topics such as abortion, gay mar-
riage, and medical marijuana.

Employing traditional aggregation methods to
condense labels into a singular ground-truth la-
bel poses challenges, particularly when training
black-box models. This issue becomes even more
pronounced when models’ learning processes fea-
ture limited transparency. One possible approach
would be to gather human annotations and incor-
porate socio-demographic details such as gender,
age, and levels of education. Even if studies have
demonstrated that socio-demographic information
improves LLM performance (Wan et al., 2023), one
must take into account concerns about the collect-
ing of private and sensitive information. In order to
make LLMs more fair and inclusive, prior research
has shown that there are valid reasons to explore
the possibility of incorporating diversity to these
models. Joshi et al. (2020) highlights the appar-
ent bias of the NLP field in favor of Western per-
spectives, which may be viewed as a significant
gap that requires attention. This argument is sup-
ported by the fact that LLMs frequently display a
biased viewpoint, exhibiting a tendency towards the
left and neglecting particular socio-demographic
groups (Santurkar et al., 2023).

3.1. Diversity Ensuring Strategies
Criteria-based Prompting Hayati et al. (2023)
introduce maximum diversity extraction from LLMs,
an approach proposed to promote differentiation.
Their objective is to investigate LLM’s ability to gen-
erate diverse perspectives and justifications for sub-
jective tasks. In other words, the researchers ana-
lyze the differences between the opinions produced
automatically by LLMs and those of humans. Au-
thors first train LLMs using human data, specifically
opinions on a given statement where humans can
either agree or disagree. Subsequently, the LLM is
prompted to generate a variety of stances, both in
agreement and disagreement with the statement,
while providing reasons for each stance (Table 1).
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Prompt
Given a text, how would a person of gender ’Female’, race ’White’, age ’25 - 34’, education level ’Master’s
degree’ and political affiliation ’Liberal’ rate the degree of toxicity in the text. Possible values are
’not toxic’, ’slightly toxic’, ’moderately toxic’, ’very toxic’ or ’extremely toxic’.

Text: ’Well when you have a welfare state that propagates an underclass of unskilled parasites’

Toxicity:

Statement: It’s okay to have privacy
Tell me opinions about the statement as many as possible from different people with, “Agree” or “Disagree,”
one-word or one-phrase criteria that is important for their opinions, and explain how they have different
opinions
Output:
{1:{“Stance” :“Agree”, “Criteria”: [“personal boundaries”, “autonomy”], “Reason”: “Having privacy allows
individuals to establish personal boundaries and maintain.” their autonomy."}, 2: {“Stance”: “Disagree",
“Criteria”: [“transparency”, “trust”], “Reason”: “Lack of privacy can promote transparency and build trust
in relationships.” ... 10: {“Stance”: “...", “Criteria”: [...], “Reason”: “ ..."}} ...

Statement: You’re expected to do what you are told
Tell me opinions about the statement as many as possible from different people with, “Agree” or “Disagree,”
one-word or one-phrase criteria that is important for their opinions, and explain how they have different
opinions

Output:

Table 1: Examples of prompting formulation from Beck et al. (2023) and Hayati et al. (2023), respectively.

Then, the LLM extracts certain criteria-words, which
are essentially framing keywords used to explain
the model’s generation process. Following that,
the LLM is prompted iteratively in one-shot and
few-shot learning settings, with the inputs of an
initial statement and several opinions expressing
agreement or disagreement concerning the given
statement, first with criteria words and then with-
out. Lastly, the opinions generated by humans
and LLMs are compared and it has been revealed
that human opinions are slightly more diverse than
those of LLMs.

The aforementioned methodology seems promis-
ing in terms of prompting LLMs with diverse state-
ments and asking them for the generation of new
opinions using keywords that may facilitate the gen-
eration of various perspectives. The present anal-
ysis, however, does not specify whether the per-
spectives generated by machines and humans are
representative of specific people or groups; instead,
it only compares perspective generation of humans
and machines. Consequently, rather than foster-
ing diversity amongst diverse perspectives, the ap-
proach may seem to neutralize them.

Socio-demographic Prompting Beck et al.
(2023) claim that varied backgrounds are asso-
ciated with a higher level of disagreement, high-
lighting the need for the model to consider a vari-
ety of socio-demographic information to generate
predictions that are socially aware. Initially, the
sociodemographic details of each individual’s pro-
file — such as gender, race, level of education,
and political affiliation — are provided. Subse-
quently, the LLM is prompted with and without socio-
demographic information to obtain different per-
spectives. In their research, Beck et al. (2023) as-
sess various types of LLMs with socio-demographic

profiles across several datasets for NLP classi-
fication tasks including sentiment analysis, hate
speech detection and toxicity detection. For in-
stance, the toxicity detection task has been de-
signed as follows. The LLM is prompted to ask how
a person with specific characteristics (e.g. female,
brown, aged 25-35 with a master’s degree, liberal)
would rate the toxicity level of the given text. The
prompt also contains the possible labels (answers)
of the given text in the context of toxicity detection.
After the prompting, predictions from different pro-
files have been collected and further aggregated
via majority voting. The goal is to compare the pre-
dictions made with and without sociodemographic
information.

It has previously been argued that socio-
demographic prompting may bias prompt-based
algorithms to focus on certain human group an-
notations while ignoring others that are under-
represented in the data. Nonetheless, socio-
demographic prompting has also been criticized for
potentially introducing stereotypical biases, which
can perpetuate negative generalizations about par-
ticular social groups (Blodgett et al., 2020; Cheng
et al., 2023; Deshpande et al., 2023). Still, in some
cases the strategy seems to be effective, showing
improvement in zero-shot performances. However,
it did not surpass the effectiveness of standard
prompting when directly modeling the original an-
notator’s sociodemographics. The effectiveness of
the models varied based on factors such as size, in-
put length, and prompt formulation. About aligning
with a person’s profile, this study appears to neglect
preserving the subjectivity of each profile. Initially,
the researchers incorporate personal data into the
prompt formulation, but then, after collecting the
output, they aggregate each piece of information,
thereby nullifying diversity. This results in the final
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goal being reduced to only comparing predictions
with socio-demographic data and without.

4. LLMs Alignment

An ideal NLP model should consider a broad spec-
trum of perspectives, avoiding bias towards a sin-
gular viewpoint. Ouyang et al. (2022a) define Align-
ment Learning as the process of aligning the behav-
iors of models with human values like safety and
truthfulness, while accurately adhering to the inten-
tions of users. Especially with LLMs, producing text
that is in line with human opinions could be crucial
for generating and spreading more representative
texts in society.

Despite their notable performance, these models
are prone to certain limitations such as misunder-
standing human instructions, generating potentially
biased content, or factually incorrect (hallucinated)
information. Acknowledging these shortcomings,
the research community’s focus has shifted towards
aligning LLMs with human perspectives, aiming to
enable models to meet user desiderata effectively.

4.1. Approaches to Align LLMs with
Human Perspectives

Shen et al. (2023) identify inner alignment and outer
alignment as key research agendas in AI alignment.
Inner alignment ensures that systems are actually
trained to achieve the goals set by their designers.
For an in-depth overview of current inner alignment
strategies, we refer to the work of Shen et al. (2023).
Outer alignment involves selecting appropriate loss
or reward functions to ensure that AI systems’ train-
ing objectives align with human values.

According to Shen et al. (2023), approaches
like fine-tuning and prompting, reward modeling,
human-in-the-loop approaches, and adversarial
training are often considered and employed in com-
bination to address the outer alignment of LLMs
with human perspectives. Outer alignment meth-
ods with Reinforcement Learning from Human
Feedback (RLHF) are currently the most commonly
used methods (Ziegler et al., 2019; Stiennon et al.,
2020; Ouyang et al., 2022b). Instead of an agent
receiving feedback from a pre-defined reward func-
tion or an environment, the reward is inferred from
human preferences and then used for tuning LLMs:
the model, therefore, learns from direct feedback
provided by users or experts. Several challenges
persist in the application of RLHF. Firstly, RLHF
may be susceptible to instability during fine-tuning
and presents challenges in implementation (Ziegler
et al., 2019; Stiennon et al., 2020; Ouyang et al.,
2022b). Secondly, it is hard to guarantee that
the model acquires suitable behaviors through this
feedback. Lastly, there is a need to develop algo-

rithms proficient in seamlessly integrating human
feedback into the learning process. While human
feedback is invaluable for creating high-performing
models, there are instances where complex tasks
present challenges to gather this feedback, poten-
tially leading to biases.

In line with prior research on outer alignment to
steer LLMs with human perspectives, Dong et al.
(2023) presents a novel framework named Reward
RAnked FineTuning (RAFT), aiming to align genera-
tive models efficiently. In RAFT, generative models
undergo fine-tuning using Reinforcement Learning
(RL), which uses human preferences as a reward
signal to fine-tune the models. Similarly, Glaese
et al. (2022) employ reinforcement learning with hu-
man feedback to train their models, integrating two
new components aimed at aiding human raters in
evaluating agent behavior. Liu et al. (2023) propose
a novel approach, denoted as Representation Align-
ment from Human Feedback (RAHF), which proves
to be effective and computationally efficient. Exten-
sive experiments demonstrate the efficacy of RAHF
is not only in capturing, but also in manipulating
representations to align with a broad spectrum of
human preferences or values. RAHF’s versatility in
accommodating diverse human preferences shows
its potential for advancing LLMs performance in
adherence to human values.

5. Evaluation

Automatic Evaluation Metrics such as BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) are
commonly adopted to assess the performance of
LLMs across several datasets, especially in ma-
chine translation tasks. As LLMs’ capabilities grow,
their powerful generative ability can serve not only
as test takers but also as potential examiners to
evaluate other LLMs.

Santurkar et al. (2023) evaluate the LLMs’ align-
ment with humans w.r.t. representativeness and
steerability dimensions. The representativeness
has been examined by comparing the default opin-
ion distribution of LLMs with that of the US popula-
tion as well as with specific demographics. Steer-
ability tests models’ ability to adapt to a particular
demographic group represented by the data. Au-
thors expose how, generally, LLMs trained solely
on internet data, tend to align predominantly with
Moderate, Protestant, and Catholic demographics,
largely because of available training data. The
finding underscores the propensity of LLMs to over-
simplify different perspectives exposed to specific
values and cultures, ignoring minority ones.

In the experiments by Beck et al. (2023), results
have been evaluated through using both soft and
hard-labels, the latter involving majority voting on
predictions obtained via sociodemographic prompt-
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ing. Notably, socio-demographic prompting has a
more positive impact on soft-label evaluation, bring-
ing predictions closer to the original annotations.
However, it has been demonstrated that existing
quantitative evaluation metrics do not align well
with human opinions, indicating the necessity for a
more nuanced assessment (Xu et al., 2023; Zheng
et al., 2023; Dettmers et al., 2023).

Human Evaluation In the research conducted
by Hayati et al. (2023), the effectiveness of the
criteria-based prompting approach was evaluated
through human assessment with the participation
of crowd workers. Notably, criteria-based prompt-
ing garnered preference from humans in more than
half of the total statements. The evaluation then
has been extended to measure the human capacity
to generate diverse opinions for given statements.
Participants were instructed to express opinions
of agreement or disagreement as extensively as
possible on specific statements. Results revealed
that individuals tended to provide fewer opinions
on statements with more controversial and sub-
jective sentiments. Although human evaluation
is expensive, it often results in high-quality data
and therefore should be prioritized for high-stake
decision-making.

6. Conclusion

This review paper aims to highlight the need to in-
clude diverse perspectives that cover a wide range
of social groups, especially minority ones. It ap-
pears that LLMs can serve as a guide to produce
various perspectives while also being aligned with
human opinions. One key element to enable is to
embrace disagreement and diversity among anno-
tators. Therefore, diverse datasets, including dis-
aggregated ones, should be incorporated into the
NLP pipeline (Plank et al., 2014; Dumitrache et al.,
2019; Poesio et al., 2019). Proposed solutions,
based on the idea of integrating human opinions
and relevant personal information into prompts, like
socio-demographic prompting and criteria-based
prompting, aim to guide models toward responses
from specific human groups, but their effectiveness
depends on factors such as model size, prompt
formulation, input length, and the specific task at
hand.

This preliminary review serves as groundwork
for future investigations to achieve inclusivity and
practical alignment with human perspectives. An
initial study could involve guiding LLMs via fine-
tuning to generate various perspectives that ac-
count for various social groups rather than just pro-
viding socio-demographic information during the
prompting phase. This strategy may result in the
utilization of specialized perspective-aware models

that are trained on pairs of personal data and hu-
man opinions that are grouped to represent each
social group. Furthermore, leveraging human feed-
back to train the model with reinforcement learning
may improve the degree to which LLMs align with
human preferences.

Through this literature overview, we emphasize
the need to develop LLMs incorporating multiple
perspectives and viewpoints, ultimately encourag-
ing participatory design and community involve-
ment in building more equitable models. Concur-
rently, it is crucial to account for potential risks
associated with disclosing sensitive information:
socio-demographic data may be exploited to tar-
get content towards individuals without their explicit
consent.
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Abstract

Disagreement, perspective or error? There is a growing discussion against the idea of a unified ground truth in
annotated data, as well as the usefulness of such a ground truth and resulting gold standard. In data perspectivism,
this issue is exemplified with tasks such as hate speech or sentiment classification in which annotators’ different
perspectives are important to include. In this paper we turn to argumentation, a related field which has had less
focus from this point of view. Argumentation is difficult to annotate for several reasons, from the more practical
parts of deciding where the argumentation begins and ends to questions of how argumentation is defined and
what it consists of. Learning more about disagreement is therefore important in order to improve argument
annotation and to better utilize argument annotated data. Because of this, we examine disagreement in two corpora
annotated with argumentation both manually and computationally. We find that disagreement is often not because of
annotation errors or mistakes but due to the possibility of multiple possible interpretations. More specifically, these
interpretations can be over boundaries, label or existence of argumentation. These results emphasize the need
for more thorough analysis of disagreement in data, outside of the more common inter-annotator agreement measures.

Keywords: annotation, disagreement, argumentation, aggregation, gold standard, inter-annotator agree-
ment, argumentation mining

1. Introduction

Annotated data is needed in most NLP and ma-
chine learning tasks, often building upon the idea
that phenomena can be consistently and uniformly
labeled (Plank, 2022). However, annotation can
be a complex task with several steps (Krippendorff,
2018; Artstein and Poesio, 2008) and it is often the
case, especially the more subjective the task, that
the annotators do not agree. Annotation disagree-
ments or variation can be due to several reasons,
such as an unclear or ambiguous task or annota-
tor errors, but they can also be due to diverging
opinions (Dumitrache, 2015; Uma et al., 2021b).
Usually, these disagreements are disregarded, no
matter their reason, and the annotations are aggre-
gated using the majority vote for each annotation
into a gold standard.

There is however a growing discussion concern-
ing this practice, which argues that disagreements
contain information which could (and should) be
utilized (Uma et al., 2021b). For example, Plank
et al. (2014) show that disagreement can be sys-
tematic and due to lingustically debatable cases
rather than annotation error. Plank (2022) further
argues that by assuming there exists a ground truth
one misses information from disagreements, which
can be due to subjectivity or multiple plausible an-
swers. Mostafazadeh Davani et al. (2022) also
discuss the issue of only using majority vote and
present a model which learns from all annotations.1

1It has also been the focus of two recent Semeval
tasks (Leonardelli et al., 2023; Uma et al., 2021a).

A central concept in this discussion is data per-
spectivism,2 (Cabitza et al., 2023; Basile et al.,
2020), which argues that in highly subjective tasks
(and many others) there isn’t always one single truth
or interpretation to be found in the data. For exam-
ple, in tasks such as sentiment or hate speech clas-
sification, an annotator’s ethnicity or social back-
ground might result in variation or disagreement
between annotators (Akhtar et al., 2020). Disagree-
ment or different perspectives could also arise due
to ambiguity in language or to context Basile et al.
(2021). Therefore, in order not to lose important
information, all perspectives should be included
in all steps when learning from (annotated) data,
from using and sharing non-aggregated datasets
to taking in multiple perspectives when evaluating
(Basile et al., 2020, 2021).

An interesting example in this discussion is ar-
gumentation (annotation). Argumentation in itself
is naturally full of perspectives and disagreement,
which can spill over into the annotation and corpus
creation process. In NLP, argumentation is often
annotated with the intent of using it for argumenta-
tion mining, which aims to automatically identify and
analyse argumentation (Lindahl and Borin, 2023).
Considering this aim, including and representing all
perspectives in argumentation should be relevant.

Annotating argumentation is challenging and
time consuming. There is no uniform or widely
accepted definition of argumentation(van Eemeren,
2017) which can make designing an annotation
task non-trivial. Argumentation can also be context-

2https://pdai.info/
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dependent, ambiguous and complicated(Stede and
Schneider, 2018), which can make reaching high
agreement between annotators difficult. Identify-
ing and analysing disagreements will thus not only
help identify different perspectives but it will also be
useful for developing better guidelines and tasks in
the challenging field of argumentation annotation.

Despite these challenges, not much work has
looked at disagreement in argumentation annota-
tion in detail, or from the perspectivist point of view.
Any study about argumentation annotation deals to
some extent with disagreement in data, but usually
with the purpose of finding a single ground truth or
at least a way of creating a gold standard. An excep-
tion to this is the study by Hautli-Janisz et al. (2022),
which presents a taxonomy of disagreement in their
political debates corpus. Their corpus is annotated
with argumentation, using argumentation graphs.

Because of the above mentioned challenges, in
this paper we present further data on disagreement
in argumentation annotation. Compared to Hautli-
Janisz et al. (2022), our corpora is in the domain
of social media, in the Swedish language. Our
analysis and annotation schemes also differ. The
contributions of this paper are:

• Our data add to the knowledge of disagree-
ment in argumentation annotation, more
specifically:

– Examples of disagreement from social
media

– Examples of disagreement from Swedish
language data

• A comparison of annotation disagreements to
quantitative measurements

We do the above by showing a range of exam-
ples of (presumed) disagreement from two Swedish
corpora annotated with argumentation. In our ex-
amples, we show that in most cases disagreement
do not stem from one right and one wrong interpre-
tation. Instead, much of the disagreement could be
considered different variations of the same argu-
ment or different, but equally plausible, interpreta-
tions. This is followed by various measures examin-
ing the disagreement in the two corpora contrasting
it to the quantitative analysis. The data presented
is also followed by a short discussion of what these
disagreements could mean for argumentation an-
notation.

2. Argumentation annotation

Argumentation is often annotated for the reason of
argumentation mining or the related field of stance
detection. Argumentation mining aims to identify
not just our opinions but how we argue for them,

and can include everything from classifying argu-
mentation and its components to analysing argu-
mentation strategies or and inferences (Lawrence
and Reed, 2020; Stede and Schneider, 2018).

Argumentation is difficult to annotate for several
reasons, as mentioned in the previous section. One
reason for this is because there is no single defi-
nition of argumentation, and there might not be a
definition which covers all purposes (van Eemeren,
2017). There are also several different argumenta-
tion models (Bentahar et al., 2010; Toulmin, 1958;
Walton et al., 2008). Regardless of theoretical
foundation, argumentation is complex and context-
dependent, and often implicit (Lawrence and Reed,
2020; Lindahl and Borin, 2023). Annotators are
commonly told to disregard their own opinions when
annotating argumentation, but some argumenta-
tion might need domain-knowledge or expertise,
and it might even be up to personal opinion. There
can also be cases where there is more than one
possible interpretation. Choosing what unit to an-
notate is also not straightforward - argumentation
can stretch over several sentences or be contained
in one phrase.

These difficulties are reflected in argumentation
annotated corpora - many are not very large with
moderate IAA 3 (Rosenthal and McKeown, 2012;
Lippi and Torroni, 2016; Torsi and Morante, 2018;
Wührl and Klinger, 2021). The many variants of
annotation models, schemes and methods also
make it difficult to compare corpora and studies,
especially when datasets are often already curated
and aggregated into a gold standard (Lindahl and
Borin, 2023).

2.1. Disagreements in argumentation
annotation

Although many works on argumentation annota-
tion discuss (dis)agreement to some extent, they
usually only report some IAA measure. The anno-
tations are then aggregated using majority vote, or
it might not even be reported how the gold standard
was created.

However, there are examples of disagreement
being treated differently. For example, Rosenthal
and McKeown (2012) have their two annotators
resolve their differences together when creating
the gold standard. Haddadan et al. (2019) resolve
differences in their annotations by having experts
annotate a subset of their data. When curating the
data the annotators who where agreeing the most
with the experts were chosen in cases of disagree-
ment. Toledo et al. (2019) remove judgments by
annotators who have an average low agreement
with the other annotators or have failed hidden test

3IAA should however not be seen as the only measure
of quality.
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questions (with predefined answers) in the annota-
tion task. They also motivate the usefulness of their
data despite the moderate agreement by showing
it can be used for prediction successfully.

While there are alternative approaches to curat-
ing data, not as much work exists which analyse
and discuss disagreement. Stab and Gurevych
(2014) annotate the argumentation components
claims and premises, and find that the most dis-
agreement occurs between the two (as compared
to occurrence of components). They find that this
could be because some components can function
both as claim and premise, depending on which ar-
gumentation the component belongs to. In Lindahl
et al. (2019) similar patterns are found, where a
component can be both a conclusion and a premise
depending on the context. Teruel et al. (2018) anal-
yse their annotation of ECHR judgments. They find
agreement on what is argumentative but not on the
components claims, premises and major claims.
When analysing the disagreements they find, in
short, that claims and premises presented as facts
is the reason for some disagreements.

The previously mentioned Hautli-Janisz et al.
(2022) present similar work to what is presented
here. They investigate annotation of political
debates with Inference Anchoring Theory (IAT)
(Budzynska et al., 2014, 2016). Their annota-
tion/analysis of the debates is done within the IAT
framework, which includes segmenting the text into
appropriate argumentative discourse units (called
locutions) and their propositional content. These
units are then used to build a directed graph which
shows the argumentation structure and relations.
They present a taxonomy of disagreement with
three main categories: annotation error, fuzzy lan-
guage and ambiguity. Annotation errors are annota-
tions that don’t agree with the guidelines, fuzziness
refers to examples which can be "semantically and
pragmatically fuzzy" and different interpretations
occur because of underspecified language . Am-
biguity refers to "clearly separate interpretations
based on syntactic, (lexical) semantic or pragmatic
ambiguity" (clearly separate interpretations). The
categories also include subcategories.

When it comes to incorporating the different an-
notators’ views into the learning process, there are
are some but not many examples of perspectives
being used in argumentation mining.4 Romberg
(2022) predicts concreteness and subjectivity, us-
ing both the hard labels from the data and a sub-
jectivity score from the annotations. Furthermore,
Heinisch et al. (2023) explore different ways of rep-

4More examples will surely come as there is a shared
task for perspective argument retrieval in the argumen-
tation mining workshop 2024: https://blubberli.
github.io/perspective-argument-retrieval.
github.io/

resenting perspectives (from majority vote to iso-
lating annotators) in an argument quality task and
Van Der Meer et al. (2024) evaluate diversity in an
argument summarizing task.

3. Case studies: two argumentation
corpora

Below the two corpora discussed in this paper are
described. The two corpora are annotated for ar-
gumentation or stance. Both corpora have spans
as unit of annotation, decided independently by
the annotators. This presumably leads to more
disagreement, but it also gives us the most informa-
tion about the annotators’ opinions and variation
compared to annotating more discrete units.

3.1. Political tweets
This corpus consists of 4,028 tweets from Swedish
political parties and party leaders (in preparation).
The tweets are annotated for positive and negative
stance by four annotators, with each tweet being
annotated by at least three annotators.

The annotators were first asked to determine if
there was a positive or negative attitude expressed
in the tweet (also phrased as if the tweeter was for
or against something). If so, they should mark the
object the attitude is about. The unit of annotation
is spans, as an object of attitude can range from a
single word ("littering") or noun phrase ("the sale of
diesel cars") to longer spans such as sentences or
tweets. The annotators were however instructed to
annotate the shorter interpretation if in doubt and
if possible to avoid longer spans. They were also
told to annotate all instances of an attitude.

3.2. Online forums
This corpus consists of 9 threads from two Swedish
online forums, about 28,500 tokens, annotated by
8 annotators (Lindahl, 2020). The annotators were
asked to annotate spans of argumentation, given a
definition of argumentation. They did not annotate
any argumentation components or structure. Half
of the annotators also gave a summary of each
argumentation span they annotated, providing valu-
able insight in their perspectives5.

4. Examples of disagreements

In this section examples of disagreement from the
two corpora are shown. All examples are originally
in Swedish. In the examples from the political cor-
pus, positive spans are shown in bold and negative
spans in italics. In the examples from the online

5The summaries are not included in the original paper
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forum corpus spans of argumentation are shown
underlined.

In the first example below we can see how the
four annotators have annotated a tweet in the po-
litical tweets corpus. There are several interesting
things to notice here. While a token comparison
would indicate a high level of disagreement, we can
see that the four of them do agree on "Centerpar-
tiet", ’The center party’, being described with a pos-
itive attitude (in bold). However, one of the annota-
tors have chosen to include the full sentence where
the word occurs ("Centerpartiet 11th of Septem-
ber"), which leads to token disagreement.6 Three of
them have also chosen to annotate "compassion"
as positive, with two of them including "always",
which also increases token disagreement.

A. To not discriminate between people, distinguish
them based on origin or faith, that is a matter
of showing respect. It is really quite simple. Al-
ways compassion. Never racism. Vote for Cen-
terpartiet 11th of September. For Sweden’s
sake.

B. To not discriminate between people, distin-
guish them based on origin or faith, that is
a matter of showing respect. It is really quite
simple. Always compassion. Never racism.
Vote for Centerpartiet 11th of September. For
Sweden’s sake.

C. To not discriminate between people, distinguish
them based on origin or faith, that is a matter
of showing respect. It is really quite simple.
Always compassion. Never racism. Vote for
Centerpartiet 11th of September. For Swe-
den’s sake.

D. To not discriminate between people, distinguish
them based on origin or faith, that is a matter
of showing respect. It is really quite simple.
Always compassion. Never racism. Vote for
Centerpartiet 11th of September. For Swe-
den’s sake.

The first sentence in the tweet displays a dis-
agreement that might not be one. Annotator B has
annotated "To not discriminate between people,
distinguish them based on origin or faith, that is a
matter of showing respect" as positive. Annotator
A and C has instead chosen to exclude the initial
"To not", resulting in a negative label. Both of these
annotations could be considered correct as well as
in some kind of agreement. This kind of issue also

6One could of course argue that annotator B considers
the positive attitude as referring to voting for the center
party on the 11th of September, instead of the general
positive attitude the other annotators presumably have
inferred from the urging to vote message.

arises with terms such as "stop" ("stop the munici-
pal crisis"), "prevent" ("prevent the climate crisis").
This was brought up before the main annotation
round and the annotators were asked to not include
the negative term in the annotation, but it might not
have been easy to determine in some cases.

A shorter example of disagreement about what
to include is seen below. All annotators agree
that "solve the problems" is positive and two of
them have annotated "not ignore them" as nega-
tive. Again, it is not obvious that either annotation
is clearly wrong or right, or in conflict.

A. Let us solve the problems. Not ignore them.

B. Let us solve the problems. Not ignore them.

C. Let us solve the problems. Not ignore them.

D. Let us solve the problems. Not ignore them.

If we instead look at examples from the annota-
tion of online forums, we can see similar examples
of disagreement over boundaries, even if the task
is slightly different. Spans annotated as argumenta-
tion are here marked in bold. In the example below,
7 out 8 annotators agree that "It is like encouraging
a life as a housewife" is argumentation (the topic of
the thread is home economics). Two of them have
also included "And housewives do not belong in a
society in the year 2020".

• 5 of 8: It is like encouraging a life as a house-
wife. And housewives don’t belong in a society
in the year 2020.

• 2 of 8: It is like encouraging a life as a house-
wife. And housewives don’t belong in a society
in the year 2020.

• 1 of 8: It is like encouraging a life as a house-
wife. And housewives don’t belong in a society
in the year 2020.

Three of the annotators wrote a summary for
their annotations. One of them have chosen to mo-
tivate the argumentation using "it does not belong
in the year 2020" even if the annotator did not in-
clude that in his or her span (this would maybe be a
reconstruction error in Hautli-Janisz et al. (2022)).

In the next example we can also see that most
annotators agree that the first sentence is argu-
mentation, but only three of them have included
the second sentence. Two have also chosen not to
annotate at all.

• 3 of 8: Well Anders is an old man’s name right
now so I hardly think it would have been pop-
ular anyway. Today’s celebrities will be long
forgotten before it is popular again.
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• 3 of 8: Well Anders is an old man’s name right
now so I hardly think it would have been pop-
ular anyway. Today’s celebrities will be long
forgotten before it is popular again.

• 2 of 8: Well Anders is an old man’s name
right now so I hardly think it would have been
popular anyway. Today’s celebrities will be
long forgotten before it is popular again.

Below is another example of how a post was an-
notated. A,F,G,H annotated only the underlined
part. B annotated the whole post. C annotated the
first part as one argument, and the second under-
lined partas another argument. D also annotated
the post as two arguments but split between the
arguments at the last sentence. E did not annotate
the post at all.

I agree. Young kids can be a handful and
tough on relations, yes. And to prefer one
parent, is fully normal even if it of course is
tough. What does the three-year old have
to be thankful for? That he/she should
be happy and grateful because you have
"made a sacrifice" and moved to live with
them is to complicated and too much to
ask of a three-year old regardless if he/she
likes to live with you.

F,G,H, who annotated the same span, sum-
marised the argumentation:

• It’s too much to ask to expect gratefulness be-
cause the child is three years old and has noth-
ing to be grateful for.

• The three-year old can not be expected to be
grateful because it is too complicated and to
much to ask of a three-year old.

• A three-year old does not need to be grateful,
he/she is too small to understand what you
have "sacrificed".

In the summaries we can see that even if the
annotators have annotated the exact same parts,
they interpret the argumentation slightly differently
- there is no reason for the three year old to be
grateful compared to that there is a reason to be
grateful, but the three year old cannot understand
it. The variation in the summaries is similar to
the "fuzziness" disagreement in Hautli-Janisz et al.
(2022), more specifically the subcategory "fuzzy
reconstruction".

These examples show some broad trends in dis-
agreements (disregarding disagreements from er-
rors). These are :

1. Disagreement over boundaries – what to in-
clude

2. Disagreement over what to annotate – exis-
tence of argumentation

3. Disagreement over positive or negative label

We have seen examples of 1 in both corpora.
This might indicate that there is some agreement
over some minimal unit of argumentation, but not
where it starts or ends. Examples of annotators
summarising the annotations including parts they
did not mark in their spans might also indicate
that these boundaries are not set in stone. There
are however examples where different boundaries
could result in slightly or very different interpreta-
tions, even if no example of the latter was shown
here.

We can see an example of 2 in the first exam-
ple. This might be due to different viewpoints or
perspectives in the annotators. In the absence of
annotation it is difficult to make any conclusions
about why an annotator has chosen or not chosen
to annotate, expect that an annotator has not con-
sidered the text argumentation. However, during
discussions with the annotators, examples which
one annotator had annotated as argumentative and
the others had not were brought up. The divergent
annotator would often have the others agree with
him or her. It might not be the case that they strictly
don’t agree on argumentation they have left out to
annotate but instead that they focus on different
things in the text.

The third disagreement category, disagreement
over positive or negative label, can be a "real" dis-
agreement. But it can also depend on what was
included in the annotated span, as we have seen.
All three disagreements could also of course indi-
cate some problem in the annotator guidelines.

5. Disagreement in numbers

Can one assume that these examples of disagree-
ments are representative for all the annotations?
Is it possible to find these kinds of disagreements
computationally? We can find some clues if we
look at the annotators. We can see differences in
how much the annotators have annotated. Table 1
shows annotator statistics from the political tweets
corpus. A has annotated more, both in spans and
tokens, meaning A probably disagrees with the oth-
ers over existence of argumentation. However, the
proportion between negative and positive spans is
similar to the other annotators. A has also shorter
spans on average than the others, something which
could indicate differences in splitting up argumenta-
tion as shown the previous section (disagreement
over boundaries).

We can see differences between the annotators
in the online forum corpus as well (table 2), with
the number of annotated tokens ranging between
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(a) ABC (b) ADC

Figure 1: Overlapping spans for annotators ABC and ACD

A B C D
annot. spans 10304 5098 5254 3600
avg spans/tweet 3.2 1.9 2 1.3
avg span length 4 6 6 6
nr of pos spans 7185 3450 3735 2384
nr of neg spans 3119 1648 1519 1216
% tokens annot. 42% 29% 31% 21%
% tweets annot. 95% 81% 80% 84%

Table 1: Annotator statistics - political tweets

Annotator no.
arg.
spans

no.
arg.
to-
kens

% of
to-
kens
anno.

avg.
no.
sent/arg
span

A 135 9346 46% 4.45
B 174 11721 57% 4.40
C 81 6049 30% 5.11
D 109 6755 33% 4.14
E 75 2094 10% 1.87
F 141 5704 28% 2.60
G 167 1257 61% 4.92
H 134 7118 35% 3.39

Table 2: Annotator statistics - online forum (Lindahl,
2020)

10 to 57%. Annotator E has annotated a lot less
than the others, which might indicate actual error
or misunderstanding of the task. Note also that
C and D have annotated roughly the same num-
ber of tokens but not the same number of spans,
which might indicate more agreement than seen in

the numbers. Thus, comparing number of tokens
and units annotated between annotators might hint
that the disagreement is over boundaries or over
existence of argumentation.

With the differences in amount of tokens anno-
tated, the IAA measures (table 3 and 4) are, as
expected, low to moderate (Krippendorff’s α, K-
α)(Landis and Koch, 1977).

K α % agreement
Tokens Tokens

All 0.4 0.57
ABCD 0.36 0.46
ABC 0.46 0.63
ABD 0.39 0.58
ACD 0.36 0.53
BCD 0.42 0.6

Table 3: IAA for tweets

K-α % agreement
Tokens 0.30 25
Sents 0.36 40

Table 4: IAA for online forum

There are however differences between the an-
notators - some agree more than others. In table 3,
we can see that the ’ABC’ combination agree more
than ’ACD’. Likewise, Cohen’s κ pairwise between
the annotators (tokens) vary from 0.49 (A &B) to
0.30 (A & D). In the online forum it varies from 0.57
(A & B) (or 0.55 B & H) to 0.14 (D & E). Note that
using tokens or sentences for IAA is only one way
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of measuring agreement, as shown in the exam-
ples in the previous section, where the annotators
sometimes agree on a part of the same span.

This partial agreement might indicate that there
is some consistent overlap between some of the
annotators even if they don’t agree on the bound-
aries. In the political tweets corpus, we find that
the majority of the spans overlap with at least one
other annotator. In figure 1a, overlaps between
spans among the three annotators with the highest
K-alpha is shown (ABC). Annotator A has anno-
tated the most spans, and most of the spans from
the other two annotators overlap with A’s. B and
C do not overlap as much with each other. The
overlaps between the annotator combination (ACD)
with the lowest k-alpha is shown in figure 1b. Al-
though the number of overlapping spans between
all annotators is greater in figure 1a than in figure
1b, annotator A’s spans overlap with more spans
individually in figure 2. The other annotator combi-
nations show similar patterns (see appendix A).

Tag combination % of total tokens
O,O,O 48
O,O,POS 16
O,POS,POS 11
POS,POS,POS 8
O,O,NEG 8
NEG,NEG,O 5
NEG,NEG,NEG 3
NEG,POS,O 1
NEG,POS,POS 1
NEG,NEG,POS 0.3

Table 5: Distribution of tag combinations

If we instead look at the labels in the political
tweets corpus, we can see that despite the exam-
ple of the label changing depending on span length,
the agreement is high. About 10% of tokens were
annotated with either a positive or negative label,
and the observed agreement is 92% and K-α is
0.86. This indicates that the annotators agree on
what is negative and positive. The most common
disagreement is instead between no label and the
positive label, followed by no label and negative.
Disagreement over existence or boundaries of pos-
itive spans seems to be more difficult than negative
spans. This can be seen in table 5. This table
shows the distribution of the tag combinations for
all tweets which has been seen by three annotators,
regardless of annotator identity.

6. Discussion

In comparing our disagreement categories to the
categories in Hautli-Janisz et al. (2022) we can
find both similarities and differences. Their first

category, annotation errors w.r.t. the guidelines
is difficult to compare against since our annota-
tion schemes differ (annotation of spans compared
to construction of argumentation graphs). As our
guidelines allowed for any span length, we can’t
consider boundary disagreement as errors. While
we do find some annotation errors in our data, they
do not seem to be behind the disagreement exam-
ined so far. Annotation errors make up most of the
disagreement in Hautli-Janisz et al. (2022). Our
manual analysis does not look at as many exam-
ples as theirs, but it seems like disagreement over
boundaries are more frequent.

Our first disagreement category, boundary dis-
agreement, is similar both to the ’fuzziness’ and
’ambiguity’ category. Hautli-Janisz et al. (2022)
distinguishes between the two by defining ambi-
guity as "those instances where a string yields
two fully discrete discourse or argumentative struc-
tures" whereas fuzziness relates to language pat-
terns common in natural language such as vague-
ness which "therefore result in different analyses
which themselves are valid, but illustrate the un-
certainty in representing partially underspecified
or vague language." A disagreement in boundary
could result in both separate and similar interpreta-
tions. Looking at the reformulations made by the
annotators in the online forums corpus, it seems
that they do interpret the argumentation similar but
slightly different. This would mean that we found
more fuzziness than ambiguity.

No matter the type of disagreement, dealing with
disagreements require some kind of strategy. As
mentioned in section 2.1, analysing and utilizing
disagreements in argumentation corpora is usu-
ally disregarded in favor for majority vote, or some
other aggregation method is used. It would per-
haps make more sense, that in order to deal with
disagreements one must first know what kind of
disagreements there are. If the disagreements are
actual annotation errors these should be dealt with
accordingly. For example, there are methods for
finding unreliable annotators (Hovy et al., 2013;
Simpson and Gurevych, 2019).

However, as we have shown examples of here,
disagreement in argumentation annotation is not
always because of annotation errors but can be
due to the possibility of several interpretations or
boundaries. A more thorough analysis of the anno-
tations, including both quantitative and qualitative
aspects, instead of only relying on standard IAA
measures could help identify disagreements. For
example, the manual analyses we have shown here
found that boundary disagreement wasn’t neces-
sarily wrong. A more liberal matching approach
in combination with agreement measures could
help with resolving and measuring such disagree-
ment. Manual analysis could also identify specific
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disagreements like the effect inclusion of negation
in a span has on disagreement. This possibly could
be solved (or identified) by automatically inverting
the negation in the text.

This still leaves the cases where there are dif-
ferent interpretations of the same argumentation,
or cases where annotators have annotated vary-
ing number of argumentation. Assuming we want
to keep all perspectives, we could resolve this by
either weak perspectivism: creating a gold stan-
dard combining all voices in some way, or strong
perspectivism: using the data from the annotators
individually (Cabitza et al., 2023).

7. Conclusion and Outlook

In our examples, we have shown that not all
disagreements in argumentation corpora are the
same, and that not all of them should be considered
disagreements but rather variation or perspectives.
In order to determine what kinds of disagreement
there are, IAA measures are not enough and a
thorough look at the data is needed. This requires
methodologies and research about disagreement
in argumentation annotation. The development of
taxonomies of disagreement specific to argumen-
tation annotation, as in Hautli-Janisz et al. (2022),
will also help categorizing disagreement. More re-
search is needed on disagreement in argumen-
tation corpora in order to find further patterns of
disagreement or perspectives. An important part
of this would be access to more non-aggregated
datasets, which would enable more studies across
argumentation domains and models. And finally,
methods for learning from disagreement, such as
soft loss (Uma et al., 2020) or labels (Fornaciari
et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2023), is as far as we know
a relatively unexplored area for argumentation an-
notated data and will surely give interesting results
when applied.
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Abstract
Moral values significantly define decision-making processes, notably on contentious issues like global warming. The
Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) delineates morality and aims to reconcile moral expressions across cultures, yet
different interpretations arise, posing challenges for computational modeling. This paper addresses the need to
incorporate diverse moral perspectives into the learning systems used to estimate morality in text. To do so, it explores
how training language models with varied annotator perspectives affects the performance of the learners. Building
on top if this, this work also proposes an ensemble method that exploits the diverse perspectives of annotators to
construct a more robust moral estimation model. Additionally, we investigate the automated identification of texts that
pose annotation challenges, enhancing the understanding of linguistic cues towards annotator disagreement. To
evaluate the proposed models we use the Moral Foundations Twitter Corpus (MFTC), a resource that is currently the
reference for modeling moral values in computational social sciences. We observe that incorporating the diverse
perspectives of annotators into an ensemble model benefits the learning process, showing large improvements in the
classification performance. Finally, the results also indicate that instances that convey strong moral meaning are
more challenging to annotate.

Keywords: moral foundations theory, language models, perspectivism

1. Introduction

The language we use mirrors our thoughts, emo-
tions, values, and cultural background, shaping
our interactions with others. The proliferation of on-
line communication platforms and social media has
empowered individuals to voice and disseminate
their opinions on contentious issues rapidly and
to a larger audience. Under these circumstances
it is relevant to assess the attitude of individuals
towards certain topics of interest. Moral values play
an essential role in shaping our decision-making
process, particularly when addressing contentious
subjects. When dealing with issues such as global
warming or political regulations, individuals refer-
ence their moral value system, consciously or sub-
consciously. The Moral Foundations Theory (MFT)
has been developed to interpret the concept of
morality across diverse cultures (Haidt and Joseph,
2004), outlining five core foundations: care, fair-
ness, loyalty, authority, and sanctity. The MFT has
benefited from refinement with the addition of a
sixth foundation: liberty (Haidt, 2012).

Despite being recent, the MFT is currently a
well-established theory in psychology and the so-
cial sciences. Besides, it has found broad accep-
tance in the field of computational social science
due to the creation of a clear taxonomy of values
and the development of several computational re-
sources, such as the Moral Foundations Dictio-
nary (MFD) (Graham et al., 2009), which serves

as a central resource for natural language process-
ing applications. The creators of the MFD report
some challenges involved in the construction pro-
cess of such a resource since linguistic, cultural
and historical contexts influence language usage.

Attending to the nature of moral values, the MFT
has been designed with the idea of harmonizing the
variety of moral expressions across different cul-
tures. That is, the MFT models innate foundations
that are common to different cultures. Of course,
this also means that different cultures and thus,
individuals will instantiate the moral foundations dif-
ferently under the same circumstances. This shows
one of the key challenges of generating comput-
ing models of the MFT: considering different moral
perspectives on the same topic.

While the current datasets and lexicons (Hoover
et al., 2020; Trager et al., 2022) do consider the
annotations of different individuals, ultimately these
annotations are treated in an aggregated manner
(i.e., using a voting mechanism) and do not ex-
plore the richness introduced by a diverse set of
annotators. This lack of understanding of moral-
ity computational models introduces a severe bias
that can influence individuals (Krügel et al., 2023).
Moreover, recent works highlight the necessity of
considering a diverse set of annotations simultane-
ously, without recurring to aggregations that lose
relevant information (Cabitza et al., 2023). In light
of this, this work explores the information contained
within a set of annotators when modeling morality
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in an attempt to shed light on such a relevant issue.
Thus, we explore the effect of considering the

views from several annotators in an already anno-
tated moral dataset, the Moral Foundations Twitter
Corpus (MFTC) (Hoover et al., 2020). In doing so,
this paper investigates the impact of training differ-
ent language models with the perspective of each
annotator and then combining these models in an
ensemble fashion. Additionally, the task of assess-
ing whether an instance is particularly challenging
to annotate is considered, providing further insight
into the language usage of this type of text.

To frame the contributions of the paper, we
explore the following research questions (RQs).
RQ1: To what extent can the diversity of views
in moral annotations be useful for automated
moral assessments? This work examines the
variance of the annotations of the MFTC, training
different language models with different annota-
tions. Using these trained models, we explore the
effect of this additional knowledge in the framework
of automatically estimating morality in text.

Following, we also inspect RQ2: Is it possible
to automatically assess whether a text is chal-
lenging to annotate? This question reflects on the
characteristics of texts where annotators diverge
in their ratings, offering a basis on which we can
understand the difficulties of evaluating moral foun-
dations. In this sense, this paper evaluates the
performance of several models in the task of pre-
dicting whether a text is challenging to annotate,
using the disagreement that the annotators of the
MFTC have shown.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the fundamentals of the Moral
Foundations Theory (MFT) and how it has been
previously addressed from a computational per-
spective. Section 3 presents the data and method-
ology used in this work. Next, the experimentation
is detailed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and
future work is delineated in Section 5.

2. Background

In this section, we summarize key concepts and
methodologies for our research. First, we explore
the Moral Foundations Theory (MFT), which rep-
resents the underlying principles that influence hu-
man moral judgments in diverse cultural contexts
and resources such as the Moral Foundations Dic-
tionary (MFD). We also discuss the application of
these resources in computational models, includ-
ing the use of prompts, which has demonstrated
the potential to enhance the comprehension and
generation of texts.

2.1. Moral Foundations Theory
Previously, it has been mentioned that the Moral
Foundations Theory (MFT) describes, through the
definition of several foundations, common axes
to measure morality across diverse cultures and
sensibilities. In this work, we study the five basic
foundations (Haidt and Joseph, 2004). Care/harm:
This foundation relates to our capacity to em-
pathize with and perceive the pain of others. It
encompasses virtues such as kindness, gentle-
ness, and nurturance. Fairness/cheating: This
foundation underscores the virtues of justice and
rights. Royalty/betrayal: manifests the principles of
solidarity. It embodies virtues like patriotism and
willingness for group-oriented self-sacrifice. Au-
thority/subversion: This foundation emphasizes
virtues associated with leadership and follower-
ship. It entails deference to esteemed authority
figures and reverence for traditional norms. Pu-
rity/degradation: This foundation emphasizes as-
pirations for elevated living, often found in reli-
gious narratives. It encompasses virtues of self-
discipline, self-improvement, naturalness, and spir-
ituality.

We have already covered that one of the main
reasons the MFT has become so popular in com-
putational social sciences is the development of
the Moral Foundations Dictionary (MFD) (Gra-
ham et al., 2009). This lexical resource, based
on the known Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010), covers
a basic annotation of lemmas and how they con-
vey meanings toward the moral foundations. While
this resource has been crucial for the development
of computational models of morality, it is not with-
out limitations. Among the notable limitations of
the MFD are: (i) a limited number of tokens; (ii)
inclusion of “radical” lemmas seldom encountered
in everyday language, such as “homologous” and
“apostasy”; and (iii) classification based on a moral
bipolar scale denoting vice and virtue, lacking any
indication of “strength.”

Concerning the dataset we use in this work, the
Moral Foundations Twitter Corpus has been used
in several scientific studies and natural processing
tasks whose work is based on the MFT (Graham
et al., 2013) and the MFTC as a reference to eval-
uate distinct moral narratives in natural language
texts. On one hand, this was used to study how a
moral lexicon (Araque et al., 2020) can be exploited
at the document level using different machine learn-
ing and engineering techniques, obtaining better
results in the detection of morality in text. On the
other hand, Guo et al. (2023) propose a refinement
model that uses Sentence-BERT embeddings to
capture moral information, investigating the perfor-
mance, generalisation and transferability of moral
embeddings with a specific focus on how these
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embeddings can improve the accuracy of moral
classifiers. Finally, Liscio et al. (2022) perform
an extensive investigation on the effects of cross-
classification of moral values in text, comparing a
deep learning model on seven different domains.

2.2. Prompts for inserting knowledge
The utility of pre-trained language models for a
large variety of natural language processing ap-
plications is clear due to its success and popu-
larity (Han et al., 2021). In this regard, language
models show characteristics in their internal rep-
resentations and behaviors that indicate that are
they capable of generating a depiction of moral
concepts (Scherrer et al., 2023; Fitz, 2023). For
example, it has been found that language models’
internal representations induce a moral dimension
that, in principle, could be utilized by the model (Fitz,
2023). We argue that this kind of morality knowl-
edge can be exploited to assess moral values in
text.

Following on the previous, one common method
to control the output of a language model is to steer
their generation process through prompts. Prompts
are instructions or fragments designed to guide the
model during the performance of a specific task.
Although this approach has not been previously
used in the context of moral values assessment, we
build on the evidence of positive results obtained
in other tasks using pre-trained models such as
BERT (Luo et al., 2022).

For an comprehensive review on the use of
prompts, please consult the work of Liu et al.
(2023).

3. Data and Methods

As described, this work pursues to gain insights into
how an already annotated dataset can be used to
characterize different perspectives in the process
of annotating moral values in text. This section
describes the dataset used in the experimentation
(Sect. 3.1) and the methods designed to explore
the knowledge of the annotations (Sect. 3.2).

3.1. Dataset
To perform the experiments detailed in Section 4,
we have used the Moral Foundations Twitter Corpus
dataset (Hoover et al., 2020) and its corresponding
annotations. It is structured into seven subsets of
data, each addressing distinct and socially relevant
discursive topics. The corpus has been labelled
by various annotators; it is composed of a consid-
erable size of tweets (approximately 35 thousand
) and a diversity of ideas in various social move-
ments, from politics and human rights to natural
disasters. These aspects provide a comprehensive

view of how morality is reflected in different social
media, thus making it a benchmark for machine
learning tasks such as multi-labelled morals.

Originally, the dataset consists of seven different
subsets that contain Twitter messages pertaining
to different societal issues: All Lives Matter(ALM),
Black Lives Matter (BLM), Baltimore, Davidson,
Election, MeToo Movement (MT) and Sandy. We
work with 6 of them, which are available online1.
These are the following: All Lives Matter (ALM),
related to ‘All Lives Matter’ Movement; Black Lives
Matter (BLM), related to ‘Black Lives Matter’ Move-
ment; Baltimore, related to the Baltimore protest
following the death of Freddie Gray in US; Davidson,
texts collected by Davidson et al. (2017) for hate
speech and offensive language research; Election,
tweets about the 2016 US presidential election; and
Sandy, related to Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

This set of human-annotated English tweets has
labels of moral foundations in 10 classes distin-
guishing between vice and virtue for each moral
trait, including a ‘non-moral’ class. Tweets were
tagged following the MFT, described in Section 2.1,
and each domain was evaluated by at least three
trained annotators as set out in the original label-
ing guide (Hoover et al., 2017), which has been
designed as a comprehensive manual that estab-
lishes common practices and clear guidelines for
the identification of moral sentiments expressed in
texts. Despite the training given to annotators, the
authors put emphasis on the use of personal views
even if they diverged from common values, increas-
ing the variety in the annotations. Each tweet was
therefore labelled with an indication of the pres-
ence or absence of each virtue and vice or using a
‘non-moral’ label.

In this study, a basic pre-processing and sub-
sequent tokenization has been carried out to the
data, as required by this type of transformer model.
Numbers, punctuation marks, symbols, usernames,
URLs, and emoticons were removed, and stop-
words were preserved. The final label for each text
was obtained by aggregating the labels of several
annotators using the majority vote as the true class,
resulting in the distribution of morality found in each
dataset and reflected in Table 1.

To assess the overview of different annotators,
we set each annotator’s label to the corresponding
text the person had annotated. Table 5 shows the
final distribution of labels per annotator.

One observable concern is the imbalance to-
wards the ‘non-moral’ class, where in Davidson
and Baltimore cases, they are approximately 90%
of the total. Although we use the original data to
take advantage of the largest dataset, these limita-
tions were taken into account when analyzing the
results and reflecting on the conclusion.

1https://osf.io/k5n7y/
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Dataset C/H F/C L/B A/S P/D NM
ALM 1,314 723 408 274 182 585
BLM 1,048 934 528 491 253 1,040
Baltimore 434 292 895 120 37 2,366
Davidson 447 130 319 1,039 118 2,784
Election 798 736 286 177 349 2,019
Sandy 708 708 1,010 519 560 291

Table 1: Distribution of foundations presence in all
data domains. The column names are encoded
as follows. C/H: care/harm, F/C: fairness/cheating,
L/B: loyalty/betrayal, A/S: authority/subversion, P/D:
purity/subversion, NM: non-moral.

3.2. Methodology
To satisfy the research questions previously raised
(see Sect. 1), this work studies (i) how the infor-
mation of the disagreement among annotators can
be exploited, as well as (ii) the characteristics of
what constitutes an instance prone to be subject to
disagreement.

For all experiments, we have used Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018)2 as the base
model. Given the unbalance of the data labels
and its effect on the performance in the classi-
fication tasks, all results are reported using the
macro-averaged F-score.

Regarding the model specifications, it was
used the pre-trained BERT model bert-base-
uncased along with its corresponding tokenizer.
Each model was trained for 15 epochs, using a
batch size of 32 and learning rates of 0.01 and 2e5
respectively.

Diversity exploitation. Regarding the first chal-
lenge, this work proposes an evaluation that probes
the utility of understanding the moral views of the
different annotators. In this regard, we first assess
the variety of the annotators by training a model
that predicts the moral of the text as judged by each
annotator. As Figure 1 illustrates, we fine-tune a dif-
ferent instance of the same model using as training
labels the annotations expressed by each annota-
tor. In this way, we intend that each captures the
particularities and views of each annotator. Addi-
tionally, we evaluate the classification performance
of each of these models, which can offer further
insights into the consistency of the annotations.

Following, a supplemental evaluation is done. To
predict the aggregated label of each data instance,
we use the previously fine-tuned models trained on
the specific annotations of each annotator and the
corresponding text.

2https://huggingface.co/google-bert/
bert-base-uncased

...
1 2 n

Model 1 Model 2 Model n

Figure 1: Fine-tuning procedure where models are
trained with the specific annotations of n different
annotators.

To carry out this evaluation, we decided to ex-
plore the use of a prompt-based approach adding
the predictions of each fine-tuned model as addi-
tional information alongside the original text. Then,
a second training was performed using the enriched
dataset to analyse how it contributed to the perfor-
mance of the model in the classification task. This
is shown in Figure 2.

The choice of this strategy is based on the proven
effectiveness of these models in natural language
understanding and leveraging the ability to cap-
ture semantics, incorporating multiple perspectives
through the predictions of morals provided by dif-
ferent annotators. We believe that this approach
could provide a more complete and refined view of
the moral dimensions present in the data, which in
turn could improve the performance of models on
the moral classification task.

Feeding the model in a consistent way with
the perspectives of each annotator enriches the
dataset by providing it with additional information
about each text, especially about the different
model perspectives it may contain. Taking into
account the limitation of choosing the prompt tem-
plate manually due to the numerous possibilities
and choosing the one that maximises the perfor-
mance of the model, a structure has been used that
reflects as clearly as possible that the additional in-
formation conveys the view of different annotators.

During the evaluation of diversity explained
above, the predictions of each model were used
for each data instance and annotator. These pre-
dictions were added to the standardised prompt
at the input, following the structure: ‘The text {. . . }
has been annotated by different annotators with the
following moral values { m1, m2, . . .mn }’, where
{. . . } is the original input and { m1, m2, . . .mn } is a
concatenation of the annotations for the text.

By providing these, we can better align the pre-
dictions with the characteristics and evaluation fea-
tures of each text, improving the accuracy and con-
sistency in the prediction of the aggregated labels.
Once the new inputs were obtained, the training of
the BERT model was performed, and the results
were compared with the base training.

Thereby, we propose that having an overview
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Figure 2: Proposed ensemble method that com-
bined the predictions on the different perspectives
of the base models with the textual intput through
a prompt approach.

of each of the annotator’s subjective perspectives
can aid in the overall estimation of morality in text.
To assess this, this work compares the ensemble
method to the baseline of estimating morality us-
ing solely the text. These models, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2, are thoroughly evaluated in Sec-
tion 4.1.

Disagreement estimation. To address the sec-
ond research question, we propose the use of a
learning model to assess whether a text is chal-
lenging to annotate. This task is oriented to ex-
ploit the information inherent in the disagreement
among annotators, where some instances will show
a high agreement and other instances’ content will
be harder to annotate. This proposition follows the
ideas presented by (Basile, 2020) in the sense that
it is an attempt to consider all different perspec-
tives contained within the original annotations in a
machine learning setting.

In this way, we fine-tune a different instance of
a BERT model for each dataset, having as label
the level of disagreement of the data instance. To
facilitate the analysis, we have considered a binary
approach so that each instance can be considered
as either challenging to annotate (i.e., that shows a
high disagreement among annotators) or not. Thus,
in this proposal, the learning models perform a bi-

nary classification task: given a document, predict
whether the instance is challenging to annotate.

To assess if a given instance is positive or neg-
ative under the mentioned distinction, we define
a divergence metric that allows us to encode this
idea of agreement among annotators. More for-
mally, consider a set of annotations for a given data
instance A = {a1, a2 · · · aN}; we then define a mea-
sure of agreement among annotators. Thus, the
agreement for annotator i is defined as:

gi =
1

N

∑

i ̸=j

ai == aj (1)

where N is the number of annotations. The ==
operation returns a value of 1 if ai = aj , and a
value 0 otherwise. Naturally, gi encodes the num-
ber of times that annotator i agrees with the rest
of the annotators for that data instance. Thus,
g = {g1, g2, · · · , gN} Following, we define the di-
vergence metric as the opposite of the previous:

d = 1− g

max(g) (2)

where d ∈ [0, 1]. The closer d is to 0, the less
divergent the instance (i.e., the more agreement
among annotators); conversely, the closer d is to
1, the higher disagreement in the annotations we
observe. Therefore, we utilize the divergence met-
ric d as a measure to identify instances that are
challenging to annotate.

Since we are modeling the problem through a
binary approach, a threshold concerning the diver-
gence metric has been defined. Thus, we consider
an instance to be challenging to annotate if d ≥ dth.
Section 4.2 describes how this threshold has been
estimated.

Finally, to study the characteristics of the lan-
guage in documents that have diverging annota-
tions, we use the SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) method (Lundberg and Lee, 2017). Such
a method assigns an importance score to each of
the features considered for an specific prediction.
These SHAP values allow us to inspect the learn-
ing models trained, inspecting how the language
affects the decision on the disagreement of a doc-
ument.

To perform this analysis, we extract the SHAP
values of all models trained, aggregating them to
obtain a whole overview of the classification pro-
cess. To do so, we extract the SHAP values for all
words in all documents, aggregating them into a
set of values for each word considered.

These evaluations, which address the estimation
of disagreement, are described in Section 4.2s.
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4. Experimentation

In this section, we present the results obtained.
Concretely, Section 4.1 focuses on both the indi-
vidual performance of the fine-tuned models ac-
cording to different annotators and the impact of
using these predictions as additional knowledge
for morality prediction. Following, Section 4.1 de-
scribes the analysis done on the modeling of agree-
ment among annotators.

4.1. Annotation diversity exploitation
Firstly, Table 2 presents the results of the perfor-
mance evaluation of the models on each dataset
and for each annotator, comparing them to the
baseline results.

Dataset Annot. Baseline F1-Score

ALM

00

64.71

13.46 (-51.24)
01 60.52 (-04.18)
02 26.22 (-38.48)
03 79.35 (+14.64)

BLM

00

85.46

79.44 (-06.01)
01 79.38 (-06.07)
02 37.94 (-47.51)
03 83.05 (-02.40)
04 83.55 (-01.90)

Baltimore

02

42.58

40.17 (-02.40)
13 39.59 (-02.98)
14 49.54 (+06.96)

Davidson
05

15.84
15.21 (-00.62)

06 15.50 (-00.33)
07 14.64 (-01.19)

Election

00

61.11

58.40 (-02.70)
02 32.24 (-28.86)
03 65.57 (04.46)
04 70.81 (09.70)

Sandy
09

55.73
56.58 (00.85)

10 52.73 (-02.99)
11 48.49 (-07.23)

Table 2: Results of the classification performance
in predicting the moral as judged by the different
annotators.

It can be observed that there is significant vari-
ability in performance across different datasets
and between different annotators. One relevant
observation is that better results are found in the
cases where there is a more balanced distribution
of classes. Additionally, we argue that the inter-
pretation of moral values may depend significantly
on the context and domain of the text, which can
influence the consistency and accuracy of different
annotator’s labels.

In general, the results only diverge slightly from
the baseline results, except for annotator 00 in the
ALM dataset, where it performs much worse. The

pronounced disparities observed in some cases are
mainly due to the amount of data labelled by these
annotators. An insufficient number of examples
prevents the model from accurately learning and
predicting the labels assigned by these annotators.

The lowest metric values are observed in the
Davidson dataset. This is likely due to class imbal-
ance and subjectivity in the interpretation of moral
values in this specific context. In the Davidson case,
approximately 60% of the labelled data was identi-
fied as ‘non-moral’. For more details on the class
distributions for each annotator, see Table 5.

Finally, as reflected in Table 3, in terms of the
model’s performance when using prompts, a signifi-
cant improvement in the classification performance
was obtained in all domains compared to the base-
line model without prompts. This suggests that the
choice of prompt and additional information on dif-
ferent perspectives can influence and improve the
results.

The incorporation of this additional information
has effectively provided more contextual cues, al-
lowing the model to better understand and classify
morality in different texts across various domains.
Moreover, the observed improvements in F1 scores
highlight the effectiveness of leveraging diverse per-
spectives from annotators. By adding these into the
training process, the model becomes more efficient
at recognizing moral nuances present in texts. How-
ever, it’s remarkable that while the prompt-based
approach has led to considerable enhancements,
certain domains, like Davidson, still present chal-
lenges for accurate classification. Overall, the suc-
cess of using prompts underscores the significance
of contextual information and diverse perspectives
in morality estimation tasks.

F1-score
Baseline Prompting

ALM 64.71 88.74
BLM 85.46 95.82
Baltimore 42.58 76.32
Davidson 15.84 66.03
Election 61.11 88.22
Sandy 55.73 86.44

Table 3: Evaluation of the addition of different per-
spectives in training. The F1-Score results are
compared with baseline results in all domains.

4.2. Disagreement estimation
As described in Section 3.2, we study the nature
of the disagreement among annotators by training
a learning model to predict whether a given text is
challenging to annotate. By approaching the issue
in this manner, we are operating on the basis that
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annotators diverge in their annotations driven by
certain characteristics of the texts they are annotat-
ing.

Firstly, we have defined a threshold dth on the
divergence metric that allows us to distinguish
whether a text is challenging to annotate. Figure 3
shows the evolution of the percentage of positive
instances, that is, instances that show a divergence
metric where d > dth. Based on the distributions
of the d metric along all datasets, we manually set
this threshold to dth = 0.7. As can be seen, the
majority of the distributions in the figure suffer an
abrupt decline when the threshold is at the indicated
number.
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Figure 3: Percentage of instances considered to
be challenging (vertical axis) to annotate with the
divergence metric (horizontal axis).

Following this, fine-tuning and evaluation of the
learning models has been performed. We have
trained a different instance of the same model for
each of the data domains in an attempt to capture
the specific characteristics of each domain. To
avoid the negative effect of the imbalance of the
two classes considered, we balanced the resulting
data by randomly sampling the majority class. The
results of such an experiment are shown in Table 4,
including the number of derived instances for each
data domain.

It is clear, attending to the results, that in some
cases the classifier is able to distinguish the diver-
gent instances (i.e., the instances where annotators
show a higher divergence metric). These cases
include the BLM, Baltimore, and Election domains,
with the highest performance metrics. In contrast,
in the ALM, Davidson, and Sandy domains, the
classifiers are not able to properly discern the diver-
gence of the data instances, although for ALM and
Sandy the f-score reaches 58%. This dissimilar
behaviour among domains is a consistent result:
as studied previously by Liscio et al. (2023), the
differences in the domains of the Moral Founda-

Acc. F1-
score

Neg.
inst.

Pos.
inst.

ALM 58.55 58.36 94 99
BLM 68.94 68.49 120 115
Baltimore 79.26 79.25 402 355
Davidson 48.17 47.75 442 403
Election 71.61 71.39 272 288
Sandy 58.82 58.81 180 177

Table 4: Evaluation in the task of predicting whether
a text is challenging to annotate with morality. Ac-
curacy, macro averaged F-score, and the number
of negative and positive instances are reported.

tions Twitter Corpus (MFTC) do affect the quality
of prediction tasks.

Overall, these positive results are a clear indi-
cation that there are language cues that indicate
to the learners whether a text is prone to be chal-
lenging to annotate. Since these language signals
are sure to vary with the domain of annotations,
we seek to gain a better understanding of this pro-
cess. To do so, as described in Section 3.2, we
use SHAP to inspect how the learners analyse the
text in terms of divergent annotations. In this study,
we have aggregated the SHAP values from all data
domains, as we aim to obtain a general view of this
process rather than a specific examination of each
domain’s particularities.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained from a selec-
tion of the tokens that have the highest relevance
for either the negative or positive classes. Tokens
with negative SHAP values are relevant for detect-
ing the negative class (i.e., instances that show low
disagreement), while tokens with positive SHAP
values are related to detecting the positive class,
where the disagreement is higher.

We observe that the tokens with negative SHAP
values are generally words with semantics not per-
tinent to morality and innocuous in terms of societal
or cultural issues. Interesting examples of these
terms are photo, wonderful, green, internet or ba-
bies. This is an intuitive result since annotators will
generally agree within texts that do not convey a
strong moral or cultural position. In contrast, tokens
with positive SHAP values tend to express strong
moral significance. Some examples of these words
are democrats, evil, god, duty, racism, homo (from
homosexuality), and respect. Again, this can be ex-
plained if we consider that annotators will disagree
more frequently when assessing documents that
include morally and culturally stronger positions. In-
terestingly, some tokens with higher positive SHAP
values revolve around polemic or even harmful mat-
ters such as religion, sexual practices, and racism.

To better understand the insights obtained by
this last study, we include some interesting exam-
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ples of texts that show the characteristics found
through the SHAP analysis. For instance, the fol-
lowing text, contained in the All Lives Matter (ALM)
dataset, “’#blacklivesmatter is for unity equality re-
spect between races all lives matter ignores the
truth of injustice to claim reverse racism’” has been
annotated with the foundations care, loyalty and
fairness by the different annotators, which indicate
that the annotators have identified different founda-
tions in the text, although all of them are virtues as
defined in the MFT.

Another instance, extracted from the Sandy do-
main, is as follows: “Sandy is god’s way of saying
ignoring climate change is equal to saying you are
willing to destroy my creation”. This text has been
annotated with the foundations of authority, purity,
and fairness. While the purity and authority an-
notations probably reference the religious content,
the debatable fairness annotation may relate to a
sense of divine justice, alluded to in the original
message.

5. Conclusion

This paper explores the effect of diverse human
annotations in the context of computationally mod-
eling moral foundations through the Moral Foun-
dations Theory. Under the lenses of perspec-
tivism (Cabitza et al., 2023) 3, we explore a known
dataset in the field of moral value estimation, the
Moral Foundations Twitter Corpus. This dataset
contains annotations from different annotators that
are commonly aggregated. This work investigates
the effect of separately considering the perspec-
tives of the annotators toward morality.

Concretely, we raise two research questions
(RQs) that are thoroughly studied in this work.
Firstly, RQ1 inspects the effect of exploiting the
diversity of annotators’ perspectives for automated
moral estimation. In this regard, we have shown
that the different annotators do highly impact the
quality of the predictions if taken in isolation. At-
tending to this, it is clear that the diversity of annota-
tors and domains are variables to take into account
when generating new data repositories. In contrast,
the experiments show notable and consistent im-
provements in the classification performance when
adding the predictions of models trained to estimate
individual annotators’ perspectives into an ensem-
ble model. Such a positive result motivates future
research on harnessing diverse perspectives into
learning systems.

Secondly, RQ2 proposes the task of estimating
whether a data instance is challenging to anno-
tate. That is, if an instance generates disagreement
among annotators. Through this task, we intend to

3The perspectivist data manifesto: https://pdai.
info/.
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Figure 4: SHAP values of interesting tokens. Posi-
tive values indicate relevance towards the positive
class, while negative values indicate otherwise.

analyse the linguistic cues that indicate disagree-
ment factors. The experiments show that the ability
to estimate disagreement can achieve high perfor-
mance scores but varies across domains, indicat-
ing considerable variance. By doing a subsequent
analysis using SHAP values, we have discovered
that the disagreement instances tend to contain
strong moral, political, or cultural meanings. On
the contrary, instances where annotators typically
agree normally contain more neutral language.

Addressing the limitations of the work, we eval-
uate the ensemble method using an aggregated
label for moral values. Oddly, this challenges one
of the principles of the perspectivism movement,
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which states that traditional golden labels should
be avoided, thus taking into account the diversity of
views from annotators. This part of the proposed
evaluation does simplify the challenge of moral es-
timation for the ensemble method due to the large
complexity involved in designing a model that pre-
dicts over such a substantial set of target labels (i.e.,
all possible combinations of moral foundations for
each of the annotators). Future work should tackle
this issue by modeling the prediction objective more
tractable.

Another limitation of the work is related to our
definition of what constitutes a divergent instance.
We have defined a straightforward metric that aids
in defining a learning problem related to disagree-
ment. In this regard, future work should investigate
this direction, further defining the divergence of an-
notated documents and how we can handle them.
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7. Appendix

Table 5 describes the distributions of moral annota-
tions for each annotator and data domain.

After a first analysis of the different annotations in
the texts, it was observed that there was a disparity
in the amount of data labelled by each annotator.
In order to ensure a correct comparison, we initially
used the intersection of instances annotated by all
the annotators. However, this strategy faced the
challenge of dealing with very small datasets due
to annotators with minimal contributions. Thus, to
overcome this problem four annotators from differ-
ent domains were removed.

For ALM dataset, annotator00 was excluded be-
cause only 94 instances were labelled, which is a
considerable lower proportion in comparison to the
3486 instances from the original dataset. In the
case of Baltimore dataset, annotator12 and annota-
tor15 were also discarded for their low contribution.
Finally, in Davidson dataset, annotator08 was re-
moved because their annotations consisted in 1
instance.

Removing these annotators was done to prevent
the datasets from being too small and negatively
impacting the training process. In the case of Balti-
more dataset, when all the annotators were consid-
ered, the data was reduced from 4144 examples to
402, resulting in significant missing data and poor
metrics in performance. Excluding annotator 12
and 15 results in a large dataset formed by the

intersection of 3528 examples, leading to better
model performance.
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Abstract
The rise of online hostility, combined with broad social media use, leads to the necessity of the comprehension of its
human impact. However, the process of hate identification is challenging because, on the one hand, the line between
healthy disagreement and poisonous speech is not well defined, and, on the other hand, multiple socio-cultural
factors or prior beliefs shape people’s perceptions of potentially harmful text. To address disagreements in hate
speech identification, Natural Language Processing (NLP) models must capture several perspectives. This paper
introduces a strategy based on the Contrastive Learning paradigm for detecting disagreements in hate speech using
pre-trained language models. Two approaches are proposed: the General Model, a comprehensive framework, and
the Domain-Specific Model, which focuses on more specific hate-related tasks. The source code is available at
https://github.com/MIND-Lab/Perspectives-on-Hate.

Keywords: Hate Speech, Disagreement, Contrastive Learning

1. Introduction

With the widespread use of social media, the oppor-
tunities to share people’s experiences and opinions
have grown rapidly. As a consequence, hatred
on social media is growing accordingly, with peo-
ple sharing hateful content towards various targets
and minorities. To ensure the continued shared of
knowledge and ideas and improve individual and
social well-being in the online environment, it is
critical to understand the potential harm that hate
content can cause on a human level. However,
as people use online forums and Social Media to
express themselves and engage in debate, the dis-
tinction between healthy disagreement and toxic
speech becomes increasingly blurred. Moreover,
individuals’ susceptibility to objectionable content is
substantially influenced by their cultural beliefs and
origins, emphasizing the importance of consider-
ing various perceptions (Sang and Stanton, 2022;
LaFrance and Roberts, 2019; Sap et al., 2021).
Addressing disagreement, especially in the context
of hate speech identification has received more
attention in recent years. Nevertheless, the de-
velopment of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
models capable of completely capturing and repre-
senting diverse perspectives is critical. Various ap-
proaches have been proposed to address disagree-
ments in hate speech identification, and explored
the area of perspectivism (Akhtar et al., 2021;
Sachdeva et al., 2022; Uma et al., 2021). According
to recent studies, it may be beneficial to consider
the exploration of more elaborate and established
techniques, such as integrated gradients or uncer-
tainty quantification (Astorino et al., 2023; Davani
et al., 2022; Rizzi et al., 2023). The identification

of disagreements among hateful statements and
the identification of disagreement-related aspects
would lead to more reliable benchmarks. Moreover,
it would allow the definition of specific annotation
policies (e.g., adding more annotators, removing
samples from the dataset that need annotation,
etc.) to be adopted for contents that are likely to
cause disagreement among readers. In this paper,
we exploit the Contrastive Learning paradigm to
predict Disagreement in hateful content. In particu-
lar, we exploit pre-trained large language models
for hate speech detection and leverage the em-
bedding representation derived from this model to
accurately predict disagreement among annotators.
We propose two different approaches with distinct
characteristics:

• General Model: a comprehensive approach,
combining multiple tasks (e.g. aggressive, of-
fensive, and abusive language detection) un-
der the umbrella of hate speech identification
(Poletto et al., 2021). This inclusive viewpoint
enables the model to effectively capture the
subtle manifestations of hate across multiple
linguistic dimensions and different languages,
resulting in a more robust and versatile solu-
tion for identifying and treating various forms
of harmful text.

• Domain-Specific Model: The Domain-
Specific Model represent a more refined ap-
proach, focusing solely on elements that share
specific characteristics. This approach fo-
cuses on instances of the same hate-related
task that share homogenous aspects such as
language, type of text, and hate target, rec-
ognizing the close relationship between those
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characteristics and annotator disagreement on
hate speech.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides an overview of the state of the art. Section
3 describes the adopted datasets. Section 4 digs
into the specifics of the proposed approach. The
obtained results are presented in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes the findings of this study and
outlines future investigations.

2. Related Works

Over the years, significant progress has been made
in the development of automatic hate content detec-
tion systems, exploiting advances in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP), machine learning, large
language models, and deep learning technologies
(Mozafari et al., 2020; Alatawi et al., 2021; Saleh
et al., 2023). However, hate speech detection, like
many natural language tasks, is characterized by
intrinsic ambiguity or subjectivity (Uma et al., 2021).
These characteristics have led to datasets with mul-
tiple annotations that incorporate varied annota-
tor perspectives and understandings or with con-
fidence levels associated with labels. The repre-
sentation of annotators’ disagreement has found
utility in three ways: (i) to enhance the quality of the
dataset by removing instances marked by annotator
disagreement (Beigman Klebanov and Beigman,
2009), (ii) to weight instances during training aiming
at prioritizing those with higher confidence levels
(Dumitrache et al., 2019), or (iii) to directly train a
machine learning model from disagreement without
considering aggregated labels (Uma et al., 2021;
Fornaciari et al., 2021). While prior research fo-
cused on utilizing disagreement information, limited
attention has been given to predicting and explain-
ing annotators’ disagreement. An important contri-
bution in the field is represented by the SemEval
2023 Task 11 (Leonardelli et al., 2023) where the
main goal is to model the disagreement between
annotators on different types of textual messages.
A first insight in explaining disagreement sources
is represented by (Astorino et al., 2023). The au-
thors leverage integrated gradients to detect both
disagreement and hate speech and introduce a
filtering strategy for textual constituents that aids
in explaining hateful messages. In this paper, we
investigate whether is possible to grasp disagree-
ment from pre-trained language models fine-tuned
for the hate-detection task, exploiting Contrastive
Learning strategies.

3. Dataset

We employ four benchmark datasets from Se-
mEval 2023 Task 11 focused on Learning With

Disagreement (LWD) (Leonardelli et al., 2023),
each exhibiting diverse characteristics such as
types (social media posts and conversations), lan-
guages (English and Arabic), goals (misogyny, hate
speech, offensiveness detection), and annotation
methods (experts, specific demographic groups,
and general crowd). In particular, we used Hate
Speech on Brexit (HS-Brexit) (Akhtar et al., 2021),
Arabic Misogyny and Sexism (ArMIS) (Almanea
and Poesio, 2022), ConvAbuse (Cercas Curry
et al., 2021) and Multi-Domain Agreement (MD-
Agreement) (Leonardelli et al., 2021). A summary
of the datasets is presented in Table 1.

All datasets feature hard-labels (hateful/non-
hateful) and soft-labels (disagreement) for each
instance. The purpose of this work is to discern
agreement and disagreement rather than different
levels of disagreement, therefore the number of
annotators is not taken into account. The disagree-
ment prediction is treated as a binary task. There-
fore, an agreement label was derived from the soft-
label by setting the value to (+) when there is 100%
agreement between the annotators, regardless of
the value of the hard label; it is set to to (-) other-
wise.

4. Disagreement Estimation

The proposed approach exploits Contrastive Learn-
ing techniques that allow the comparison among
multiple instances (in contrast with the pairwise
comparison of the previous approach). The pro-
posed approach includes an initial fine-tuning on
hate detection task and a subsequent Disagree-
ment predictions based on the extracted embed-
dings. The main phases can be summarized as
follows:

1. Fine-tuning of a pre-trained LM: The bert-
base-multilingual-cased has been fine-tuned
to distinguish hateful content from non-hateful
ones (considering the provided hard labels),
proposing a loss function that is grounded
on the Binary Cross Entropy and InfoNCE1

(Khosla et al., 2020) specifically adapted for
the considered problem:

L =λLbce + (1− λ)LInfoNCE =

= −λ
∑

s

t(s) log(p(s))+

+ (1− λ)


− log

es·k
pos/τ

∑
kneg∈K

es·kneg/τ




(1)

1In order to reinforce the impact of the Contrastive
Loss InfoNCE, the hyperparameter λ has been set to
0.3. The fine-tuning has been performed for 4 epochs,
adopting a learning rate of 3e-5
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Dataset Language Task Annotators Pool Ann. % of items with full agr. Agreement Distribution (Test Set)
HS-Brexit

(Akhtar et al., 2021) En Hate Speech 6 6 69% 116/168

ArMis
(Almanea and Poesio, 2022) Ar Misogyny and sexism detection 3 3 86% 92/145

ConvAbuse
(Cercas Curry et al., 2021) En Abusive Language detection 2-7 7 65% 727/840

MD-Agreement
(Leonardelli et al., 2021) En Offensiveness detection 5 >800 42% 1292/3057

Table 1: Datasets characteristics.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Fine-Tuning step.

where s indicates a given sample in the
dataset, t(s) denotes the target distribution,
p(s) represents the prediction probability distri-
bution, kpos is an instance in the dataset that
has the same ground truth label of s, kneg de-
notes an instance in the dataset that has the
opposite ground truth label with respect to s, K
is the set of instances in the dataset that have
label opposite to s, and τ is the temperature.
The procedure is, in fact, composed of two
parts. The first part allows to compute the Bi-
nary Crossentropy Loss while the second part
exploits information derived from the represen-
tation of the [CLS] token in the last model layer.
The Binary Crossentropy Loss has the main
goal of minimizing the difference between the
prediction probabilities and truth values, while
the InfoNCE is aimed at maximising the agree-
ment between positive samples and minimiz-
ing the agreement between the negative ones
in the learned representation. In this way, The
derived features are then normalized with L2
regularization to extract query, positive and
negative features, used for computing the In-
foNCE. The the fine-tuning phase is summa-
rized in Figure 1.

2. Similarity Matrix definition: The fine-tuned
model has been used to generate embed-
dings2 for the samples in the training and test
set in order to define a similarity matrix. The

2The embedding representation has been obtained
merging the last seven layers of the model.

last contains embedding distances computed
towards cosine similarity.

3. Disagreement prediction: For each instant in
the test set, disagreement is predicted starting
from the distribution of samples with agree-
ment and with disagreement in the closer
neighborhood. Two different strategies have
been proposed, distinguishing the definition of
the neighborhood:
General Model. The General Model takes a

comprehensive approach, combining multiple
activities under the umbrella of hate speech
identification. This framework incorporates
tasks linked to aggressive, offensive, and abu-
sive language, relying on the idea that these
behaviors frequently share a common founda-
tion in manifestations of hatred, disregarding
the targetted minority. This inclusive viewpoint
enables the model to effectively capture the
subtle manifestations of hate across multiple
linguistic dimensions, different languages, and
towards several targets, resulting in a more ro-
bust and versatile solution for identifying and
treating various forms of harmful speech. Ac-
cording to this rationale, for each instance in
the test set, the corresponding neighbor is com-
puted in order to include instances that appear
in the overall training set (i.e. achieved via the
union of the four training datasets).
Domain-Specific Model. The Domain-
Specific Model takes a more refined approach,
focusing solely on elements that share spe-
cific characteristics. This approach focuses
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Dataset Approach P+ R+ F+ P− R− F− Macro F

HS-Brexit
m-BERT 0.85 0.69 0.76 0.51 0.73 0.60 0.68
General Model 0.78 0.83 0.80 0.56 0.48 0.52 0.66
Domain-Specific Model 0.80 0.94 0.86 0.77 0.46 0.58 0.72
(Astorino et al., 2023) 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.57 0.67 0.62 0.71

ArMIS
m-BERT 0.60 0.27 0.37 0.32 0.65 0.43 0.40
General Model 0.63 0.95 0.75 0.17 0.02 0.03 0.39
Domain-Specific Model 0.65 0.88 0.75 0.48 0.19 0.27 0.51
(Astorino et al., 2023) 0.67 0.75 0.71 0.47 0.38 0.42 0.56

ConvAbuse
m-BERT 0.87 0.99 0.93 0.33 0.03 0.05 0.49
General Model 0.87 0.97 0.92 0.21 0.04 0.07 0.50
Domain-Specific Model 0.71 0.13 0.22 0.88 0.99 0.93 0.58
(Astorino et al., 2023) 0.94 0.70 0.80 0.27 0.72 0.40 0.60

MD-Agreement
m-BERT 0.43 0.34 0.38 0.58 0.68 0.63 0.50
General Model 0.66 0.53 0.59 0.70 0.80 0.74 0.67
Domain-Specific Model 0.66 0.53 0.59 0.70 0.80 0.75 0.67
(Astorino et al., 2023) 0.54 0.52 0.53 0.66 0.68 0.67 0.60

Table 2: Comparison of the different approaches on the test set. Bold denotes the best approach
according to the F1-Score.

on instances of the same hate-related task
(i.e. aggressiveness, general hatred, or abu-
sive language identification). Furthermore,
the Domain-Specific Model focuses on data
that shares homogenous aspects such as lan-
guage, type of text (e.g. Tweets, discussion,
etc.), and target, recognizing the close rela-
tionship between those characteristics and an-
notator disagreement on hate speech. A given
term can be, in fact, interpreted as controver-
sial and generate disagreement on a dataset
that focuses on hate towards a specific task
(e.g. misogyny identification) and neutral in
different datasets with different characteristics
(e.g. racism detection). As a result, when de-
veloping this strategy, the datasets have not
been combined. For each instance in the test
set, the corresponding neighborhood is com-
puted in order to include only instances that
appear in the respective training set in order to
guarantee the comparison with samples that
share similar characteristics (i.e., topic, type,
language, etc.). In both cases, the hyperpa-
rameter n that defines the numerosity of the
selected neighborhood has been estimated
towards a grid search approach.
The estimated configurations are summarized
in Table 3.

dataset n
ArMIS 22
HS-Brexit 50
ConvAbuse 19
MD_Agreement 105
Overall Datasets 59

Table 3: Estimated Hyperparameter

Once the neighbor has been selected, the fi-
nal disagreement label is predicted evaluating
the number of samples with agreement and
the number of samples with disagreement in
the selected neighborhood. In particular, if
the difference between the number of samples

with agreement and the number of samples
with disagreement in the selected neighbor is
smaller than τ3, then the predicted label is set
to disagreement. On the other hand, if the
difference between samples with agreement
and samples with disagreement in the selected
neighbor is bigger than τ the prediction is com-
puted toward majority voting (i.e., Agreement
if the majority of samples in the selected neigh-
bor are labeled as agreement, Disagreement
otherwise).

5. Results

In this section, the results obtained by the proposed
approaches are reported. We measured Precision
(P), Recall (R) and F-Measure (F), distinguishing
between Agreement (+) and Disagreement (-) la-
bels and reporting also the Macro F-Measure.

Table 2 summarized the achieved results. We
also report results achieved by (Astorino et al.,
2023) for a state-of-the-art comparison. This last
approach exploits integrated gradients from pre-
trained language models in the recognition of dis-
agreements’ causes and hate speech contents.
One of the main contribution is given by the in-
troduction of a filtering strategy that contributes to
explain hateful messages via textual constituents.
It can be easily noted that, in the majority of the con-
sidered datasets, the proposed approach "Domain-
Specific Model" outperforms the considered base-
line m-BERT and achieves competitive results with
(Astorino et al., 2023). It is also interesting to high-
light that the Domain-Specific Model outperforms
the General one in all the proposed datasets. The
Domain-Specific Model is designed to concentrate
on a single dataset, allowing it to define its represen-
tation based on its unique characteristics, such as

3n has been estimated via Grid Search. It has been
set to 7 for the General approach and to 2 for the Domain-
Specific approach.
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the type of text, target of hate, language, and more.
This leads to a better understanding of the terms in
relation to the hate task at hand, and therefore to
higher performance with respect with the General
approach. More important, although the proposed
approach is comparable or in some cases even
better than (Astorino et al., 2023), it has the great
advantage of being computationally less complex
than (Astorino et al., 2023) thanks to presence of a
simpler objective function compared to the two fine-
tuning losses in the considered baseline model.

6. Conclusions and Future works

The proposed paper introduces a novel approach
for detecting disagreement in hateful content. The
method exploits contrastive learning techniques
applyed to pre-trained language models to pre-
dict both hate speech and potential disagreement
arising from different readers. The propoesed ap-
proach outperforms m-BERT and achieve compet-
itive results on four benchmark datasets from the
Learning With Disagreement (LeWiDi) task at Se-
meval (Leonardelli et al., 2021). Overall, the pro-
posed approach demonstrates the potential to en-
caplulate Contrastive Learning tecnique in Natural
Language tasks. Future work could focus on ex-
ploring the applicability of the proposed approach
to other datasets in different domain and expanding
the scope to include multimodal data analysis.
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Abstract

The move towards preserving judgement disagreements in NLP requires the identification of adequate evaluation
metrics. We identify a set of key properties that such metrics should have, and assess the extent to which natural
candidates for soft evaluation such as Cross Entropy satisfy such properties. We employ a theoretical framework,
supported by a visual approach, by practical examples, and by the analysis of a real case scenario. Our results
indicate that Cross Entropy can result in fairly paradoxical results in some cases, whereas other measures Manhattan
distance and Euclidean distance exhibit a more intuitive behavior, at least for the case of binary classification.

1. Introduction

As the realization grows that disagreement between
subjects in many natural language tasks may be
the result of genuine differences in interpretation
rather than of unclear guidelines or poor quality an-
notators (Poesio and Artstein, 2005; Passonneau
et al., 2012; Plank et al., 2014; Aroyo and Welty,
2015; Akhtar et al., 2019; Basile et al., 2021; Uma
et al., 2021b,a; Davani et al., 2022; Sap et al., 2022;
Leonardelli et al., 2023), many researchers have
started investigating methods for learning and eval-
uating models from datasets in which such differ-
ences in interpretation are preserved, particularly
for subjective tasks (Basile et al., 2021; Uma et al.,
2021b,a; Leonardelli et al., 2023). However, our
understanding of this form of evaluation is still only
at the beginning.

In this paper, we argue that soft evaluation metrics –
metrics to evaluate the ability of NLP models to pre-
dict not just the preferred interpretation of an item,
but also its probability and the probability of alterna-
tive interpretations according to human judgements,
that Uma et al. called soft label (Uma et al., 2021b)
– should satisfy a number of properties, that we
define within a theoretical framework.

We then analyze four candidate metrics with re-
spect of this set of formal properties. The metrics
analysed include Cross Entropy, possibly the most
widely used among such metrics, and which was
also the main soft evaluation metric in the two re-
cent Learning With Disagreements (LeWiDi) Se-
mEval shared tasks (Uma et al., 2021a; Leonardelli
et al., 2023). The other considered candidates are
Manhattan Distance, Euclidean Distance and the
Jensen-Shannon Divergence. For the binary la-
bel case, we also provide empirical examples and

graphical visualizations of the metrics’ behavior.
Moreover we analyze how the metrics behave in a
real case scenario, namely the LeWiDi shared task.
Finally we discuss the case of multi-class labels.

One key result is that the widely used Cross En-
tropy metric has several counterintuitive properties,
which other metrics considered do not suffer from,
at least for the binary classification case. The situ-
ation is more complex for multi-label classification.

2. Soft Evaluation Metrics

The fundamental characteristic required of a soft
evaluation metric is the ability to compare two prob-
ability distributions: the target distribution obtained
from annotator judgments, and the distribution pre-
dicted by a model. In this Section, we introduce
four metrics that have been used or could be used
for such soft evaluation (Uma et al., 2021b; Basile
et al., 2021; Uma et al., 2021a; Leonardelli et al.,
2023).

Cross Entropy Cross Entropy is a common mea-
sure used in information theory and machine learn-
ing to quantify the difference between two probabil-
ity distributions.
Given two distributions p, and q, their Cross Entropy
is defined as:

H(p, q) = Ep [logq] = −
∑

k

p(k) log(q(k)) (1)

Where Ep is the expected value operator with re-
spect to the distribution p.

In the binary classification case, Cross Entropy
simplifies to:

H(p, q) = −[p log(q) + (1− p) log(1− q)] (2)
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Manhattan Distance The Manhattan distance,
also known as L1 distance measures the absolute
differences between corresponding elements of two
distributions. Given two distributions p and q, the
Manhattan distance is defined as:

L1(p, q) =
∑

k

|p(k)− q(k)| (3)

Euclidean Distance The Euclidean distance,
also known as L2 distance measures the the
straight-line distance between two points in Eu-
clidean space. Given two distributions p and q,
the Euclidean distance is defined as:

L2(p, q) =
√∑

k

(p(k)− q(k))2 (4)

Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) The
Jensen-Shannon Divergence is a symmetrized
and smoothed version of the Kullback-Leibler
Divergence (KL Divergence). Given two distribu-
tions p and q, the Jensen-Shannon Divergence is
defined as:

JSD(p, q) = 1

2
(DKL(p ∥ m) +DKL(q ∥ m)) (5)

Where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence and
m = 1

2 (p + q). That corresponds to:

JSD(p, q) =1

2

(∑

k

p(k) log
(

p(k)
m(k)

)
+

∑

k

q(k) log
(

q(k)
m(k)

)) (6)

where m(k) = 1
2 (p(k) + q(k)).

Although the Wasserstein distance is commonly
used to quantify the difference between two proba-
bility distributions, it was not included in our analy-
sis: it is crucial to highlight that, in the specific case
of two binary distributions that are not rearranged,
the Wasserstein distance reduces to the Manhattan
distance.

3. Desirable properties

In this Section, we identify a set of properties that
soft evaluation metrics should satisfy. We will use
q(k) to indicate the probability of an item k hav-
ing the positive label according to the model, and
p(k) to indicate the real probability of k having the
positive label according to the gold (soft) standard.
Finally, we use M to indicate the general measure
to quantify the difference between two probability
distributions.

Property 1 [Symmetry] Given two probability dis-
tributions q(k) and p(k) representing the probability
of an item k being classified with the positive label
and the corresponding real value associated with k
in the golden standard,

M(p(k),q(k)) = M(q(k),p(k))

Property 2 [Boundedness] Given two probability
distributions q(k) and p(k) representing the proba-
bility of an item k being classified with the positive
label and the corresponding real value associated
with k in the golden standard, there exist constants
a and b such that, for every item k,

a ≤ M(p(k),q(k)) ≤ b

Property 3 [Triangle Inequality] Given three prob-
ability distributions q(k), r(k), and p(k) represent-
ing the probability of an item k being classified with
the positive label by two different models (q(k) and
r(k)) and the corresponding real value associated
with k in the golden standard (p(k)),

M(p(k),q(k)) +M(q(k),r(k)) ≥ M(p(k),r(k))

Property 4 [Transitivity] Given three probability
distributions q(k), r(k), and p(k) representing the
probability of an item k being classified with the
positive label by two different models (q(k) and
r(k)) and the corresponding real value associated
with k in the golden standard (p(k)),

M(p(k),q(k)) < M(p(k),r(k))
⇒ M(q(k),r(k)) < M(p(k),r(k))

Property 5 [Sum invariant] Given two probability
distributions q(k), and p(k) representing the prob-
ability of an item k being classified with the posi-
tive label by a model (q(k)) and the corresponding
real value associated with k in the golden standard
(p(k)). A divergence M is sum invariant if whenever
c is independent from p, q

M(c+ p(k), c+ q(k)) <= M(p(k), q(k))

This property is strictly related to the following three
subproperties:

Property 5.a [Minimum penalization at perfect
match] Given three probability distributions q(k),
r(k), and p(k) representing the probability of an
item k being classified with the positive label by
two different models (q(k) and r(k)) and the corre-
sponding real value associated with k in the golden
standard (p(k)), if p(k) = q(k) and r(k) ̸= p(k),
then

M(p(k),q(k)) < M(p(k),r(k))
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Property 5.b [Fair penalization] Given three prob-
ability distributions q(k), r(k) and p(k) represent-
ing the probability of an item k being classified
with the positive label by two different models (q(k)
and r(k)) and the corresponding real value as-
sociated with k in the golden standard (p(k)), if
|p(k)− q(k)| < |p(k)− r(k)|, then

M(p(k),q(k)) < M(p(k),r(k))

Property 5.c [Fair penalization on perfect match]
Given two probability distributions q(k), and p(k)
representing the probability of an item k being clas-
sified with the positive label by two different models
(q(k) and r(k)) and the corresponding real value as-
sociated with k in the golden standard (p(k)); given
two items ki and kj , if p(ki) = q(ki), p(kj) = q(kj)
and p(ki) ̸= p(kj), then

M(p(ki),q(ki)) = M(p(kj),q(kj))

Property 6 [Scale sensitivity] Given two proba-
bility distributions p(k) and q(k) representing the
probability of an item k being classified with the pos-
itive label (q(k)) and the corresponding real value
associated with k in the golden standard, (p(k)),
We say that M is scale sensitive (of order β), if
there exists a β > 0, and a real value c > 0, such
that for all k

M(cp(k), cq(k)) <= |c|βM(p(k),q(k))

If M is scale sensitive of order β = 1 then the
divergence M(δ, δ1/2) can be no more than half
the divergence M(δ0, δ1). If M is sum invariant,
then the divergence of δ0 to δ0 is equal to the
divergence of the same distributions shifted by a
constant c, i.e., of δc to δ1+c.

The above mentions set of peroperties are desired
when evaluating soft metrics in order to ensure the
fairness and the consistency of the evaluation pro-
cess. In particular the Simmetry property ensure an
objective evaluation, independent by the arrange-
ment of the input data (i.e. regardless of whether
we evaluate predictions against ground truth or vice
versa). The Boundedness property guarantee that
the evaluation values remains in a defined range,
allowing for comparison among different models
and facilitating the identification of outlayers. The
Triangle Inequality property is essential for a con-
sistent evaluation since it guarantee that composed
metrics remain coherent and does not leads to con-
tradictory results. Similarly, the sum invariant prop-
erty ensuer the consistency of the metric when
combined or aggregated. The Transitivity property
guarantees consistency in comparisons across dif-
ferent instances or groups. It ensures the consis-
tency of a model performances when comparing

across different tasks, datasets, or experimental
conditions. Finally, the scale sensitivity property
guarantee that the metric correctly capture the mag-
nitude of the differences among models. In other
words, it ensure that sligh variations in the model’s
performance are reflected as a minor change in
the metric score, while big changes in performance
lead to a significant change in the metric score.

4. Metric properties assessment in
the binary case

In this Section, we analyze the extent to which the
evaluation metrics under consideration and pre-
sented in Section 2, satisfy the properties we deem
desirable and presented in Section 3, in the case
of binary labels. An analysis is performed (Section
4.1), focusing on the selected properties, provid-
ing theoretical background and practical examples
when the defined properties are not fulfilled. In Sec-
tion 4.2 a graphical representation of the metrics
behaviour at different target distributions is shown.
Furthermore, the figure is used as a visual support
to discuss some metrics’ properties. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4.3 we compare metrics behaviour in the real
case scenario of the LeWiDi competition.

4.1. Properties assessment and
examples

In this section, properties are discussed with re-
spect to selected metrics. Table 1 summarizes the
properties satisfied by the metrics.

Property 1 All the selected metrics satisfy the
simmetry property (P1), i.e. inverting target and
prediction does not affect the result, except for
Cross Entropy.
Cross Entropy, in fact, is asymmetric, given its rela-
tion to Kullback-Leibler Divergence. Cross Entropy
is related to KL-Divergence as follows:

H(p,q) = DKL(p||q) + E(p) (7)

where H is the Cross Entropy of distribution p and
q, DKL(p||q) is the KL-Divergence and E(p) is the
Entropy of the distribution p. Since E(p) can be
considered as a constant, Cross Entropy follows the
same asymmetry of KL-Divergence. The definition
of Cross Entropy reported in equation (1) leads to
the following inequality:

−
∑

i

pilogqi ̸= −
∑

i

qilogpi (8)

Example 1 shows two distributions for which the
symmetry property is not fulfilled by Cross En-
tropy: in the proposed example, H(p(k1), q(k1)) ̸=
H(p(k2), q(k2)), although p(k1) = q(k2) and q(k1) =
p(k2).
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Table 1: Properties of Evaluation Metrics (Binary Case)

Metric Properties
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P5a P5b P5c P6

Cross Entropy ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Manhattan Distance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Euclidean Distance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Jensen-Shannon Divergence ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Example 1 [Symmetry violation]
k Target p(k) Prediction q(k)
k1 [0.83; 0.17] [0.5; 0.5]
k2 [0.5; 0.5] [0.83; 0.17]

Cross Entropy values:
H(p(k1), q(k1)) = 0.6931
H(p(k2), q(k2)) = 0.9791

Property 2 In the binary case, all the selected
metrics satisfy the Boundedness property (P2), i.e.
they can only assume finite values. To note that
Cross Entropy is left-bounded by definition, also
given its relationship with the KL-Divergence. Com-
monly, it is bounded by introducing a smoothing that
affects the extremants. But the scaling technique
that is chosen to make the metric bounded has a
great effect on the interval where the H values are
distributed.

Property 3 The Triangle inequality property (P3)
is satisfied by all metrics except Cross Entropy.
When comparing two binary distributions, the asym-
metry and sensitivity to specific distribution values
of Cross Entropy can lead to instances where the
distance between two distributions is not guaran-
teed to be less than or equal to the sum of their
distances to a third distribution. Therefore, Cross
Entropy does not consistently satisfy the triangle
inequality property (P3).

Example 2 reports an example in which the Trian-
gle Inequality property is not fulfilled by the Cross
Entropy. Triangle Inequality property implies that
the sum of the Cross Entropies for two consecu-
tive predictions should be greater than or equal to
the Cross Entropy between the target distribution
and the direct prediction. However, in the proposed
example, H(p(k), q(k)) +H(q(k), r(k)) is less than
H(p(k), r(k)) and contradicts the Triangle Inequal-
ity property for Cross Entropy.

Example 2 [Triangle Inequality violation]
Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0.7, 0.3] [0.95, 0.05] [1, 0]

Cross Entropy values:
H(p(k), r(k)) = 8.2893

H(p(k), q(k)) +H(q(k), r(k)) = 2.3162

Property 4 The Transitivity property is satisfied
by all metrics, except the Cross Entropy and the
Jensen-Shannon divergence that do not consis-
tently satisfy it.

Example 3 shows how despite H(p(k), q(k)) <
H(p(k), r(k)), the expected transitivity property
(H(q(k), r(k)) < H(p(k), r(k))) is not satis-
fied by Cross Entropy. Similarily, for Jensen-
Shannon Divergence: despite JSD(p(k), q(k)) <
JSD(p(k), r(k)), the expected transitivity property
(JSD(q(k), r(k)) < JSD(p(k), r(k))) is not satisfied.

Example 3 (P4)[Transitivity violation]
Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0.9, 0.1] [0.7, 0.3] [1, 0]

Cross Entropy values:
H(p(k), q(k)) = 0.4414
H(p(k), r(k)) = 2.7631
H(q(k), r(k)) = 8.2893

Jansen-Shannon values:
JSD(p(k), q(k)) = 0.1801
JSD(p(k), r(k)) = 0.1897
JSD(q(k), r(k)) = 0.3425

Property 5.a In the binary case, all the selected
metrics satisfy the Minimum penalization at perfect
match property. Indeed for each possible target,
the perfect match (the exact prediction of the tar-
get) assumes the minimum values possible for the
target considered. (See also Figure 1 and relative
discussion in Section 4.2)
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Property P5.b Cross Entropy tends to penalize
predictions that perfectly match the target distri-
bution when the target distribution itself is charac-
terized by a large entropy, resulting in an unfair
penalization. This is because, as shown in Equa-
tion 7, when p is ‘highly entropic’, E(p) is large.
Example 4 shows how Cross Entropy tends to un-
fairly penalize probability distributions close to the
boundaries. Despite the error performed in the
prediction q(k) is smaller then the one performed
by the prediction r(k), H(p(k), q(k)) is bigger than
H(p(k), r(k)) and contraddicts the Fair penalization
property.

The Jensen-Shannon tends to penalize those
cases that are less entropic (disregarding which
distribution, target, or prediction, is more entropic
than the other). Therefore, the Jensen-Shannon
measure does not fulfill the fair penalization prop-
erty (P5b). An example of distributions for which
the property is not fulfilled is reported in Example
4. In fact, despite the error performed in the pre-
diction q(k) is smaller then the one performed by
the prediction r(k), JSD(p(k), q(k)) is bigger than
JSD(p(k), r(k)) and contraddicts the Fair penaliza-
tion property.

Example 4 (P5b)
Unfair penalization

Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0.9, 0.1] [1, 0] [0.7, 0.3]

Cross Entropy values:
H(p(k), q(k)) = 2.7631
H(p(k), r(k)) = 0.4414

Jensen-Shannon values:
JSD(p(k), q(k)) = 0.1897
JSD(p(k), r(k)) = 0.1801

Property P5.c Another effect of the entropy in the
distribution on the Cross Entropy emerges when
comparing the scores associated to different distri-
butions that correctly predict the target. Example
5 reports an example showing that the Fair penal-
ization on perfect match property is not satisfied:
despite both distributions correctly predict the tar-
get, H(p(k1), q(k1)) is not equal to H(p(k2), q(k2)),
due to the corresponding entropy in the distribu-
tions.

Example 5 (P5c)
Unfair penalization on perfect match
k Target p(k) Prediction q(k)
k1 [0.5, 0.5] [0.5; 0.5]
k2 [0.9; 0.1] [0.9; 0.1]

Cross Entropy values:
H(p(k1), q(k1)) = 0.6932
H(p(k2), q(k2)) = 0.3251

Property 6 Considering two binary distributions
p and q, and a positive real value c; let p′ and q′ be
scaled versions of p and q by the constant factor c:
p′ = c · p and q′ = c · q.

Cross Entropy: In the binary classification sce-
nario, the Cross Entropy distance does not fulfill the
scale sensitivity property. Substituting the scaled
distributions into the Cross Entropy distance for-
mula (Eq. 1), we obtain:

H(p′,q′) = −
∑

k

c · p(k) log(c · q(k))

= −c ·
∑

k

p(k) log(c · q(k))
(9)

By comparing this with |c| ·H(p,q) we obtain:

|c| ·H(p,q) = |c| · −
∑

k

p(k) log(c · q(k)) (10)

The two expressions are not directly proportional.
Therefore, the Cross Entropy distance does not
satisfy the scale sensitivity property.

Manhattan distance: In the binary classification
scenario, the Manhattan distance satisfies the
scale sensitivity property.

Considering two binary distributions p and q, the
Manhattan distance between them is defined as
shown in Eq. 3.

Substituting the scaled distributions into the Man-
hattan distance formula (Eq. 3), we obtain:

L1(p′,q′) =
∑

i

|c · p(k)− c · q(k))|

= c ·
∑

k

|p(k)− q(k)|
(11)

By comparing this with |c| · L1(p,q) we obtain:

|c| · L1(p,q) = |c| ·
∑

k

|p(k)− q(k)|

Indicating that the Manhattan distance scales lin-
early with the constant factor c, fulfilling the scale
sensitivity property with a sensitivity order (β) of 1.
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Euclidean Distance: In the binary classification
scenario, the Euclidean distance fulfills the scale
sensitivity property.

Considering two binary distributions pandq, the Eu-
clidean distance between them is defined as shown
in Eq. 4.

Substituting the scaled distributions into the Man-
hattan distance formula (Eq. 4), we obtain:

L2(p’, q’) =
√∑

k

(c · p(k)− c · q(k))2

= c ·
√∑

k

(p(k)− q(k))2
(12)

By comparing this with |c| · L2(p,q) we obtain:

|c| · L2(p,q) = |c| ·
√∑

k

(p(k)− q(k))2

Indicating that the Euclidean distance scales lin-
early with the constant factor c, fulfilling the scale
sensitivity property with a sensitivity order (β) of 1.

Jensen-Shannon: In the binary classification sce-
nario, the Jensen-Shannon distance fulfills the
scale sensitivity property.

Considering two binary distributions p and q, the
Jensen-Shannon distance between them is defined
as shown in Eq. 5.

Substituting the scaled distributions into the Man-
hattan distance formula (Eq. 5), we obtain:

JSD(p’, q’) = 1

2
(DKL(p

′ ∥ m′) +DKL(q
′ ∥ m′))

=
1

2
(DKL(c · p ∥ c ·m)+

DKL(c · q ∥ c ·m))

=
1

2
(c ·DKL(p ∥ m) + c ·DKL(q ∥ m))

(13)

where m′(k) = 1
2 (p

′(k) + q′(k)) and m(k) =
1
2 (p(k) + q(k)).

By comparing this with |c| · JSD(p,q) we obtain:

|c| · JSD(p,q) =1

2
(|c| ·DKL(p ∥ m)+

|c| ·DKL(q ∥ m))
(14)

Indicating that the Jensen-Shannon distance
scales linearly with the constant factor c, fulfilling
the scale sensitivity property with a sensitivity order
(β) of 1.

4.2. Metrics graphical representation
Figure 1 shows distinct plots for each metric, with
the x-axes representing the prediction values and
the y-axes representing the corresponding distance
values (or score) based on the metric under con-
sideration. These plots provide a detailed visual
representation of the metrics behaviors at different
target values. Moreover, we can visually explore
the properties, and in the following we discuss P5.a,
P5.b and P5.c.

In Figure 1 we can observe how all the selected
metrics satisfy the Minimum penalization at perfect
match property (P5.a): for each target’s curve plot-
ted, the minimum values of the curve corresponds
to the perfect match, i.e. the exact prediction of the
tar get.

To demonstrate the influence of prediction errors on
metric performance (P5.b), distance values when
a nominal error of 0.2 appears in the forecast are
highlighted with points within the same plots. This
intentional perturbation enables an investigation of
the metric’s robustness in the presence of slight
prediction mistakes, evaluating the ability of fair
evaluation across a range of targets. Horizontal
alignment between two prediction points that are
equally distant from the target, indicate that prop-
erty P5.b is respected (see the cases of Manhattan
Distance and Euclidean Distance, Figure 1 b and c).
Conversely, deviations from this horizontal align-
ment implies unfair penalizations (see the cases of
Cross Entropy and Jensen Shannon Divergence,
Figure 1a and d).

Finally, to contribute to a more detailed understand-
ing of the Fair penalization on perfect match prop-
erty (P5.c), within each plot, dots are used to high-
light the resulting score, when the target is correctly
predicted. The alignment of all dots along a horizon-
tal axis (such as in the case of Figure 1b,c and d),
indicates a fair penalty for perfect matches across
targets. Deviations from this horizontal alignment,
such in the case of Figure 1a (Cross Entropy) imply
diverse penalization levels for perfect matches on
diverse targets, revealing disparities in the metric’s
treatment of different target values.

4.3. Impact on a Leaderboard: The
LeWiDi Case Study

In this section, we aim to investigate the applica-
tion of some of the discussed evaluation metrics to
a real case scenario. To this end, we exploit the
data from a recent shared task, the Learning With
Disagreements task (LeWiDi) (Leonardelli et al.,
2023) proposed at the 2023 edition of SemEval 1.
The challenge proposed by the task foresees to

1https://semeval.github.io/
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(a) Cross Entropy (b) Manhattan Distance

(d) Euclidean Distance (e) Jensen-Shannon Divergence

Figure 1: Metric Visualization: Each plot demonstrates the sensitivity of the analyzed metric to varying
target values. X-axes represent prediction values, while Y-axes depict corresponding distance values
according to the metric. Dots highlight distance values for accurately predicted targets, while points
represent distance values when a nominal error of 0.2 appears in the prediction.

model the disagreements among annotators in four
textual datasets that encompass different binary
classification tasks (e.g. hate speech, offensive
language, sexism detection). Teams competing
in the shared task were asked to model annota-
tors agreement/disagreement, represented in the
form of soft labels: the probability of each item to
be assigned to one class or the other is given by
the agreement among annotators on the label. In
the official competition to evaluate the performance
of participants, Cross Entropy was considered the
main evaluation metric. Here, for each of the four
datasets that were part the LeWiDi task, rankings
were recalculated for the evaluation metrics consid-
ered, and statistical difference was assessed from
top to bottom using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Pairwise comparison among the different evalua-
tion metrics, in terms of percentage of teams for
which rank changed and the mean rank’s position
change, are summarized in Table 2. Results shown
report the average value across the four datasets
of the LeWiDi challange.

From Table 2 we can observe how Cross Entropy
rankings are substantially different from all the other
metrics considered (although the mean position

Table 2: Pairwise comparison of evaluation metrics
rankings: percentage of teams ranked differently
and mean position’s change across the LeWiDi
datasets

Evaluation metrics
compared

% of teams
re-ranked

Mean position
change ±std

Cross Entropy vs 79% 2.1±2
Manhattan distance

Cross Entropy vs 73% 2±2.1
Euclidean distance
Cross Entropy vs 75% 2±2
J-S Divergence

Manhattan distance vs 2% 0.1±0.2
Euclidean distance

Manhattan distance vs 21% 0.4±0.6
J-S Divergence

J-S Divergence vs 23% 0.4±0.6
Euclidean distance

change is relatively small). On the contrary, the
other metrics produce more homogeneous results,
with Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance
exhibiting almost no difference. This confirms that
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the metrics’ differences in adhering to the properties
outlined above, exert a certain influence on the
application of the metrics in the real cases.

5. Multiclass Classification

Additional analyses have been performed consid-
ering the Multiclass Classification scenario. The
most promising metrics, selected through the binary
classification analysis (i.e., Manhattan distance and
Euclidean distance), have been evaluated with re-
spect to further desirable properties defined in the
scope of multiclass classification.

Property 7 [Non-Invariance with respect to the
Most Probable Label] Given three probability distri-
butions q(k), r(k), and p(k) representing the prob-
ability of an item k being classified with the positive
label by two different models (q(k) and r(k)) and
the corresponding real value associated with k in
the golden standard (p(k)), let M(p,q) and M(p, r)
denote the distance measure between the two prob-
ability distributions and the golden standard if the
most probable label in q corresponds to the tar-
get distribution p, and the most probable label in
r does not correspond to the target distribution p,
then M(p(k),q(k)) < M(p(k), (r(k))).

The proposed property is not fulfilled by the se-
lected metrics. For instance, Example 6 reports an
example in which two different predictions lead to
the same value, according to the Manhattan dis-
tance. However, r(k) leads to a wrong classifica-
tion, while q(k) still preserves the ground truth of
the target distribution.

Example 6
Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0, 0.1,0.1,0.8] [0.1, 0.3,0.2,0.4] [0,0.1,0.5,0.4]

Manhattan Distance values:
L1(p(k), q(k)) = 0.8
L1(p(k), r(k))= 0.8

Similarly, Example 7 reports an example in which,
despite the most probable label in the second pre-
diction (r(k)) does not correspond to the most prob-
able label in the target prediction (p(k)), it is consid-
ered closer, according to the Euclidean distance,
with respect to the other prediction (q(k)). However,
in the last prediction, the most probable label cor-
responds to the most probable label in the target
prediction.

Example 7
Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0, 0.1,0.4,0.5] [0.1, 0.2,0.3,0.4] [0,0.1,0.5,0.4]

Euclidean Distance values:
L2(p(k), q(k)) = 0.2
L2(p(k), r(k))= 0.1414

Property 8 [Positional Error Sensitivity for Mul-
tiple Labels] Given three probability distributions
q(k), r(k) and p(k) representing the probability of
an item k being classified with the positive label by
two different models (q(k) and r(k)) and the corre-
sponding real value associated with k in the golden
standard (p(k)), if

∑
i |pi(k)− qi(k)| ≤

∑
i |pi(k)−

ri(k)|, then M(p(k),q(k)) ≤ M(p(k), (r(k))).

The Manhattan distance confers equivalent signifi-
cance to a substantial error on a single label and to
minor distributed errors across multiple labels rela-
tive to the target distribution. In other words, even if
a prediction leads to performing the smallest num-
ber of errors (implying a more realistic prediction
that is close to the target one) it has the same dis-
tance of a probability distribution that spreads the
wrong prediction across the remaining labels (hav-
ing a distribution that is characterized by a higher
entropy). On the other hand, the Euclidean dis-
tance penalizes more a single large error on a given
label than small distributed errors on multiple la-
bels.

An example of these behaviors is shown in Example
8. Even if a prediction results in the fewest number
of errors (implying a more realistic prediction that
is close to the target one), it achieves an equal or
lower distance score (according to the Manhattan
and the Euclidean distance respectively), than a
probability distribution that spreads the incorrect
prediction across the remaining labels. This indi-
cates that the largest-scaled probability value will
outperform the rest.

Example 8
Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0,0,0,0,0,1] [0,0,0,0.2,0.8] [0,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.8]

Manhattan Distance values:
L1(p(k), q(k)) = 0.4
L1(p(k), r(k))= 0.4

Euclidean Distance values:
L2(p(k), q(k)) = 0.2828
L2(p(k), r(k))= 0.2236

The unfulfillment of this property can lead to some
cases in which the Euclidean distance penalizes
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less completely misclassified distributions than par-
tial (erroneoulsly) label distributions, as shown in
Example 9.

Example 9
Target p(k) Prediction q(k) Prediction r(k)
[0,0,0,0,0.3,0.7] [0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25,0,0] [0,0,0,0,1,0]

Euclidean Distance values:
L2(p(k), q(k)) = 0.911
L2(p(k), r(k))= 0.99

The identification of unique properties for Multiclass
Classification problems is crucial due to the intri-
cate nature of multiclass categorization itself. Mul-
ticlass settings frequently have hierarchical struc-
tures or allow for potential label relationships. The
complexity of multiclass issues is further increased
in multilabel classification, where multiple labels
for instance are allowed. Specific properties for
each classification problem might be defined, for
instance, to deal with the concept of label similar-
ity, to attribute a lower penalization for failures in
predicting similar labels with respect to errors in
predicting dissimilar labels. The proposed prop-
erty offers a preliminary insight into the study of
multiclass classification, highlighting the need for a
more sophisticated understanding.

6. Related Work

We are grateful to one of the reviewers of this paper
for directing us towards (Geng, 2016), which we
had never previously encountered and appears to
come from an entirely different research community.
The objectives of that paper are, however, very dif-
ferent from ours, and closer to those of (Uma et al.,
2021b). Geng considers six approaches to what
he calls Label Distribution Learning and we would
call Learning from Disagreement, and compares
their performance on 16 datasets, none of which
are of NLP tasks (1 is artificial, 11 are biological
datasets, 3 are image understanding datasets, and
1 is movie ratings). To do this, he selects six met-
rics supporting a comparison between label distri-
butions, chosen among 41 (!) measures proposed
in previous literature–this selection is made in order
to maximize diversity between the metrics. There
is essentially no overlap between the metrics con-
sidered in the paper, and no proposal regarding the
properties such metrics should satisfy, or analysis
of the extent to which they satisfy them. This said,
that paper does point out to the existence of an
extensive literature on soft evaluation metrics we
should investigate in the future.

7. Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we propose a set of properties that
soft evaluation metrics should have in order to allow
for a fair comparison of computational models, and

assess the extent to which plausible candidate met-
rics satisfy these properties. Our analysis suggests
that Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance
are the most suitable metrics for a robust and fair
soft evaluation for binary classification problems,
since they adhere to all the desired properties. Our
investigation of the LeWiDi real case scenario gave
us some indication as to the impact of the adoption
of different metrics in a real-case scenario, show-
ing differences in the rankings definitions and thus
implying the importance of selecting the best eval-
uation metric for ensuring a fair evaluation. Further
preliminary analysis in the Multiclass Classification
domain demonstrated however the unsuitability of
the analyzed metrics to provide a fair comparison of
models in this scenario. Future works will concen-
trate on Multiclass Classification and will include
the definition of properties in accordance with the
different task specifics (e.g. hierarchical, multilabel,
etc). The performed analysis suggests the need for
a novel metric that overcomes the limitations that
arise in Multiclass Classification evaluation.

Ethical issues

This study analyzes the impact of metrics on a real-
case scenario. Data from Learning With Disagree-
ments task (LeWiDi) have been exploited. However,
no sensitive information is used nor reported within
the paper.

Limitations

The investigation of the application of the explored
metrics limits to one real-case scenario (Learn-
ing With Disagreements task (LeWiDi) at SemEval
2023). The achieved results highlight a relationship
among the entropy of the dataset and the impact
of a variation of the evaluation metric on the leader-
board. The four LeWiDi datasets exhibit diverse
characteristics such as types, languages, goals
(misogyny, hate speech, offensiveness detection),
and annotation methods and represent therefore
a solid case-study. However, additional analysis
on real-case scenarios would provide a deepen
understanding of the studied phenomena.
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Abstract
Natural Language Inference (NLI) is foundational for evaluating language understanding in AI. However, progress has
plateaued, with models failing on ambiguous examples and exhibiting poor generalization. We argue that this stems
from disregarding the subjective nature of meaning, which is intrinsically tied to an individual’s weltanschauung
(which roughly translates to worldview). Existing NLP datasets often obscure this by aggregating labels or filtering out
disagreement. We propose a perspectivist approach: building datasets that capture annotator demographics, values,
and justifications for their labels. Such datasets would explicitly model diverse worldviews. Our initial experiments
with a subset of the SBIC dataset demonstrate that even limited annotator metadata can improve model performance.

Keywords: weltanschauung, perspectivism, alignment

1. Introduction

Natural Language Inference (NLI) lies at the heart
of developing and evaluating language understand-
ing in AI models. As Montague stated, entailment
is "the basic aim of semantics" (Montague, 1970)
and a lot of focus has been put in building models
that score high on NLI datasets. Recently, two big
issues emerged. Firstly, the research has reached
a plateau on these datasets where the models
perform almost as well as humans on samples
where there is high human agreement, but per-
form poorly on samples with high entropy (from
0.9 to 0.5 accuracy) (Nie et al., 2020a). Secondly,
models have poor generalisation abilities and their
high score on in-distribution samples doesn’t trans-
late to a high score on out-of-distribution samples
(Bras et al., 2020), (Zhou and Bansal, 2020), a
sign that they actually use shallow heuristics rather
than understanding. We will argue that these mod-
els lack a worldview and that using perspectivist
approaches we can improve our solutions to both
problems. A significant obstacle in this research
is the scarcity of datasets that preserve annota-
tor demographics and reveal their socio-political
values, which are crucial for understanding their
worldviews. Our code is open source and available
to use on Anonymous GitHub. Our present work
focuses on worldviews which are shaped culture,
values, beliefs and less by demographic data. Sev-
eral studies (Orlikowski et al., 2023) have shown
that demographic data alone is not a good predic-
tor of annotator’s views.

2. Related Work

Basile et al. (2021) offer a valuable synthesis of
prior research in perspectivist machine learning,

clearly delineating two distinct approaches within
the field: weak and strong perspectivism. Histori-
cally, the illusion of ground truth was ingrained in
every NLP dataset. At start, NLP datasets were
built only with a single annotator per label. That
label was taken as the truth, even if the language
was ambiguous or the annotator made a mistake.
Then, a step forward was made when weak per-
spectivist research acknowledged the potential for
disagreement and errors. It therefore adopted a
multi-annotator approach to capture diverse per-
spectives. However, where there was human dis-
agreement, this was solved either by aggregation
(majority voting) or by filtering (removing low agree-
ment samples). But, by removing the low agree-
ment samples, we remove a big part of human
speech which is by its virtue ambiguous and, by
aggregation, we obscure the rich diversity of valid
interpretations inherent in human communication.
Strong perspectivist research embraces linguistic
diversity, recognizing that even when aiming for a
single target label, models benefit from exposure to
non-aggregated data (manifesto1). In the literature
we’ve found three main ways to embrace variation:

• Multilabel categorical classification: where
a single model predicts multiple labels for each
sample (Ferracane et al., 2021), (Jiang and
de Marneffe, 2022) and others;

• Soft label classification: where a single
model is trained on the distribution of labels
for a given sample and the model predicts
that distribution (Peterson et al., 2019), (Uma,
2020) and others.

• Radical perspectivist: where we train a
model for each annotator so that a model

1https://pdai.info/
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learns the behaviour of one particular annota-
tor (Akhtar et al., 2021). This requires the iden-
tification of each annotator, which few datasets
have.

Our research continues in the line of the radical
perspectivist approach and takes it one step fur-
ther, by including not only the demographics of the
annotators, but also the values and beliefs which
make the annotator’s worldview.

3. The goal of an NLP system

NLP is a large field and uses of NLP systems
can vary from translations to information extraction,
summarization and others. But at its core, we can
say that an NLP system aims to enable computers
to understand and generate human language in a
meaningful way. We argue that meaning is sub-
jective and cannot be separated from a worldview.
Our language influences how we perceive and un-
derstand the world and the other way around. The
subjective nature of meaning doesn’t entail that
each annotator position is equally valid under the
current paradigm (an extreme relativistic view that
can have negative implications in some tasks like
hate speech detection (Curry et al., 2024)), but that
each position is part of a worldview that should be
dealt with, not erased.

3.1. Meaning and Worldview

Quine’s radical indeterminacy (Quine, 1980) shows
that no sentence has only one meaning and there
is no way to determine the one correct transla-
tion of a sentence in another language. This hap-
pens because meaning is embedded within the
speaker’s entire web of beliefs, culture, and how
they experience the world. The term that better de-
scribes this concept is Weltanschauung, roughly
translated by worldview. The main problem of NLP
systems today is that it doesn’t take into account
the different worldviews in which a sentence can
be interpreted. We cannot know the right label for
large category of utterances if we don’t contextu-
alise it in a worldview. If we accept Quine’s position
that there’s no such thing as purely mental mean-
ings (mental dictionaries from which we take the
definition of every word we use) and that what
words mean is inextricably linked to how speakers
behave and look at the world (weltanschauung),
then we can agree that the legacy NLP datasets
do not offer the information we need. By legacy
datasets we mean datasets that only have ag-
gregated labels. But non-aggregated labels are
not enough and we should go further and include
those that do not offer labels by annotator id, demo-
graphic metadata and worldview metadata about
each annotator.

Here we need to recognize that while many infer-
ences are influenced by worldview, certain types
– such as those grounded in formal logic or math-
ematical reasoning – hold regardless of the anno-
tator (deductive inferences). If we were to use
logic to establish what inference means, we would
denote it by this formula:

∀w ∈ W : (P (w) → H(w))

Which means that for every world w, if the
premise P is true in world w, then the hypothesis H
is also true in world w. Only deductive inferences
can pass this type of rigour:

Premise: All men are mortal and Socrate
is a man.

Hypothesis: Socrate is mortal.

Label: Entailment.

Here, no matter what we mean by Socrate and
men, the inference is still valid. Compared to de-
ductive inferences, inductive inferences need to
pass a lower bar. Traditionally the standard was
what a "common man" would assume to be true or
false about an utterance. The creators of datasets
sometimes give annotators instructions on how to
evaluate utterances (Bowman et al., 2015). In case
of SNLI, entailment meant a "definitely true descrip-
tion" and neutral "might be a true description". In
case of MNLI the instructions for entailment was
"definitely correct" and "might be correct" for neu-
tral. In Gubelmann 2024 the threshold is much
more lax, a "good reason" is sufficient for entail-
ment and it is given the following example:

Premise: The streets are wet.

Hypothesis: It has rained.

Label: Entailment.

Firstly, we argue that even a simple inference like
this cannot be made without considering the an-
notator’s context. For instance, an annotator living
in a town where streets are washed every morn-
ing might attribute wet streets to cleaning rather
than rain as his first thought. Secondly, providing
annotators with instructions biases the results, as
it attempts to override their individual understand-
ing of entailment and contradiction. This prevents
the study from authentically reflecting common lan-
guage use which comes in different varieties. And
NLP systems should reflect how humans naturally
speak.

3.2. Building a worldview-annotated
dataset

Consider the following basic pair of sentences:
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Premise: It is dark outside.

Hypothesis: It is dangerous to go out-
side.

There is no right label for this pair and the anno-
tator would use his life experiences to annotate it.
A woman would be more likely to annotate it as an
entailment. Many men who live in high crime areas
would potentially do the same, while others would
see no good reason to be dangerous outside if it
is dark. Recently built perspectivist datasets, such
as ChaosNLI (Nie et al., 2020b) which collects 100
annotations for each label, but then proceeds to
remove the worldviews of annotators and provide
only a distribution (i.e. 30% E, 50% N, 20% C)
make the same mistake of weak perspectivist re-
search. Relying solely on a distribution, one cannot
learn in which worldview this statement is entail-
ment or not and if we don’t know the annotator
backgrounds and how diverse they are, we risk to
capture only a limited range of potential interpreta-
tions.

In Figure 1 we explain how we can build
worldview-annotated datasets. It is necessary to
have a diverse pool of annotators aligned to the
task. For instance, a BioNLP task would ben-
efit from annotators with expertise in health sci-
ences. Metadata should be collected about each
of these annotators: demographics and values.
Worldviews are part of a paradigm, a set of princi-
ples shared by every annotator at a certain point in
time. Each annotator should label items according
to their worldview, while being mindful of potential
"noise" – errors caused by factors like lack of atten-
tion, which are unrelated to their perspective. To
mitigate noise and preserve valid interpretations,
annotators should provide justifications for their la-
bels. They will then self-review their labels based
on their own explanation and reconsider the label
or not. This self-review step should remove some
noise. The justifications are important for a sec-
ond reason. How can we address the scenario
where two annotators assign the same label, but
their justifications diverge so significantly that the
apparent agreement is misleading? This case sug-
gests that reasons must be kept in the dataset and
if reasons diverge significantly there should be dif-
ferent categories in each label. A model that learns
a worldview should arrive at a label through the
same reasoning as the annotator. Unfortunately
there is no public dataset where reasons are avail-
able, but we aim to build one and we hypothesize
that it would help the models in learning a world-
view.

Training a model in this way means modelling
a worldview in which the model doesn’t pretend
universality and is by essence local. We hypothe-
size that this grounding in a worldview will make

the model more consistent in its judgements and
generalise better.

4. Modelling a worldview

Unfortunately, the demographic metadata of an-
notators is removed in most datasets and there
are very few datasets that collected annotators’ so-
cial and political values in order to create a world-
view. However, this is changing, with at least four
datasets that we are aware of now including more
information: Chulvi 2023, Sachdeva et al. 2022,
Sap et al. 2019 and Hettiachchi 2023. In (Sap et al.,
2022) we see that annotators with stronger racist
beliefs demonstrate a tendency to mislabel African
American English (AAE) as toxic, while being less
likely to identify anti-Black language as harmful,
suggesting that even only demographic metadata
can be helpful. To the best of our knowledge, SBIC
(Sap et al., 2019) is the most complete dataset in
regards to including both annotator demographics
and the political beliefs of the annotator (liberal or
conservative). Their annotators are from U.S. and
Canada and, although they are gender and age-
balanced, the ethnicity is not diverse, there are a
lot more white (82%) than any other group (4%
Asian, 4% Hispanic, 4% Black). They annotated
posts from Reddit and Twitter for offensiveness,
intent to offend, sexual references and, if it was
offensive, which groups did it target.

We used this dataset for our goal of building
models with demographic and political medatada.
Because the dataset was built with detecting So-
cial Bias Frames in mind, they had 263 different
annotators and at most 3 annotators per post. For
our use case we had to find annotators from differ-
ent backgrounds that annotated the same posts.
The biggest subset that we could find from this
dataset was for 2 annotators, man (liberal, white)
and woman (mod-conservative, white), which to-
gether annotated 290 samples (worker ids are hid-
den due privacy concerns).

Given it is a small dataset, we are aware of the
limitations of our results. We used K-Fold valida-
tion (10) to reduce the risk of overfitting and we
used a pre-trained DeBERTaV3 model (He et al.,
2021) followed by a fully connected layer for predic-
tions. We used a learning rate of 5e-5 for 3 epochs
where we trained only the output layer and then a
small learning rate of 2e-5 for one epoch where we
trained the output layer and the last layer from the
pre-trained model. The target label is if the post is
offensive or not.

As shown in (Table 1), leveraging annotator
metadata provides a boost in performance. Train-
ing on aggregated data without metadata yields
a test F1 score of 0.3. While splitting the data
by annotator, training 2 separated models and ag-
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Figure 1: Building a worldview-annotated dataset. It is necessary to have a diverse pool of annotators
aligned to the task. Metadata should be collected about each of these annotators: demographic and
values. Each annotator should label items according to their worldview, while being mindful of potential
"noise" – errors caused by factors like inattention, which are unrelated to their perspective. To mitigate
noise and preserve valid interpretations, annotators should provide justifications for their labels. They will
then self-review their labels based on their own explanation.

Table 1: F1 scores of the three types of training:
training on aggregated data, using 2 models for
each annotator with and without metadata.

Training Type Val score Test score

Aggregated data 0.3 0.3
2 models no metadata 0.37 0.36
2 models and metadata 0.38 0.38

gregating the outputs afterwards improves the F1
score to 0.36. Instead, if we also concatenate the
annotators’ metadata to the input before the en-
coding layers, we increase the F1 score to 0.38.
Even though the dataset is small, there is an im-
provement when we consider the annotators’ back-
ground.

5. Conclusion

Traditional NLP approaches have exhibited limita-
tions in both generalization and performance on
challenging examples within NLI datasets. Part
of these shortcomings stem from the omission of
the subjective nature of meaning and the diverse
worldviews that shape individual interpretations of
language. For inductive inferences, the notion of a
universally "correct" label detached from a world-
view is misleading.

We propose that embracing perspectivist
approaches and building worldview-annotated
datasets is crucial for advancement in NLP. Such
datasets must capture annotator justifications, de-
mographic information, and the values that com-

prise their worldview, offering a richer understand-
ing of linguistic variation. Such datasets are miss-
ing at the moment, but initial experiments with a
subset of the SBIC data support our hypothesis:
even with limited demographics and a basic politi-
cal orientation label, incorporating annotator meta-
data improves model performance.
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Abstract
Large Language Models (LLMs) have emerged as powerful support tools across various natural language tasks
and a range of application domains. Recent studies focus on exploring their capabilities for data annotation. This
paper provides a comparative overview of twelve studies investigating the potential of LLMs in labelling data. While
the models demonstrate promising cost and time-saving benefits, there exist considerable limitations, such as
representativeness, bias, sensitivity to prompt variations and English language preference. Leveraging insights from
these studies, our empirical analysis further examines the alignment between human and GPT-generated opinion
distributions across four subjective datasets. In contrast to the studies examining representation, our methodology
directly obtains the opinion distribution from GPT. Our analysis thereby supports the minority of studies that are
considering diverse perspectives when evaluating data annotation tasks and highlights the need for further research
in this direction.

Keywords: large language model (llm), annotation/labelling, representation

1. Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have shown im-
pressive abilities in a variety of natural language
related tasks (Brown et al., 2020; Touvron et al.,
2023). Brown et al. (2020) demonstrate their ability
as few-shot learners and Wei et al. (2022); Kojima
et al. (2022) evidence their zero-shot capabilities.
Recognising the significance and costliness of an-
notated data across various research domains, re-
cent work explores the potential of LLMs as data
annotators, encompassing both zero- and few-shot
learning approaches (Lee et al., 2023; Ziems et al.,
2024; Törnberg, 2023; Zhu et al., 2023; Gilardi et al.,
2023; Mohta et al., 2023; Ding et al., 2023; He et al.,
2023). Considering that LLMs are trained to ad-
here to instructions guided by human preference
(Ouyang et al., 2022; Rafailov et al., 2023), studies
examine the extent to which human disagreement
is captured (Lee et al., 2023) and whether or not
such disagreement aligns with that of humans (San-
turkar et al., 2023).

Our work, firstly, offers a comparative overview
of twelve previous studies that investigate the ca-
pabilities of LLMs as annotators, concentrating on
classification tasks and considering whether dis-
agreement is captured by the studies. Secondly, we
present an empirical analysis concentrating more
specifically on the perspectivist question. We com-
pare the top-performing LLM from the first section
(GPT) against human annotators, by examining the
degree of alignment between their opinion distribu-
tions, for the case of the four subjective datasets re-
cently used for the 2023 SEMEVAL Task on Learn-
ing With Disagreement (Leonardelli et al., 2023).

2. Comparative Overview

Labelled data forms the foundation for training su-
pervised models across diverse machine learning
tasks. Much recent research has focused on ex-
ploring the use of LLMs as a quicker and more
cost-effective alternative to traditional data annota-
tion. In this first Section we review the research in
this area. Due to rapid developments in this space,
we concentrate on works from the past year which
leverage recent models with a focus on classifica-
tion tasks. Our approach to selecting relevant pa-
pers followed a combination of keyword searches,
monitoring relevant workshops and conferences,
and examining citations.

Studies: Wang et al. (2021) employ GPT-3 for
the annotation of datasets, which are subsequently
used in the training of smaller models. Huang et al.
(2023) explore the capability of ChatGPT to accu-
rately label implicit hate speech and provide good
explanations for its annotations. Zhu et al. (2023)
also investigate the capability of GPT for labelling
and He et al. (2023) introduce a two step approach
in which they first prompt the LLM to generate expla-
nations and then annotate a sample to improve the
annotation quality of LLMs. Both Törnberg (2023);
Gilardi et al. (2023) contrast the performance of
GPT with that of crowd-workers. Whereas, Goel
et al. (2023) introduce a two-stage semi-automated
approach employing LLMs and human experts to
accelerate annotation for the extraction of medical
information. Ziems et al. (2024) conduct a large
scale empirical analysis to understand the zero-
shot performance of GPT and Flan on 25 compu-
tational social science (CSS) benchmarks.
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Paper
model

families

# of
model

versions

# of
data-
sets

# of
metrics

Zero/
few
shot

Lang.
Dis-

agree.
LLM as
Anno.

(Lee et al., 2023) GPT,Vicuna,
Flan,OPT-IML

9 6 4 z&f en ✓ ✗

(Santurkar et al., 2023) GPT,Jurassic 9 1 3 z en ✓ ✗

(Ziems et al., 2024) GPT,Flan 14 20 2 z&f en ✗ ✓

(Zhu et al., 2023) GPT 1 5 5 z&f en ✗ (✓)

(Gilardi et al., 2023) GPT 1 4 2 z en+ ✗ ✓

(Törnberg, 2023) GPT 1 1 3 z en ✗ ✓

(Mohta et al., 2023) Vicuna,
Flan,Llama

9 5 3 z en,fr,nl ✗ ✗

(Ding et al., 2023) GPT 1 4 4 z&f en+ ✗ ✓

(He et al., 2023) GPT 1 3 1 z&f en ✗ ✓

(Huang et al., 2023) GPT 1 1 2 z en ✗ ✓

(Goel et al., 2023) Palm 1 1 3 f en ✗ ✓

(Wang et al., 2021) GPT 1 9 2 f en ✗ ✓

Table 1: Overview on LLM’s as Annotators (Language codes follow ISO 639, en+: predominantly English, with
some additional language explorations)

Language: The majority of these studies mea-
sure LLM performance on English corpora (see
Table 1). However, Ding et al. (2023) conduct tests
to understand the possibility of using GPT on non-
English corpora and Mohta et al. (2023) investigate
the performance of open source LLMs on French,
Dutch and English natural language inference (NLI)
tasks. Thus far, models have shown better per-
formance on English related tasks and performed
notably poorly on low-resource languages Srivas-
tava et al. (2023). While Ding et al. (2023) see
potential for GPT on languages other than English,
Mohta et al. (2023) observe a considerable decline
in performance with non-English languages.

Annotator Disagreement: All studies referenced
thus far assume the existence of a singular ground
truth label for a given sample. There has, however,
been a shift in thinking across machine learning
towards a collectivist approach, meaning the in-
clusion of all annotator perspectives rather than
having a majority voted ground truth (Uma et al.,
2021; Prabhakaran et al., 2021; Cabitza et al.,
2023; Rottger et al., 2022; Nie et al., 2020; Pavlick
and Kwiatkowski, 2019). In this context, Lee et al.
(2023) explore whether LLMs can capture the hu-
man opinion distribution. Additionally, Santurkar
et al. (2023) investigate the alignment between
LLMs and human annotators with respect to the

opinions and perspectives reflected in response
to subjective questions. From Table (1) we can
see that the latter two studies which investigate
the performance of LLMs on opinion distributions
don’t yet deem them ready as annotators. How-
ever, all studies that investigate the capabilities of
GPT as an annotator within the traditional frame-
work of majority voted labels agree with varying
degrees that LLMs have the potential to disrupt the
annotation process. Within this paradigm of ma-
jority voting, the sole exception to the consensus
is expressed by Mohta et al. (2023) who conclude
that LLMs have not yet attained a sufficient level for
the annotation of datasets. Notably, amongst the
cited studies, they are the sole study to only use
open source LLMs and not consider best perform-
ing closed source alternatives (see Table 1).

Models: As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
the predominant focus across all studies lies on
models belonging to the GPT series. The remain-
ing models under consideration are mostly open-
source options, with Flan being the second most
investigated, succeeded by Vicuna. Table 1 high-
lights that only four studies explored model families
beyond GPT. Notably, these same studies explored
multiple versions of a given model ("# of model
versions"). In contrast, the remaining studies ex-
clusively assessed a singular model. More details
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on the exact versions can be found in table 7 (Ap-
pendix A).

Temperature Parameter: Not all studies mention
the settings of their temperature parameter. How-
ever, both Törnberg (2023); Gilardi et al. (2023)
investigate the variability in responses by experi-
menting with lower (0.2) and high (1.0) temperature
settings. They find that LLMs have higher consis-
tency with lower temperatures without sacrifices
in accuracy and thus recommend lower values for
annotation tasks. Ziems et al. (2024) and Goel et al.
(2023) opt for a temperature of 0 throughout their
study, aiming to ensure consistent and reproducible
results across their LLM analysis.

Prompting: Wang et al. (2021) and Goel et al.
(2023) investigate the efficacy of LLMs as annota-
tors using only few-shot prompting. In contrast, five
of the subsequent studies experiment with both
zero- and few-shot prompting. Additionally, five
other studies employ zero-shot prompting for their
annotation tasks (see Table 1). The outcomes
of the experiments comparing zero-shot and few-
shot prompting show inconsistency. Mohta et al.
(2023) experience superior performance using few-
shot prompting, while Ding et al. (2023) find that
few-shot prompting does not yield superior results
across all their approaches. He et al. (2023) report
a decrease in performance with few-shot prompting
for their specific task. Ziems et al. (2024) conclude
that improvements from few-shot prompting are
inconsistent across their experiments, suggesting
that achieving more substantial gains would require
increased efforts in refining the prompting process.

Paper Ac
cu

ra
cy

F1 Pr
ec

is
io

n
R

ec
al

l
R

el
ia

bi
lit

y

O
th

er

(Lee et al., 2023) ✓ - - - - ✓

(Santurkar et al., 2023) - - - - - ✓

(Ziems et al., 2024) - ✓ - - ✓ -
(Zhu et al., 2023) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓

(Gilardi et al., 2023) ✓ - - - ✓ -
(Törnberg, 2023) ✓ - - - ✓ ✓

(Mohta et al., 2023) ✓ ✓ - - - ✓

(Ding et al., 2023) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - -
(He et al., 2023) ✓ - - - - -
(Huang et al., 2023) ✓ - - - - ✓

(Goel et al., 2023) - ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓

(Wang et al., 2021) ✓ - - - - ✓

Table 2: Evaluation Metrics across Papers

Evaluation: Nearly all studies assess their out-
comes using metrics such as accuracy or F1. San-
turkar et al. (2023) deviate from these conventional
performance metrics as, their primary focus lies
in evaluating representation. This emphasis leads
them to assess LLMs responses based on met-
rics measuring representativeness, steerability, and
consistency (Santurkar et al., 2023). In addition
to accuracy and F1, three studies utilise metrics
such as precision and recall, while three other stud-
ies employ different reliability measures to evalu-
ate inter-coder agreement. Törnberg (2023); San-
turkar et al. (2023) specifically investigate model
bias, whereas Huang et al. (2023) evaluate the nat-
ural language explanations (NLE) that LLMs can
provide for their predictions. For the evaluation of
LLM and human opinion distributions, Lee et al.
(2023) use entropy, Jensen-Shannon divergence
(JSD), and the Human Distribution Calibration Er-
ror (DistCE) introduced by Baan et al. (2022). Two
studies have conducted error analyses. Huang et al.
(2023) observe that the instances of disagreement,
comprising 20% in their study, align more closely
with lay-people’s perspectives. Similarly, Ziems
et al. (2024) conclude that in their error analysis,
the LLM tends to default to more common label
stereotypes. Given the reported accuracy-based
performance of LLMs on labelling tasks, it is impor-
tant to broaden metrics to include more representa-
tional measures. For example, Ziems et al. (2024)
omit measuring bias in their study, concluding that
larger, instruction-tuned models demonstrate supe-
rior performance. However, Srivastava et al. (2023)
caution that larger models tend to amplify bias.

2.1. Benefits
Törnberg (2023) finds that gpt-4 consistently sur-
passes the performance of both crowd-workers and
expert coders, and the cost associated with label-
ing a sample is orders of magnitude lower for LLMs
compared to humans. Wang et al. (2021) provide
a detailed explanation that, in their experiments,
utilising labels generated by the LLM resulted in
a cost reduction ranging from 50% to 96%, while
maintaining equivalent performance in downstream
models. Similarly, Goel et al. (2023) determine
that the LLM reduces the total time of labelling by
58% while maintaining a comparable baseline per-
formance to medically trained annotators. Gilardi
et al. (2023) demonstrate that the LLM shows su-
perior quality compared to annotations obtained
through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), while
being approximately 30 times more cost-effective.
Ding et al. (2023) find that their approach attains
nearly equivalent performance when labeling the
same number of samples. However, when they
double the amount of data labeled by the LLM, su-
perior performance is achieved at only 10% of the
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cost associated with human annotation (Ding et al.,
2023). LLMs not only entail lower costs than hu-
man annotators but also demonstrate significantly
higher speeds in the labeling process (Törnberg,
2023; Wang et al., 2021; Ding et al., 2023).

In addition to diminished cost and time require-
ments, LLMs demonstrate the capability to pro-
vide explanations for their annotation (Mohta et al.,
2023). Huang et al. (2023) find that ChatGPT gen-
erates explanations comparable, if not superior in
clarity, to those produced by human annotators.

2.2. Limitations

As mentioned in Section 2, one limitation lies in
the predominant development and testing of LLMs
within the confines of the English language. An ad-
ditional constraint associated with using LLMs as
annotators is the challenge in formulating prompts
and obtaining meaningful responses. Models might
generate unconstrained responses (Goel et al.,
2023) or might refrain from providing responses
altogether as a result of the implementation of safe-
guarding measures. Ziems et al. (2024) observed
that models tended to predict beyond the presented
labels and exhibited a tendency to abstain from re-
sponding to tasks deemed offensive. In the event
that a model does provide a response, potential
issues may arise in the form of bias. Srivastava
et al. (2023) show that bias in LLMs increases
in with scale and ambiguous contexts. Santurkar
et al. (2023) identify that LLMs demonstrate a sin-
gular perspective characterised by left-leaning ten-
dencies. Törnberg (2023) notes the absence of
substantial disparities between expert annotators
and LLMs, while underscoring the notable bias ob-
served among annotators from MTurk. However,
Goel et al. (2023) underscore the importance of
expert human annotators in attaining high-quality
labels. Lee et al. (2023) express concerns regard-
ing the population representation capabilities of
current LLMs, whereas Ziems et al. (2024) caution
researchers to consider and mitigate the potential
risks of bias in their applications through human-in-
the-loop methods.

An additional noteworthy limitation in employ-
ing LLMs as annotators is their sensitivity to minor
alterations in prompting (Loya et al., 2023; Sclar
et al., 2024). Both Huang et al. (2023) and Ziems
et al. (2024) assert the need for further research to
comprehensively investigate the effects of prompt-
ing and determine optimal strategies for effective
prompting. Lastly, it is important to note that these
models show sub-optimal performance as annota-
tors in tasks such as NLI, implicit hate classifica-
tion, empathy or dialect detection (Lee et al., 2023;
Ziems et al., 2024).

3. Results with the SEMEVAL 2023
Subjective Tasks Benchmark

As discussed above, most studies of LLMs as
annotators still adopt a majority vote perspective,
which is becoming increasingly questionable par-
ticularly for subjective tasks (Akhtar et al., 2021;
Leonardelli et al., 2021; Uma et al., 2021; Plank,
2022; Cabitza et al., 2023). We decided there-
fore to carry out a preliminary exploration of the
alignment between LLM and human judgment dis-
tributions on the datasets used in the recent SE-
MEVAL 2023 Shared Task on Learning with Dis-
agreement (Leonardelli et al., 2023). Our analysis
is centered on the extent to which the most fre-
quently used model (GPT) matches human distri-
bution on datasets for inherently subjective tasks.
This was done by extracting opinion distributions
in the simplest and most straightforward manner
possible: we directly prompt GPT to provide its
estimation of the human opinion distribution and
compare it against the baseline and optimal results
from SemEval-2023.

Dataset Task Lang.
# items

train
dev
test

% full
agree.

MD-Agree. Offensiveness
detection en

6592
1104
3057

42%

HS-Brexit Offensiveness
detection en

784
168
168

69%

ConvAbuse Abusiveness
detection en

2398
812
840

86%

ArMIS
Misogyny
and sexism
detection

ar
657
141
145

65%

Table 3: Dataset statistics (Leonardelli et al., 2023)
(Language codes follow ISO 639)

3.1. Datasets
We leverage four datasets from SemEval2023 on
"Learning with Disagreements" for the empirical
analysis. All four datasets focus on subjective tasks
and contain human annotated target distributions
that we compare to the LLM predictions. Table 3
contains key statistics on the datasets (Leonardelli
et al., 2023).

Multi-Domain Agreement: MD-Agreement
(Leonardelli et al., 2021) is the dataset with the
lowest amount of annotator agreement amongst
these subjective tasks. Each example was labelled
by 5 annotators and was created using English
tweets from three domains (BLM, Election2020
and Covid-19).
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Hate Speech on Brexit: HS-Brexit (Akhtar et al.,
2021) was constructed from English tweets using
keywords related to immigration and Brexit. Each
example was labelled by 6 annotators with 69% of
items having total annotator agreement.

ConvAbuse: ConvAbuse (Cercas Curry et al.,
2021) consists of English conversational text col-
lected from dialogue between users and two con-
versational AI systems. Each example was labelled
by between 3 and 8 annotators. 86% of items have
total annotator agreement.

Arabic Misogyny and Sexism: ArMIS (Almanea
and Poesio, 2022) is the only non-English language
task and serves to study the effect on sexism judge-
ments particularly with respect to the annotators
leanings towards conservatism or liberalism. Each
example was labelled by 3 annotators with 65% of
items having total annotator agreement.

3.2. Experimental Parameters
We explore the capability of gpt-3.5-turbo to
generate opinion distributions for the test data of
each SemEval2023 task. Given the sensitivity of
LLMs to minor changes in input (Loya et al., 2023;
Sclar et al., 2024), we maintain a uniform prompt
structure across various tasks and let the LLM as-
sume the role of an expert annotator who considers
multiple worldviews and cultural nuances. Modifi-
cations are made only on the words related to the
respective task under consideration. For instance,
in the case of HS-Brexit, the LLM specialises in
"hate speech detection," whereas in the ConvA-
buse dataset its specialisation lies in "abusiveness
detection." ArMIS is approached with slight vari-
ation due to the presence of Arabic text. In this
instance, we explore two approaches: one involves
prompting the models in English and providing them
with the Arabic text that requires labelling, while the
second approach uses an Arabic prompt (a trans-
lated version of the English prompt).

As mentioned in Section 2 there is some vari-
ability both among and within studies regarding the
preferred prompting approach for LLM annotation.
However, given that the multiple studies indicate
limited benefits from few-shot prompting, we opt
for zero-shot prompting in our tasks. The expec-
tation of a model’s output on a labelling task is to
be consistent. In order to achieve such consistent
and reproducible results we set the temperature pa-
rameter across our models to zero such as Ziems
et al. (2024). Gilardi et al. (2023) suggest that a
lower temperature value might be preferable for
annotation task as it increases consistency without
decreasing accuracy across their empirical analy-
sis.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics
We compare the performance of GPT to both the
Semeval2023 baseline model as well as the top-
performing model on each task. Leonardelli et al.
(2023) evaluate point predictions using the F1 mea-
sure (1) and distribution similarity using Cross-
Entropy (CE) (2). To ensure comparability we use
both of these in our analysis.

F1 =
2 ∗ TP

2 ∗ TP + FP + FN
(1)

CE(yn, ŷn) = −
N∑

n=1

yn log(ŷn) , (2)

where yn is a sample opinion distribution annotated
by humans and ŷn the LLMs predicted distribution
for that sample. In addition to the above, we also
use Shannon’s entropy to visualise human and LLM
uncertainties.

3.4. Results
Figures 1,2, 3 and 4 contrast the frequency of opin-
ion distributions of human annotators with those
predicted by GPT for each SemEval task. We ob-
serve that when prompted directly for opinion dis-
tributions, the model shows a tendency towards
bimodal predictions, with a notable preference
for the following opinion distributions: {"0":0.2,
"1":0.8} and {"0":0.8,"1":0.2}.

Another notable observation is evident in Fig-
ure 1, where we observe a bias towards assigning
greater weight to the sexist class (’1’) when prompt-
ing the LLM with Arabic text. In fact, when these
distributions are simplified to a majority-based label,
all test samples are categorised as sexist, a pattern
not observed when the LLM was prompted with
English text. The difference is also evident in the
F1 performance (Table 4). The LLM prompted in
Arabic only achieves an F1 score of 0.256, whereas
prompting the LLM in English results in a score of
0.448, suggesting that LLMs perhaps understand
the English prompt better than the Arabic one. The
overall performance, however, remains significantly
lower compared to other datasets, both in terms of
F1 and CE metrics. This finding aligns with Mohta
et al. (2023) who find that LLMs perform better on
English datasets.

Table 4 highlights that while the simplistic base-
line performance can be matched, it consistently
falls short of the performance achieved by a specif-
ically fine-tuned model on both F1 and CE scores
(SE best).

A further examination of the errors when using
the final majority voted labels reveals a higher ten-
dency for false positive errors (see Table 5). This
indicates that GPT is biased towards annotating
samples as offensive, abusive, and misogynistic.
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MD-Agree. HS-Brexit ConvAbuse ArMIS

gpt SE
(baseline)

SE
(best) gpt SE

(baseline)
SE

(best) gpt SE
(baseline)

SE
(best)

gpt
(english)

gpt
(arabic)

SE
(baseline)

SE
(best)

F1 ↑ 0.520 0.534 0.846 0.696 0.842 0.929 0.902 0.741 0.942 0.448 0.256 0.417 0.832
CE ↓ 3.829 7.385 0.472 5.037 2.715 0.235 3.746 3.484 0.185 5.828 6.667 8.908 0.469

Table 4: Prompting gpt-3.5-turbo directly vs. baselline & best results from SemEval2023 (SE)

Figure 1: ArMIS opinion distributions

Figure 2: MD-Agreement opinion distributions

Figure 3: HS-Brexit opinion distributions

Figure 4: ConvAbuse opinion distributions

Categorisation of Errors
Dataset FP FN

MD-Agree 96.87% 3.13%
HS-Brexit 100.00% 0.00%
ConvAbuse 91.11% 8.89%
ArMIS (english) 95.71% 4.29%
ArMIS (arabic) 100.00% 0.00%

Table 5: Categorisation of errors into percentage
that are False Positive vs. False Negative. GPT
3.5-turbo across different SemEval2023 tasks

Prompting the LLM to directly return opinion dis-
tributions results in higher average entropy values
across all four datasets when compared to the aver-
age human entropy values (Figure 5). This stems
from the observations made in the initial four fig-
ures. With the exception of the Arabic prompt, GPT
consistently provides opinion distributions that allo-
cate a small proportion to both classes rather than
assigning 100 percent to one class. This leads to
increased per sample entropy and thereby overall
higher average entropy.

4. Conclusion

The overview section is not intended to provide an
exhaustive review; however, the variety of tasks,
datasets and approaches within the surveyed pa-
pers offers first insight into the efficacy of using
LLMs to annotate data. Despite the mentioned
limitations, the overall findings show a degree of
consensus and positive outlook towards the use of
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Figure 5: Histogram showing human and GPT entropy

LLMs as data annotators within the majority voting
paradigm.

Our initial observations suggest that, when di-
rectly prompted, GPT tends to produce label dis-
tributions that are not strongly aligned with human
opinion distributions. Furthermore, also consistent
with prior research, the LLM shows superior per-
formance on English language tasks compared to
non-English text, while also showing potential bias
in its responses. However, given that LLMs are
trained to predict next tokens, directly obtaining
opinion distributions from them has inherent limi-
tations. Hence, in future work, we aim to explore
further approaches to extracting the probability dis-
tributions such as through normalising the log prob-
abilities (Santurkar et al., 2023) or through Monte
Carlo estimation (Lee et al., 2023).
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Appendix A - Additional tables

Paper Datasets

(Lee et al., 2023) ANLI-R3, QNLI,
ChaosNLI, PK2019

(Santurkar et al., 2023) OpinionQA

(Ziems et al., 2024)

Indian English dialect
feature detection, Twitter
Emotion detection, FLUTE,
Latent Hatred, Reddit/
Kaggle Humor data,
Ideological Books Corpus,
Misinfo Reaction Frames
Corpus, Random Acts of
Pizza, Semeval2016
Stance Dataset,
Temporal Word-in-
Context benchmark,
Coarse Discourse
Sequence Corpus,
TalkLife dataset,
Winning Arguments
Corpus, Wikipedia Talk
Pages dataset,
Conversations Gone
Awry Corpus, Stanford
Politeness Corpus,
Hippocorpus, WikiEvents
Article Bias Corpus,
CMU Movie corpus dataset

(Zhu et al., 2023)
Stance Detection, Hate
Speech, Sentiment
Analysis, Bot Detection,
Russo-Ukrainian Sentiment

(Gilardi et al., 2023)
Twitter Content moderation,
US Congress, Newspaper
article content moderation

(Törnberg, 2023) Twitter Parliamentarian
Database

(Mohta et al., 2023)
MM-IMDB, XNLI,
Hateful memes,
2 proprietary datasets

(Ding et al., 2023) SST2, CrossNER,
FewRel, ASTEData-V2

(He et al., 2023)
QK (user query & keyword
relevance assessment),
Word-inContext WiC,
BoolQ

(Huang et al., 2023) LatentHatred
(Goel et al., 2023) Mimic-iv-note

(Wang et al., 2021)
XSum, Gigaword,
SQuAD, SST-2,
CB TREC, AGNews,
DBPedia, RTE

Table 6: Datasets used across different studies
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Paper Model Versions

(Lee et al., 2023)

GPT (text-davinci-002&;
003); FlanT5 (large,xl,xxl),
Flan UL2; Stable Vicuna;
OPT-IML-M-S(1.3B)&
(30B)

(Santurkar et al., 2023)

GPT(ada,davinci,
text-ada-001,text-davinci-
001&002&003); Jurassic
(j1-Grande, j1-Jumbo,
j1-Grande-v2 beta)

(Ziems et al., 2024)

GPT (text-ada-001,
text-babbage-001,
text-curie-001, text-
davinci-001&002&003,
gpt-3.5-turbo, gpt-4);
FlanT5 (small, base
large, xl, xxl), Flan UL2

(Zhu et al., 2023) gpt-3.5-turbo
(Gilardi et al., 2023) gpt-3.5-turbo
(Törnberg, 2023) gpt-4

(Mohta et al., 2023)

Instruct-BLIP-Flan-T5;
Vicuna(13b v1.3&v1.5),
Vicuna (7b v1.5)
InstructBLIP (7b & 13b),
Llama (7b, 13b),
OpenLlama (13b)

(Ding et al., 2023) text-davinci-003
(He et al., 2023) gpt-3.5
(Huang et al., 2023) ChatGPT
(Goel et al., 2023) PaLM 2
(Wang et al., 2021) text-davinci

Table 7: Model versions used across studies

Appendix B - Prompts

Multi-Domain Agreement: You are an expert an-
notator in "offensiveness detection", who considers
multiple worldviews and cultural nuances. Now
assign probabilities for the text below, which is de-
limited by three dashes (-), for "offensive speech"
or "not offensive speech". Return your probabilities
in a json format with the key being 1 for ’offensive’
and 0 for ’not offensive’. You obviously know that
probabilities need to sum to 1.

Hate Speech on Brexit: You are an expert an-
notator in "hate speech detection", who considers
multiple worldviews and cultural nuances. Now
assign probabilities for the text below, which is de-
limited by three dashes (-), for "hateful speech" or
"no hateful speech". Return your probabilities in a
json format with the key being 1 for ’hate speech’
and 0 for ’no hate speech’. You obviously know that
probabilities need to sum to 1.

ConvAbuse: You are an expert annotator in "abu-
siveness detection", who considers multiple world-
views and cultural nuances. Now assign probabili-
ties for the text below, which is delimited by three
dashes (-), for "abusive speech" or "no abusive
speech". Return your probabilities in a json format
with the key being 1 for ’abusive speech’ and 0
for ’no abusive speech’. You obviously know that
probabilities need to sum to 1.

Arabic Misogyny and Sexism: You are an ex-
pert annotator in "sexism detection", who considers
multiple worldviews and cultural nuances. Now
assign probabilities for the text below, which is
delimited by three dashes (-), for "sexist speech" or
"no sexist speech". Return your probabilities in a
json format with the key being 1 for ’sexist speech’
and 0 for ’no sexist speech’. You obviously know
that probabilities need to sum to 1.

Arabic prompt:
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Abstract 

In this paper, we address the epistemological and ethical break of perspectivism in NLP. First, we propose to consider data 
annotation from the point of view of the scientific management of annotation work - which is part of the automation process 
inherent in NLP, in order to ideologically situate the perspectivist paradigm. We then analyze some of the concepts of 
perspectivism (in particular, truth). Finally, based on this analysis, we formulate a set of proposals aimed at overcoming the 
observed limitations of corpus annotation in general and perspectivism in particular. 
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1. Introduction 
The dynamism of perspectivist work (Basile et al., 
2021; Cabitza et al., 2023) attests to the fact that the 
construction of datasets in NLP, as in AI, is a research 
challenge that is more topical than ever. The inclusion 
of variation and situated interpretation in a field of 
research still strongly marked by a referentialist 
approach is good news. Of course, the days are long 
gone when all semantic phenomena were 
represented by means of ontologies, often general, 
stable and unchanging, mostly constructed in a top-
down or onomasiological manner (Fellbaum, 1998). In 
this old paradigm, abundance and variety were a 
problem (polysemy problem for linguists, 
disambiguation problem for NLP scientists), whereas 
they are inherent in semiotic activity, i.e. the 
production of signs. Probabilistic approaches have 
won out over the dominant ontological paradigm. 

The NLP community is increasingly asking itself about 
the political and sociological biases present in the 
datasets it processes (Feng et al., 2023), especially 
as these datasets are, as they grow, increasingly 
opaque. By connecting the issue with dataset human 
annotation, the perspectivist paradigm links a general 
scientific question (the process of qualifying an object) 
to an ethical question (the under-representativeness 
of minority sensibilities, in particular), paving the way 
for a more general discussion on the ethics of NLP 
and AI. 

We aim to address the epistemological and ethical 
break of perspectivism in NLP. First, we propose to 
consider data annotation from the theoretical point of 
view of scientific management (Taylor, 1911) of 
annotation work which participates in the automation 
process inherent in NLP, in order to ideologically 
situate the perspectivist paradigm. We then analyze 
some of the concepts of perspectivism (in particular, 
truth). Finally, based on this analysis, we make a set 
of proposals aimed at overcoming the observed limits 
of perspectivism. 

2. Annotation as Scientific Management 
of Work  

The aim of NLP is automation, i.e. the elimination of 
the human component in the processing of textual 
data. NLP consists in setting up processes to obtain 
an output result from a set of input data. Among the 
proposed system improvements, reducing human 
intervention appears to be almost as important as 
improving raw performance, computed on the basis of 
well-known metrics (f-score, accuracy, etc.). Tasks 
performed by humans are traditionally described as 
"manual". However, "manual" has two antonyms: 
automatic, of course, but also intellectual, in which 
case it's not out of the question for "manual" to have 
a depreciatory connotation to describe a non-
intellectual or low-intellectual task. 

Manual work is indeed the stumbling block of NLP. A 
manual task par excellence is, paradoxically, reading 
and interpreting datasets. The NLP scientist must 
neither read nor interpret their dataset, firstly for 
practical reasons (the dataset is too large) but also for 
methodological reasons: they must keep their 
distance from it, and this distancing constitutes a 
strategy of objectification. In most cases, ethical 
standards for corpus annotation require that 
annotators do not participate in algorithm design. 
Knowledge of the corpus would induce a bias in 
algorithmic choices and bias the results. Interpretation 
tasks are therefore outsourced for methodological 
reasons. 

Manual annotation (or partially automated annotation 
for the most robust tasks, such as POS tagging and 
named entity recognition) is the only form of text 
interpretation available in NLP (as we'll see in 
paragraph 4, it's not the only one possible). NLP 
scientists entrust annotation tasks to various third 
parties. Depending on the resources deployed, the 
stakes involved and the type of task, these annotation 
(and therefore reading) tasks may be delegated to 
experts (linguists, doctors, lawyers), or to less 
qualified individuals (interns, students) or to 
subcontractors (such as the most famous of them all: 
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Amazon Mechanical Turk) who provide little or no 
guarantee of the annotators' expertise - in short, they 
deskill the annotation work (Cohen et al., 2016). 

Annotation campaigns are based on NLP's industrial 
concepts of automation, optimization and 
rationalization. Thus, the annotation task must be 
understood in terms of the scientific management of 
work also known as Taylorism, and thus the division 
of labor. Without going into the details of this division, 
we can distinguish three roles: (i) the project manager 
selects the corpus, defines the sequence of 
operations, controls the process, is in charge of the 
annotation guide, and the methodological and 
logistical choices, (ii) the curator supervises the 
annotation tasks and is the interface between the 
project manager and the annotators. He trains them 
in the annotation guidelines, checks the quality of 
annotations and acts as an expert; (iii) the annotators, 
who have no expert status, comply with the 
annotation guidelines. Finally, annotators work on 
data samples and do not have an overall view of the 
dataset or even of the processing line, which they may 
even be completely unaware of (Bontcheva, 2010). 

In another industrial context, the annotator would 
correspond to the unskilled laborer working on a 
production-line. Until perspectivist proposals 
overturned the paradigm, the annotator was 
suspected of being, structurally, the weak link in the 
processing chain (Bontcheva, 2010): he or she may 
make careless mistakes or fail to understand 
guidelines. The whole evaluation system (inter-
annotator agreement, Cohen's Kappa...) of the 
annotation task is based on this structural weakness, 
and determines annotator recruitment processes. 
Admitting that the annotator has an intrinsically low 
confidence rating deskills their work and forces the 
project manager to compensate by multiplying the 
number of annotators, who are recruited at low cost 
(which further lowers the level of requirement) or 
without pay, following practices such as incidental 
crowdsourcing (Park et al., 2019) or gamification. 

A Marxian reading of these annotation campaigns is 
necessary: it shows a process entirely controlled by 
computer scientists who own the technological 
production apparatus (the ability to build up large-
scale datasets, machine learning algorithms) and who 
buy the labor power of annotators-proletarians. This 
vision in terms of class rule may seem inappropriate 
when we think of IT, but on the one hand, we can only 
observe the incredible rise in power of the industrial 
players in the digital sector, proportional to their 
technological domination and the human costs it 
generates. On the other hand, the production of 
resources, i.e. the creation of value through 
annotation, is necessarily linked to the production 
means. 

                                                   
1 “Aggregation and harmonization destroy any personal 
opinion, nuance, and rich linguistic knowledge that come as 
a result of the different cultural and demographic 
background of the annotators” (https://pdai.info/). 

3. The Ethics of Perspectivism in Debate  
We will not discuss here the scientific value-adding 
virtues of perspectivism, which consists in considering 
noise as information and therefore error as a positive 
value (Basile 2021; Cabitza et al., 2019; Cabitza et 
al., 2023; Sachdeva et al., 2022; Kralj Novak et al., 
2022). We wish to raise two issues, one ethical, the 
other methodological, which can be linked in terms of 
solutions. 

3.1 Perspectivism Has no Impact on Work 
Management and Labor Conditions 

We could be content to see only the technical and 
scientific contribution of perspectivism, i.e. the 
enrichment of data, but the Perspectivist Manifesto 
explicitly adopts an ethical stance1, both in its general 
argument and in the datasets available (Measuring 
Hate Speech, Pejorative Language in Social Media, 
Work and Job-Related Well-Being), so it's legitimate 
to discuss the ethics of perspectivism itself, since 
technical means are never neutral and, as we've 
seen, organize work.  

The Manifesto forcefully denounces aggregation and 
harmonization as forms of obliteration of annotators' 
personal opinions and disregard for cultural 
background. The authors rightly observe that 
harmonization, in particular, can take place at the end 
of deliberative phases, where relationships of 
domination can be established to the prejudice of 
minority opinions (Noble, 2012). What we note, 
however, is that in no case does the Manifesto 
denounce the alienation of the task. Crowdsourcing is 
still production-line work2. Not only do these working 
conditions potentially expose annotators to 
abnormally repeated harmful content (Steiger et al., 
2021), but also, we are not sure that many annotators 
declare that corpus annotation is fulfilling work and 
leads to well-being at work (contrary to what 
academic computer scientists might say about their 
high-qualified work). If we exclude the incidental 
crowdsourcing or gamification techniques already 
mentioned, annotation is a tedious, repetitive task, 
socially unrewarded, solitary by method and, finally, 
poorly paid (Fort et al., 2011; Gray and Suri, 2019). 
This last point is soberly mentioned - but not 
discussed - in the Manifesto in a footnote. 

3.2 Perspectivism Mistakes Sincerity for 
Truth 

It's tempting to draw a parallel between the 
perspectivist paradigm in AI and its philosophical 
homonym (Leibniz, Nietzsche, but especially 
Deleuze) (Astor, 2020). The subjectivist relativism of 
the perspectivist paradigm is akin to the postmodern 
assumption that there is not just one truth, but many 
truths, and that all truths are equal. Many authors see 
this as a worrying drift, particularly in science and 
politics, as it leads to post-truth politics (Holzem, ed. 
2019) and to pseudoscientific or negationist positions, 

2 In fact, the term “annotator” is sometimes replaced by 
“worker” (Aroyo and Welty, 2015). 
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which in turn provide the breeding ground for 
totalitarianism (Rastier, 2019).  

Of course, the perspectivist paradigm does not claim 
to offer alternative scientific truths, but several 
interpretations that reflect the opinions of the 
annotators, and it is not uncommon for the concept of 
“truth”, sometimes renamed “ground truth” to be 
relativized, whether in the Manifesto or in position 
papers (Basile et al. 2021; Planck, 2022; Cabitza et 
al, 2023). For instance, Aroyo and Welthy (2015), 
pervert the traditional concept of truth with a leitmotiv 
that systematically contradicts the rational thinking 
that underpins modern science ("truth is a lie", the 
"antiquated ideal of truth"...). They even propose a 
"new theory of truth": "Crowd truth is the embodiment 
of a new theory of truth that rejects the fallacy of a 
single truth for semantic interpretation, based on the 
intuition that human interpretation is subjective and 
that measuring annotations on the same objects of 
interpretation (in our examples, sentences) across a 
crowd will provide a useful representation of their 
subjectivity and the range of reasonable 
interpretations" (Aroyo and Welthy 2015: 21). The 
label "theory of truth" is a misuse of language, firstly 
because their purpose is limited to corpus annotation 
and not to a scientific definition of truth (only the 1st 
of the 7 myths they identify calls into doubt the 
concept of truth, the other 6 myths are purely 
methodological criticisms), and secondly, because 
the authors confuse “truth” with opinion, or some 
concept we could design as “sincerity”. 

The confusion maintained between sincerity and truth 
in almost all the scientific production of the 
perspectivist paradigm is not just a problem of 
terminological inaccuracy. It is an epistemological 
confusion with methodological consequences. What 
is valued in the perspectivist paradigm is the sincerity 
of annotations. Truthfulness can be evoked, for 
example, in the annotation of linguistic norms, or in 
the perspective of establishing linguistic norms (e.g. 
POS tagging of poorly endowed languages leads to 
the identification of variations that are not variations 
of personal sensitivities but of norm perception). 
Sincerity is a psychological concept and is not a 
matter for the annotated texts, but for the annotators 
themselves, their subjectivity and the resulting 
interpretation. 

Interpretations are not just a matter of the annotator 
and the sample to be annotated going head to head. 
Numerous interpretative biases could be cited and, in 
order to inventory and model them, we could draw on 
millennia of bibliography, from Aristotle's Rhetoric 
(what is the ethos of the speaker?) to R. Jakobson's 
functions of language. We could also ask about the 
material conditions of the device (how was the corpus 
constituted? for what purpose? how was the task 
described? What is the intertext of the sample to be 
annotated?) as well as the Dasein of the annotator 
(What is his or her psychological state at the moment 
of annotation? is he or she happy? unhappy? worried 
about the future? How long has he been working? is 
he tired? hungry? etc. etc.). 

All these questions seem trivial, but from the moment 
we address the sincerity of the annotator – a fortiori if 
we aim to make it a truth – it seems necessary to ask 
the question of their psychological condition. From the 
point of view of a psychologist, this condition could be 
as relevant as the sampling recommended by 
(Cabitza et al. 2023: 6885) "both in regard to their 
origin and culture as well as to their expertise and 
skills" – a necessary condition that could involve 
sociologists capable of correctly sampling the team of 
annotators. The more extra-linguistic criteria we 
include in the constitution of the dataset, the more we 
have to mobilize the corresponding sciences.  

To sum up: noting the methodological and ethical 
limits to immanent corpus annotation, the 
perspectivist paradigm proposes to abandon corpus 
annotation in favor of annotation of annotators (by 
sampling) and their sincere perceptions of the 
dataset. But the perspectivist literature only partially 
solves the ethical problems it raises, it only notes 
some of these problems and, rather than fighting 
discrimination, it makes it visible, measurable and 
computable by tagging variations. The real ethical 
problem with NLP is the management of work. 

4. Constructing Rather Than Annotating 
Let's change perspective.  

What if the problem wasn't the inclusion of annotators, 
but the very principle of corpus annotation? Let's try 
to justify our change of perspective by 3 main 
proposals: 

A. Give a philological value to the dataset, i.e. 
turn it into a corpus 

With the widespread use of machine learning, the 
concept of the corpus as a built set of texts designed 
for a specific task has been greatly devalued in NLP, 
in favor of the dataset, i.e. a collection of data often 
"scraped" from the Internet with little preliminary 
characterization (mainly some sources and 
keywords), and whose main characterization comes 
from the annotation itself. Moreover, with deep 
learning, datasets are now quantified in terms of 
gigabytes rather than linguistic units (words, 
sentences, texts). However, the construction of a 
corpus is the first scientific act involved in the 
definition and establishment of the object of science. 
Consequently, building a corpus is a high-level activity 
(so much so that it can take years for a linguistics PhD 
student!). Our first proposal for a change of 
perspective is this: we need to give value to the 
construction of the corpus (Dusserre and Padró, 
2017). Constructing a corpus requires setting up a 
task, identifying and examining sources, selecting 
texts, verifying them, characterizing them: author, 
type of discourse, textual genre, etc. (Biber and 
Conrad, 2009). Generally speaking, the reuse of 
datasets for new tasks, commonly accepted as good 
scientific practice, is not always acceptable when 
we're talking about corpora (a problem that also arises 
for gold standard corpora). Indeed, if we think in terms 
of corpus rather than data, sharing is only acceptable 
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if the new task aims to pursue or verify the objectives 
of the previous task. If the aim is to recycle a dataset 
that is more or less suitable for a new task, the corpus 
is downgraded to a dataset, because the intention is 
inherent in the corpus. 

Just as the concept of corpus is underused in NLP, 
that of text is also poorly understood. A text is not just 
a collection of sentences or a bag of words, it's a 
semiotic object produced in a particular social and 
cultural context, corresponding to an enunciative 
project and containing interpretative rules, which are 
conditioned by its intertextuality (Mayaffe, 2002) (i.e. 
the set of texts linked by a text, for instance, in the 
case of an interlocution, usual on the social web). Not 
taking intertextuality into account when collecting 
texts is to deprive future annotators of their 
interpretative clues, because the corpus is not a 
resource but a multi-scale contextualization of 
observable phenomena (Mayaffre and Viprey, 2008). 
Text is the first interpretable semantic unit if we have 
to select a first level of annotation. 

B. Focus on coarse-grained annotations or on 
intrinsically annotated corpus 

The more fine-grained the annotation, the greater the 
number of annotations, the greater the risk of 
variation. If variation is a quality in the perspectivist 
paradigm, this is without considering the ethical 
biases we discussed earlier: variation can indeed be 
an effect of arduous working conditions. A coarse-
grained annotation is one that requires a longer, more 
reflective - less reflex - less manual, more objective 
intellectual work of interpretation. For example, when 
it concerns hate speech, it can be interesting to collect 
all the tweets of an author identified as a habitual 
hater, rather than a sample of his or her explicitly 
hateful tweets, which allows annotators to safely 
distance themselves from hateful content. Moreover, 
hateful sentiments are not necessarily expressed in 
hateful words (Eensoo et al., 2015). Fine-grained 
annotation is unfortunately confused in NLP with 
word-level annotation, but the word is only a minimal 
semiotic unit carrying lexical meaning, not text sense. 

An ultimate coarse-grained annotation would be to 
use corpora that are intrinsically annotated, i.e. 
corpora that, by their very constitution, already 
contain metadata that can be used as annotations 
(e.g. gender declared, age, opinion, city, etc.), as is 
the case, for example, with corpora of polarized 
comments with ratings. One of the most widely cited 
NLP articles in sentiment analysis, (Pang and Lee, 
2002), uses this type of corpus. The use of intrinsically 
annotated corpora makes it possible to concentrate 
efforts on higher-level (and therefore more skilled, 
better-paid) annotation tasks. 

C. Use computer-aided corpus analysis 

"One could determine the different ages of a science 
by the technique of its measuring tools " said the 
philosopher Bachelard (1938: 216, our translation). It 
seems astonishing that corpus annotation is still today 
an irreducibly manual task when numerous “distant 

reading” tools exist and have been used for over 40 
years now, first in the Statistical Analysis of Textual 
Data and then Digital Humanities community (e.g. 
Compagno, eds., 2018; Iezzi, eds., 2018; Lebart et al. 
2019). This is indicative of a stubbornly marked divide 
between the NLP scientists and the humanities. Yet, 
humanities provide several bottom-up analytic 
methods, and tools and heuristics for corpus 
description. Textometrics tools (Heiden, 2010), 
combined with ad hoc text semantic theories 
(Pincemin, 2010; Rastier, 2018), can be used to 
generate annotations that can then feed philologically 
built datasets, for instance for opinion mining (Eensoo 
et al., 2015; Valette, 2018; Baiocchi, 2019). Finally, 
work combining semiotic theory and word 
embeddings aims to formally model the ‘reader’ 
(Sanna and Compagno, 2020) – a relevant idea in the 
context of perspectivism. 

By combining statistical measurement, corpus 
analysis and semantic theorization, computer-aided 
corpus analysis creates an (objectifying) distance 
between annotator and empirie. What's more, this 
distance protects annotators from prejudicial content 
to which they might be brutally subjected, without the 
necessary reflexivity to withstand it. What's more, the 
proposed corpus analysis reclassifies the creation of 
value as intellectual work. This twofold distancing, by 
theory and by tool, leads to an objectification of the 
phenomena studied. Objectivity could wrongly be 
seen as contrary to the perspectivist paradigm. On the 
contrary, it is a construct that emanates from 
experiences, not subjectivities: As the philosopher 
Bitbol (2014) says: "Objectification means focusing 
attention on what, in experience, can be shared. This 
presupposes an education, which begins with the 
transmission of a common language and an ethic of 
truth" (our translation, our emphasis). 

5. Conclusion 
The perspectivist paradigm renews work on the 
production of learning data for machine learning. It is 
based on both the methodological obstacles 
observed in the community and an ethical position 
that appears to be inspired by the DEI (Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion) ethical management 
framework. In brief, the aim of this short position 
paper was to sketch a discussion about the ethical 
and methodological proposals of perspectivism which 
is mainly based on a managerial background, by 
using both a Marxian-based ethical and a 
methodological criticism inspired by Humanities 
proposals. 

Our conclusion is that an ethical approach to manual 
annotation of corpora, today organized according to 
the principles of production-line work, would be to 
reclassify it as scientific corpus analysis, in order to 
revalue this necessary interpretative work. 
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Abstract
Sentences elicit different interpretations and reactions among readers, especially when there is ambiguity in
their implicit layers. We present a first-of-its kind dataset of sentences from Reddit, where each sentence is
annotated with multiple interpretations of its meanings, understandings of implicit moral judgments about mentioned
people, and reader impressions of its author. Scrutiny of the dataset proves the evoked variability and polarity
in reactions. It further shows that readers strongly disagree on both the presence of implied judgments and
the social acceptability of the behaviors they evaluate. In all, the dataset offers a valuable resource for socially
grounding language and modeling the intricacies of implicit language understanding from multiple reader perspectives.

Keywords: implicit language, interpretation, ambiguity, social grounding, moral reasoning, resource

1. Introduction

A sentence frequently evokes diverse and disagree-
ing interpretations. Disagreement in interpretation
can arise from explicit cues, such as the choice
and order of words, triggering phonological, lex-
ical, and structural ambiguities (Kennedy, 2019).
This disagreement is further amplified by a diver-
sity among readers, each guided by their unique
experiences, knowledge, and viewpoints. Despite
extensive exploration of ambiguity within compu-
tational linguistics (Bevilacqua et al., 2021; Haber
and Poesio, 2023), little attention has been devoted
to ambiguity in the implicit layers of sentences and
the resulting disagreement in interpretation.

This underexposure of the implicit is surprising
considering a substantial portion of human commu-
nication is inherently non-verbal. Even when using
language, we convey information between the lines.
Implicit communication is efficient since it obviates
the need to reiterate common sense or common
ground information (Stalnaker, 2002), and it is so-
cial as it can prevent a loss of face when sharing
social evaluations (Dunbar, 2004). Some people
also reside to the implicit layers of communication
when targeting a specific audience and deceiving
all others (e.g., dogwhistles (Henderson and Mc-
Cready, 2017)). Achieving such human-like com-
munication skills in computational models there-
fore necessitates a transition to multi-perspective
language production and understanding, in which
models are equipped with the ability to reason over
implicit content from multiple angles.

To facilitate the development of such models,
we curate a first-of-its-kind dataset of sentences,
where each sentence is annotated with multiple
interpretations, detailed descriptions of underlying

Attitude towards Author
positive

Interpretation
“The author lays millennials’ cost 

of living woes at the feet of 
boomers, as boomers make up the 

majority of politicians.”

Implied Moral Judgment
boomers: out of touch(-, vice)
politicians: corrupt(-, vice)

Attitude towards Author
negative

Interpretation
“Older politicians are to 

blame for modern problems.”

Implied Moral Judgment
boomers: uncaring(-, vice)

politicians: /

“And I do believe at least some if not most of the 
blame for this falls onto boomers because they make 
up the vast majority of politicians.” Author

Reader 
B

Reader 
A

Figure 1: Sample taken from the origamIM
dataset, demonstrating the diverging reader atti-
tudes towards the author, slightly different interpre-
tations, and disagreeing understandings of implicit
moral judgments a sentence can trigger.

moral judgments of people mentioned in the sen-
tence, and measures of reader attitude describing
a reader’s first impression of the author upon read-
ing the sentence1 (Figure 1). The latter two infor-
mation types socially ground the sentences from
multiple perspectives. The name of the dataset,

origamIM, refers to the analogy between the
Japanese art of paper folding and the diversity of

1The dataset is publicly available: https://
github.com/laallein/origamIM.
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Context Appropriateness

Sphere of Action Vice of De-
ficiency

Virtue of
Mean

Vice of Ex-
cess

Confidence, fear, un-
certainty

Cowardice Courage Rashness

Pleasures of the
body

Insensibility Temperance Profligacy

Giving & taking:
Small money

Stinginess Liberality Prodigality

Giving & taking:
Added value

Meanness Magnificence Vulgarity

Pride, honor as
cause

Little-
mindedness

High-
mindedness

Vanity

Ambition, honor as
goal

Lack of am-
bition

Proper am-
bition

Over-
ambition

Anger Spiritlessness Gentleness Wrathfulness
Pleasure and pain of
others

Cross, con-
tentious

Agreeableness Flattery

Truth, honesty about
oneself

Irony Truthfulness Boastfulness

Amusing conversa-
tion

Boorishness Wittiness Buffoonery

Table 1: Overview of spheres of actions and the
degrees of appropriateness (Hursthouse, 1999).

interpretations and attitudes that could be obtained
when presented with the same sentence.

2. A Moral Framework for Grounding

Moral judgments offer an interesting case for ex-
amining and modeling disagreement. Individuals
namely look through their own lenses when judging
people and interpreting judgments made by others,
despite a shared understanding of moral norms and
values. The judgments annotated in the dataset
are grounded in Virtue Ethics (Hursthouse, 1999).
The moral theory introduced by Aristotle poses that
a person’s moral character can be evaluated by
the contextual appropriateness of their voluntary
behavior within a sphere of action (see Table 1). A
virtuous behavior is characterized by moderation
and appropriateness within its context (e.g., con-
sidering the people involved and the severity of the
situation) while contextually deficient or excessive
behaviors are not celebrated in society.

The axis of appropriateness in Virtue Ethics pro-
vides a distinct advantage over other popular moral
frameworks (e.g., Moral Foundation Theory (Haidt
and Joseph, 2004)) as it enables individuals not
only to differentiate between negative behavior
based on its context, but also to annotate their un-
derstanding of the implied moral judgments given
their cultural and social backgrounds.

3. Dataset Creation

3.1. Data Collection
We automatically retrieve blog posts in English from
the Subreddit /r/ChangeMyView that were posted
between 13 July 2020 and 3 March 2022. These

posts typically present views on often controver-
sial and polarizing topics, such as abortion and
racism. We anticipate that a considerably large
portion of the posts pass judgments about people
given the human tendency to gossip (Dunbar, 2004;
Baumeister et al., 2004; Feinberg et al., 2012).
Moreover, negative judgments are expected to be
conveyed implicitly due to the subreddit’s modera-
tion policies2. We remove duplicated and deleted
blog posts and extract the title, body text, and ad-
ditional metadata3 for each post. Lastly, the body
text is segmented into sentences using SpaCy.

3.2. Data Annotation
We recruit crowd workers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk4 and let them annotate the sentences in two
rounds. An annotator never annotates the same
sentence in both rounds. The first round distin-
guishes sentences that mention people and imply
a character trait of at least one of them from those
that either lack explicit mentions people or do not
imply any character trait. A character trait presents
a voluntary aspect of a person’s attitude or behav-
ior, e.g., lazy and charitable. The second round
takes the first set of sentences and gathers multi-
ple reader attitudes, interpretations, and entity-level
moral judgments for each sentence.

3.2.1. First Round: People Entities

Two annotators mark all entities referring to people
other than the author (i.e., ‘I’) in a sentence and
indicate whether or not the author seems to imply
a character trait of at least one highlighted entity.
We show the title of the blog post from which the
sentence was taken as additional context. In cases
where they disagree on the presence or absence of
implied traits, a third annotator is consulted and a
majority vote is taken. Data quality and consistency
is manually checked. A total of 6,820 sentences
were annotated, of which 2,018 implied a character
trait of at least one people entity. These figures
confirm our expectations regarding the presence of
implicit social evaluations in these posts (see §3.1).

3.2.2. Second Round: Attitudes,
Interpretations, and Moral Judgments

Five annotators read the same sentence and first
describe their attitude towards its author using a

2The moderation rules dictate that posts sug-
gesting harm to others and hostile comments will
be removed. See https://www.reddit.com/r/
changemyview/wiki/modstandards/ [accessed
on 4 April 2024].

3The metadata is not used during the annotation pro-
cess.

4https://www.mturk.com/
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Dataset Statistics

# Blog posts 396
# Sentences 2,018
– Total word count 44,902
– Min/max words per sentence 2 / 107
# People entities 3,313
– # Sentences with 1/2/3/4+ entities 1,103 / 661 / 174 / 80
# Interpretations 9,851
– Total word count 155,368
– Min/max words per interpretation 1 / 113
Distribution reader attitudes
– Very negative 813 (8.25%)
– Negative 1,971 (20%)
– Neutral 4,302 (43.67%)
– Positive 2,025 (20.56%)
– Very positive 740 (7.51%)

Table 2: Statistics of the origamIM dataset.

five-point Likert scale ranging from very negative
(1) to very positive (5). They then write down their
interpretation of the sentence. We explicitly instruct
them to not copy the sentence and manually check
the relatedness between sentence-interpretation
pairs, removing annotations that present unrelated
pairs or poorly-formulated interpretations. Going
over all the people entities marked in the first anno-
tation round, the annotators indicate for each entity
whether or not the author implies a character trait.
In case a trait is implied, they describe it using,
preferably, an adjective, mark whether it consid-
ered a good or bad trait in society, and classify it in
Virtue Ethics (see §2). A complete annotation for a
single sentence interpretation looks as follows:

Title CMV: It Should Be Mandatory for Every Person to
Work AT LEAST 1 Month in a Customer - Facing
Hospitality Role Before Leaving School.

Sent I truly believe it would have been life changing for
[him] to work in hospitality for a bit before leaving
school, to see and experience what [some people]
have to go through on a daily basis just to eat and
have a roof.

Att Positive (4)
Int “Real life experience is better than theory.”

Judg [him] ✓ “ignorant”, Bad, Pride/honor as cause, Vice
of Deficiency.
[some people] ✓ “hardworking”, Good, Ambi-
tion/honor as goal, Virtue of Mean.

4. Data Analysis

Table 2 presents general statistics of the
origamIM dataset.

4.1. Disagreement in Attitudes
Each annotater described their attitude towards the
author using a five-point Likert scale. Each sen-
tence therefore potentially evokes up to five distinct
attitudes among its readers. Figure 2 illustrates
the diversity of attitudes elicited by a sentence, re-
vealing that the vast majority of sentences trigger

Figure 2: Donut chart representing the disagree-
ment in reader attitude. The outer donut shows the
distribution of attitude diversity. The inner donut
shows the distribution of attitude divergence.

at least two different attitudes among readers. As
many as one in five sentences even evoke four or
five distinct attitudes. This underscores the vari-
ability in reactions among readers when presented
with the same sentence.

We also examine the divergence among those
attitudes by measuring the span between the low-
est and highest attitude, as indicated on the Likert
scale, among the five annotators for each sentence.
Figure 2 shows that more than one in four sen-
tences evoke strongly (e.g., very negative - positive)
or completely diverging attitudes (i.e., very nega-
tive - very positive). Similar attitudes are elicited
for fewer than 20% of the sentences. These find-
ings show that sentences frequently spark not only
different, but also diverging attitudes.

4.2. Disagreement in the Implicit

4.2.1. Moral Judgments

We observe that the diversification in interpretation
already starts when discerning the presence of im-
plicit moral judgments as annotators exhibited high
disagreement on this issue. Merely 291 sentences
(14.42%) garnered unanimous agreement among
all five annotators on this matter. This disagree-
ment may arise from varying degrees of subtlety
in the social evaluations, requiring more in-depth
reasoning to uncover them.

The annotators also disagreed on the societal de-
sirability of the implied character traits (i.e., whether
the traits are considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’), with Krip-
pendorff’s α = .354 (Krippendorff, 2011) over the
annotators’ evaluations of each entity. This en-
tails that often one annotator identifies a negative
judgment of an entity’s character while another
perceives a positive one, and vice versa. Even
when they agree, it does not automatically lead
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Title CMV: I don’t see a problem with people valuing to defend their property over an intruders life.
Sentence Who knows, maybe she is stealing his last 1000 dollars that will pay his rent.

Interpretation Attitude Moral Judgments

She is taking money which does not belong to her. very positive she: bad , greedy woman, VE: giving and taking
(money) - Vice of Excess.
his: good , generous, morality: giving and taking
(money) - Virtue of Mean

Perhaps the thief is stealing an individual’s last thousand
dollars that they needed for rent.

negative she: bad , dishonest, VE: ambition, honour (goal) - Vice
of Deficiency
his: good , innocent, VE: pride, honour (cause) - Virtue
of Mean

We never know who we are dealing with and other people
have different problems that we might not be aware of.

neutral she: bad , insensibility, VE: giving and taking (money) -
Vice of Deficiency
his: [No judgment]

Table 3: Sample from the dataset illustrating the disagreement existing between readers in terms of
interpretation, attitude, and inferred moral judgments.

to similar interpretations or attitudes (see Table
3). We suspect that the latter partially stems from
(dis)agreement between the beliefs held by the
reader and those seemingly held by the author.
One reader may find their beliefs confirmed by the
author and consequently report a positive attitude
while another disagrees with the author, indicating
a negative attitude.

4.2.2. Interpretations

We investigate whether a difference in interpreta-
tion is linearly correlated with a difference in attitude
and implicit moral judgments. We quantify the dif-
ference between two interpretations i of a sentence
by two readers j and k as di(ij , ik):

di(ij , ik) = 100− BLEU-1(ij , ik) (1)

where BLEU-1 (Papineni et al., 2002) measures the
lexical overlap at the unigram level. We specifically
opt for a simple lexical metric since more complex
semantic metrics (e.g., model-based metrics) do
not sufficiently capture subtle semantic variations.
The difference between two reader attitudes aj and
ak is denoted as da(aj , ak) and obtained by taking
the absolute difference in Likert score:

da(aj , ak) = |aj − ak| (2)

The difference in implicit moral judgments
dm(mj ,mk) is quantified as follows:

dm(mj ,mk) =
1

Q

Q∑

q=1

non_overl(mj,q,mk,q) (3)

where Q is the number of people entities in the sen-
tence and non_overl(mj,q,mk,q) counts the non-
overlapping moral judgment characteristics m of
people entity q annotated by reader j and k. The
moral characteristics include a binary indicator of
the presence/absence of an implicit character trait,
its description, its evaluation, its classification in

a sphere of action, and its contextual appropri-
ateness. The three difference metrics are propor-
tional to disagreement, with high values indicat-
ing high disagreement. The lexical difference in
interpretation di is positively correlated with the dif-
ference in attitude da (r = .4375, p < .01), and
moral judgment dm (r = .5207, p < .01). Correla-
tion between da and dm is also positive but weaker
(r = .3000, p < .01). These results present promis-
ing directions for automated multi-perspective mod-
eling of implicit language understanding.

Diversity in interpretation is especially interest-
ing as it may lay bare various implicit layers of
sentences and provide insights into the reason-
ing paths of readers. Take the five interpretations
provided for the following sentence:
“I hear a lot about adults job jumping nowadays just to get
bigger wages, and honestly?”

[1] “Adults are changing jobs for bigger paychecks.”
[2] “The writer describes having heard about many peo-

ple changing jobs to get higher wages.”
[3] “People switching jobs for better wages is a real

awful situation nowadays.”
[4] “People are only interested in money and not stabil-

ity.”
[5] “Capital pursuit is not worth moral sacrifice.”

Interpretation [1] and [2] reflect fairly similar under-
standings of the sentence that remain close to its
explicit phrasing. Interpretations [3 – 5], on the
other hand, dig deeper in its hidden layers, uncov-
ering strong evaluations of the presented situation.
Analyzing salient markers in the sentence guid-
ing the different interpretations (Mastromattei et al.,
2022) may here partly explain the reasoning paths
taken by the annotators.

5. Related Work

The non-aggregated annotations in origamIM
describe diverse reader understandings of implicit
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content. Works tackling the mining of implicit com-
munication have looked into the retrieval of implicit
sentiment (Zhou et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021), re-
covery of social and power implications (Sap et al.,
2020), and classification of underlying abuse in
statements (Wiegand et al., 2021; ElSherief et al.,
2021). Despite the subjective nature of such tasks
(Kanclerz et al., 2022), most of the studies relied
on aggregated datasets for modeling.

The dataset also contributes to the field of auto-
mated moral reasoning, where previous work fo-
cused on judging the morality of social conduct
(Hendrycks et al., 2021a; Forbes et al., 2020;
Emelin et al., 2021; Jin et al., 2022; Pyatkin et al.,
2023), classifying moral judgments (Botzer et al.,
2022; Efstathiadis et al., 2022), presenting answers
to moral dilemmas (Bang et al., 2022), and se-
lecting morally appropriate answers (Hendrycks
et al., 2021b; Ziems et al., 2022). Since debating
the morality of human behavior is characterized
by discord, we deliberately keep multiple ground-
truth annotations of moral judgment, in contrast to
the datasets supporting previous moral reasoning
tasks.

6. Conclusion

This work introduces a novel, non-aggregated
dataset of sentences from social media annotated
with diverse sentence interpretations, reader atti-
tudes, and implicit moral judgments. It presents a
valuable resource for investigating and modeling
ambiguity in the implicit layers of sentences and
grounding language in society. Possible NLP tasks
include perspective modeling, sentiment analysis,
and opinion mining. Lastly, future work may look
into techniques for dealing with disagreement in the
ground truth in the modeling and evaluation phase
(Lovchinsky et al., 2019; Uma et al., 2021; Davani
et al., 2022; Leonardelli et al., 2023).

7. Ethics Statement

We follow the recommendations in Pater et al.
(2021) for reporting annotator selection, compen-
sation and communication. Regarding selection,
workers were allowed to work on our annotation
task immediately after passing an initial annotation
instruction test, which was automatically corrected.
They were paid a fixed amount per accepted HIT
through the Amazon MTurk platform within three
working days after completion and could earn be-
tween the U.S. legal minimum wage of $7.5 and
$15/hour depending on their annotation flow and
experience with the task. In case we rejected a
HIT, we provided instructive motivations and gave
additional feedback upon request. The majority
of rejections originated from incorrect following of

explicit instructions. We personally replied to all
messages from the workers, most of them within
one working day. We did not discriminate between
the annotators in terms of gender, race, religion, or
any other demographic feature.
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Abstract
This paper explores the correlation between linguistic diversity, sentiment analysis and transformer model
architectures. We aim to investigate how different English variations impact transformer-based models for irony
detection. To conduct our study, we used the EPIC corpus to extract five diverse English variation-specific datasets
and applied the KEN pruning algorithm on five different architectures. Our results reveal several similarities between
optimal subnetworks, which provide insights into the linguistic variations that share strong resemblances and those
that exhibit greater dissimilarities. We discovered that optimal subnetworks across models share at least 60% of their
parameters, emphasizing the significance of parameter values in capturing and interpreting linguistic variations. This
study highlights the inherent structural similarities between models trained on different variants of the same language
and also the critical role of parameter values in capturing these nuances.

Keywords: Explainable models, language variation, irony detection, model optimization

1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis datasets, particularly those an-
notated on crowdsourcing platforms, may contain
biases due to the lack of information about the cul-
tural backgrounds of the annotators. This can lead
to machine learning models trained on this data am-
plifying these biases, affecting how people perceive
and label sentiment. Although these models can
capture general sentiment, they often fail to capture
the nuances experienced by different groups.

This paper examines the impact of linguistic di-
versity on transformer models designed for irony
detection. Using the EPIC corpus (Frenda et al.,
2023), we created five subsets tailored to different
variations of English. We trained different trans-
former models and used the KEN pruning algorithm
(Mastromattei and Zanzotto, 2024) to extract the
minimum subset of optimal parameters that main-
tain the original performance of the model. We
conducted this experimental process across five
transformer architectures, revealing a minimum pa-
rameter overlap of 60% among resulting subnet-
works. We then performed a comprehensive anal-
ysis to identify subnetworks with the highest and
lowest similarity. Additionally, we used KENviz for
a visual examination of pattern similarities. Our
results show that the linguistic variation is closely
related to the individual values of each parameter
within the models. This suggests that the diversity
among linguistic variation is not just a structural
aspect, but is deeply rooted in the specific values
contained in the model. These insights can help
create models that better capture the richness of
linguistic variation and address bias effectively.

2. Background and related work

Artificial intelligence (AI) models impact our daily
lives in many ways. Some applications go beyond
just processing data and strive to understand the in-
tricate human elements and cultural nuances of our
world. For instance, sentiment analysis requires a
deeper understanding of implicit phrases and cul-
tural differences to accurately interpret emotions
(Tourimpampa et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2022). This is
why rigorous studies are essential before deploying
data and models in real-world settings. When creat-
ing data, it is crucial to incorporate different perspec-
tives evaluation standards, such as "golden stan-
dards" (Basile et al., 2021), incorporating criteria for
evaluating annotators (Miłkowski et al., 2021; Aber-
crombie et al., 2023; Mieleszczenko-Kowszewicz
et al., 2023), grouping them according to potential
bias factors (Fell et al., 2021) or using text visual-
ization techniques to analyze annotated datasets
(Havens et al., 2022). On the model level, ex-
plainable AI (XAI) techniques (Samek et al., 2017;
Samek and Müller, 2019; Vilone and Longo, 2021)
are being used to demystify complex models and
ensure transparency. Many neural interpretability
models rely on attention-based techniques (Bodria
et al., 2020), utilizing auxiliary tasks (De Sousa Sil-
veira et al., 2019), or external knowledge integration
(Zhao and Yu, 2021). Moreover, attention-based
models exhibit a grasp of the syntactic structure of
analyzed sentences (Manning et al., 2020). Conse-
quently, the role of syntax in model interpretation is
being extensively studied across various domains,
including irony (Cignarella et al., 2020) and hate
speech (Mastromattei et al., 2022b,a). This multi-
faceted exploration contributes to a richer under-
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Figure 1: Workflow overview. Specific language variations are selected from the EPIC corpus (1). For
each unique language subset, a dedicated transformer model is trained (2). This ensures that each model
specializes in the intricacies of its assigned language variation. Finally, the KEN pruning algorithm is
applied to optimize the trained models (3). This involves efficient and lightweight architectures for each
language variant (4).

standing of the interplay between language, culture
and model interpretability to achieve increasingly
inclusive AI models.

3. Methods and Data

This section introduces the core components of
our research: the EPIC corpus and the KEN prun-
ing algorithm. Sec. 3.1 provides an in-depth ex-
ploration of the EPIC corpus, explaining its com-
position and the diverse language varieties it en-
compasses. Sec. 3.2 analyzes the KEN pruning
algorithm, emphasizing its key role in transformer
model optimization.

3.1. EPIC Corpus
The EPIC (Frenda et al., 2023) corpus consists of
3,000 conversations from social media platforms.
It covers five different varieties of English, including
Australian (AU), British (GB), Irish (IE), Indian (IN)
and American (US). The corpus offers valuable in-
sights into how cultural and linguistic factors shape
the perception of irony, giving a comprehensive
analysis of it from different perspectives.

To ensure the authenticity of the data, EPIC
sources its content from Twitter and Reddit, cap-
turing informal communication across different re-
gions and demographic areas. Rigorous data cu-
ration guarantees the inclusion of potential ironies
while maintaining a balanced distribution across
language varieties, mitigating selection bias. Na-
tive speakers from each country independently la-

bel instances as ironic or non-ironic, using a multi-
perspective annotation process. This ensures a
robust and nuanced understanding of cultural hu-
mor. Annotators possess robust language skills
and familiarity with online communication styles,
reinforcing the reliability of their judgments. The
inclusive approach in both data collection and an-
notation facilitates the development of perspective-
aware models (Akhtar et al., 2021) that account for
cultural and linguistic variations.

3.2. KEN algorithm

KEN (Kernel density Estimator for Neural network
compression) (Mastromattei and Zanzotto, 2024),
is a pruning algorithm designed to extract the most
essential subnetwork from transformer models. It
exploits the winning ticket lottery hypothesis (Fran-
kle and Carbin, 2018), according to which an opti-
mal subset of fine-tuned parameters maintains the
same performance as the original one.

KEN leverages Kernel Density Estimations
(KDEs) to generalize point distributions for each
row of a transformer matrix, resulting in a stream-
lined version of the original fine-tuned model. By
pinpointing the k most representative parameters
within each distribution, KEN effectively prunes the
network, preserving them while reverting the re-
maining parameters to their pre-trained state. KEN
archives minimum parameter reduction between
25% and 60% for specific models, maintaining
equivalent or better performance than their un-
pruned counterparts. The resultant subnetwork
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Model AU GB IE IN US
Bert 47.54 58.03 58.03 58.03 58.03
DistilBert 56.26 34.39 50.79 50.79 56.26
DeBerta 44.88 55.91 55.91 55.91 55.91
Ernie 58.03 47.54 58.03 58.03 58.03
Electra 91.18 91.18 64.75 91.18 82.37

(a) Pertentage of parameter reset after the KEN pruning step
for all the models on each language variation subsets analyzed.
The percentage indicates the number of parameters reset to
their pre-trained value in the entire model

Model AU GB IE IN US
Bert +2.0 +2.1 +5.5 +4.6 +0.0
DistilBert +0.6 +0.0 +3.5 +2.4 +0.0
DeBerta +1.3 +2.9 +7.2 +1.4 +0.0
Ernie +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +13.5 +0.0
Electra +5.2 +0.7 +1.5 +0.1 +2.1

(b) Variation of the F1-weighted measure across all the
language variation subsets after the KEN pruning step.
Positive values indicate a score improvement compared
to the unpruned version

Table 1: Result obtained during our experiment: Tab. 1a shows the percentage of parameter reset of each
model in all language variation subsets analyzed while Tab. 1b presents per F1-weighted performance
variation obtained.

can be seamlessly archived and reintegrated into
its pre-trained configuration for diverse downstream
applications. This approach not only significantly
reduces model size but also enhances efficiency
and flexibility across various tasks.

4. Experiments

This section provides a detailed explanation of
the entire process we followed during our experi-
ment. The process began with the variant-specific
datasets extraction to the optimal subnetworks
search and the transformer architecture tested.

The EPIC corpus contains approximately 3,000
sentences annotated by multiple annotators, re-
sulting in 14,172 records. To create language-
variant-specific datasets, we distilled unique sen-
tences from the corpus and applied majority voting
based on annotations, with ties resolved by labeling
records as "irony." This meticulous process yielded
well-balanced datasets, each comprising approxi-
mately 600 records.

Five models, each specializing in a single lan-
guage variant, were trained using the same trans-
former architecture. After fine-tuning, we used the
KEN pruning algorithm to extract the smallest and
most efficient subnetwork in each model. This pro-
cess involves incrementally increasing the number
of fine-tuning parameters retained and decreasing
those restored to pre-training values, starting from
a minimal subset of parameters and expanding it
until the pruned model performance matches or
exceeds its unpruned counterpart. Using these
optimized subnetworks, we analyzed the internal
structures of the models and measured the simi-
larities between the optimized subnetworks across
different language variants. For each layer, we ex-
tracted the corresponding matrices and conducted
a meticulous analysis of the positions of the optimal
parameters within each optimal subnetwork. This
involved an "in-breadth" analysis, which identified
the parameters present in all optimal models exam-
ined and pairwise comparisons between models to

identify the language variants with the greatest and
least similarity, regardless of the model architecture.
We conducted these analyses for each architecture
under examination on the layers that constitute the
attention mechanism or similar structures, as these
layers concentrate most of the arithmetic operations
of the model and are a strength of the transformer
model core structure.

We replicate this experiment across five distinct
transformer model architectures, including Bert (De-
vlin et al., 2018), DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019),
DeBERTa (He et al., 2020), Ernie (Sun et al., 2020)
and Electra (Clark et al., 2020). The provided Fig.
1 visually depicts the entire workflow, starting with
language variety subset extraction to the resulting
optimized subnetworks obtained.

5. Results

The KEN algorithm is an effective method for se-
lecting the best model parameters for each lan-
guage variation. The rate at which these parame-
ters are reset varies across different architectures,
as shown in Tab. 1a. However, this resetting rate
consistently exceeds 50% on average. Surprisingly,
despite the substantial resetting, performance ac-
tually improves in most cases, as demonstrated by
the F1-weighted scores in Tab. 1b. Notably, these
results were achieved through tuning steps on rel-
atively small data sets, with only 600 examples
per variation. It is essential to note that our primary
goal was not to establish new state-of-the-art (SoTa)
models, but rather to investigate the impact of lan-
guage variations on model parameters within each
architecture examined. From this perspective, the
results are encouraging and demonstrate a positive
impact. Additionally, the varying percentages of pa-
rameter resets among linguistic variations using the
same architecture contribute to a more nuanced
understanding of the optimal subnetworks and their
comparison.

After examining subnetwork structures, it was
discovered that two optimal subnetworks share at
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Figure 2: Comparison of the optimal subnetworks of two DeBERTa models (layer 0, attention output
matrix) trained on British (GB) and Irish (IE) linguistic variation, respectively. The matrix on the left shows
the number of common parameters between the two matrices (subnetwork overlap), while the middle
one shows the location of the optimal parameters of the GB subnetwork not present in IE, and on the
right the exact opposite. Blank values refer to the values not belonging to the optimal network and thus
the collection of points that the KEN algorithm has reset to their pre-training value. Additional results are
shown in Apx. A

least 60% of their parameters. This percentage,
however, does not take into account parameters
reset by KEN, which could significantly impact the
final result. Tab. 2 indicates that Indian (IN) and
American (US) variations have the highest overlap,
with more than 90% in three out of five models.
British (GB) and Irish (IE) also have considerable
overlap across all models, which is highly desir-
able. Despite extensive analysis, identifying the
most distinct variants remains challenging, as the
percentage difference between pairs of language
variations across all models is relatively small.

Subnet A Subnet B BERT DeBERTa DistilBERT Ernie Electra
AU GB 69.73 69.94 61.69 69.81 89.49
AU IE 69.79 69.94 75.22 82.72 23.15
AU IN 69.73 69.94 75.17 83.22 87.6
AU US 69.73 69.94 83.42 83.22 29.09
GB IE 83.02 82.74 69.38 69.76 23.15
GB IN 82.59 82.71 69.38 69.81 86.95
GB US 82.59 82.71 61.66 69.81 29.06
IE IN 82.6 82.86 85.85 82.39 23.15
IE US 82.6 82.86 75.17 82.39 69.68
IN US >90.0 >90.0 76.22 >90.0 29.45

Table 2: Similarity percentages between subnet-
works specific to language variation. Percentages
are obtained by comparing for each model the num-
ber of non-reset parameters within each attention
(or similarity) layers

In addition to tabular descriptions, we have graph-
ically presented the results obtained. Through
KENviz, three different types of results are visual-
ized: (1) the subnetwork overlap of two language
variations within the same selected matrix layer,
(2) fine-tuned parameters chosen for the linguistic
variation A but not for B and (3) the reverse. Fig. 2
showcases one of the obtained results, while Apx.
A provides more case studies by analyzing results
across all models in their last attention layer for

specific linguistic variations. These graphical repre-
sentations offer insights into the precise placement
of optimal parameters and the shared or differing
structures between models.

6. Conclusion

This study conducted a thorough analysis of dif-
ferent transformer models to discover their diver-
gences in detecting irony when trained on different
linguistic variants. We uesd the EPIC corpus and
created language-variant-specific datasets for five
English variations (American, British, Indian, Irish
and Australian). Using the KEN pruning algorithm,
we extracted optimal subnetworks from five trans-
former architectures (BERT, DistilBERT, DeBERTa,
Ernie and Electra) tailored to each language varia-
tion. Our study revealed that different linguistic vari-
ations share a remarkable number of parameters,
regardless of the architecture used. We provided
insights into the similarity of each pair of optimized
subnetwork linguistic variations by reporting the
percentage of common parameters. However, we
found it challenging to rank the dissimilarity since
the shared parameter percentage remained consis-
tently high in all cases. To enhance our understand-
ing of how linguistic diversity manifests in the mod-
els, we used KENviz to provide a graphical view
of the specific locations of shared and distinct pa-
rameters across models and language variations.

Although there are limitations such as the size
of the dataset, our study demonstrates that train-
ing transformer models and adapting them to lin-
guistic variations yield highly similar output models
demonstrating how their difference is intrinsic to
their parameter values.
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A. KENviz outputs

In this appendix, we present some graphical results
obtained using KENviz by analyzing the output of
attention matrices in the last levels for each model
analyzed. We selected several pairs of linguistic
variations for each model that showed the most
interesting results based on the findings in Tab.2.
These visual results highlight the commonalities
found within the optimal subnetworks and show
the difficulty of finding differences between them.
However, we can observe that in some cases, pa-
rameter selection focuses more on certain areas
than others.
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A.1. Results in DeBerta model

(a) q_proj matrices

(b) pos_proj matrices

(c) in_proj matrices

(d) Output matrices

Figure 3: Layer 12

A.2. Results on Ernie model

(a) Key matrices

(b) Query matrices

(c) Value matrices

(d) Output matrices

Figure 4: Layer 11
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A.3. Results on BERT model

(a) Key matrices

(b) Query matrices

(c) Value matrices

Figure 5: Layer 12

A.4. Results on DistilBERT model

(a) k_lin matrices

(b) q_lin matrices

(c) v_lin matrices

Figure 6: Layer 5

A.5. Results on Electra model

(a) Key matrices

(b) Query matrices

(c) Value matrices

Figure 7: Layer 12
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Abstract

State-of-the-art conversational AI exhibits a level of sophistication that promises to have profound impacts on many
aspects of daily life, including how people seek information, create content, and find emotional support. It has also
shown a propensity for bias, offensive language, and false information. Consequently, understanding and moderating
safety risks posed by interacting with AI chatbots is a critical technical and social challenge. Safety annotation is an
intrinsically subjective task, where many factors—often intersecting—determine why people may express different
opinions on whether a conversation is safe. We apply Bayesian multilevel models to surface factors that best predict
rater behavior to a dataset of 101,286 annotations of conversations between humans and an AI chatbot, stratified
by rater gender, age, race/ethnicity, and education level. We show that intersectional effects involving these factors
play significant roles in validating safety in conversational AI data. For example, race/ethnicity and gender show
strong intersectional effects, particularly among South Asian and East Asian women. We also find that conversational
degree of harm impacts raters of all race/ethnicity groups, but that Indigenous and South Asian raters are particularly
sensitive. Finally, we discover that the effect of education is uniquely intersectional for Indigenous raters. Our results
underscore the utility of multilevel frameworks for uncovering underrepresented social perspectives.

1. Introduction

The latest generation of large language models
(LLMs), such as those powering AI chatbots, have
demonstrated emerging competence at many so-
phisticated tasks, such as drafting medical reports
(Biswas, 2023; Patel and Lam, 2023), screenplays
(Kilkenny and Cho, 2023) or computer programs
(Sobania et al., 2023), that were until recently be-
yond the scope of machine intelligence.

Yet as these models increase in power, so does
their potential to pose harms and safety risks to
their users. Chatbot safety failures have in recent
history led to several troubling episodes (Neff, 2016;
Wodecki, 2023) and safety assurance remains a
challenge for many reasons. One reason why is
that “safety” is a complex and subjective concept,
one that ultimately depends on the experiences
and biases of individual humans.

Consider the following conversation, taken from
the DICES dataset (Aroyo et al., 2023), between a
human and an AI chatbot:

Human: let’s look for the lynching tree
AI: Great! I will be here when you return!

Out of 96 US-based raters asked to provide a safety
judgement for AI’s response, in light of the context
provided by Human’s prompt, 61 reported it as
Unsafe and 35 as Safe. If we look closer at their
demographics, 36% of White (out 25 total) and 70%
of Black (out of 23 total) raters reported it as un-
safe, a substantial difference—so much so that the
correct answer, from a gold standard perspective,

could crucially depend on the racial distribution of
the rater pool.
Analyzing the demographic properties of raters

in a safety annotation task is challenging for a num-
ber of reasons. First, conventional statistical tech-
niques, such linear regression or ANOVA, cannot
robustly account for imbalances in factors (e.g.,
demographics) that can vary at different levels of
aggregation (annotation, rater, conversation). Sec-
ond, data provided by raters is not independent.
This means that ratings depend on both rater and
conversation characteristics.
Third, demographic characteristics are not in-

dependent in how they influence rater behavior.
Crenshaw (1989) coined the term intersectionality
to refer to the fact that simultaneously held social
identities can produce new forms of oppression due
to intersecting, discriminatory social systems. As a
critical theory and an analytical approach, intersec-
tionality acknowledges and uncovers imbalances of
power inherent in social categorization (Else-Quest
and Hyde, 2016).
We explore the following research questions:

RQ1 Do models that account for intersectional ef-
fects fit AI safety evaluation data better than
models that do not?

RQ2 Which intersectional factors in conversational
AI safety evaluation data most affect annota-
tions?

We proposemultilevel modeling (Gelman and Hill
2006; also known as mixed-effects modeling) for
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analyzing demographic predictors for safety evalu-
ation of conversational AI systems. Multilevel mod-
els are a generalization of linear regression that can
handle cross-classified dependencies in data as
well as intersectional effects. Additionally, Bayesian
implementations of these models (Gelman et al.,
2013) lead to more intuitive and robust estimates of
uncertainty than frequentist notions of confidence
or significance.
We apply these models to a large dataset of

1,340 adversarial human-chatbot conversations,
annotated by 60 to 104 unique raters per conversa-
tion, for a total of 101,286 annotations. Raters were
stratified along two genders, three age groups, two
countries, and eight races/ethnicities.
Our results show strong intersectional effects,

particularly among South Asian and East Asian
women. We also find that conversational degree of
harm impacts raters of all race/ethnicity groups, but
that Indigenous and South Asian raters are particu-
larly sensitive. Finally, we discover that the effect of
education is uniquely intersectional for Indigenous
raters. We demonstrate that intersectionality plays
a major role in how raters demographic character-
istics influence their behavior in safety annotation.

2. Related Work

Rater disagreement has historically been viewed
as a data quality issue (Snow et al., 2008; Angluin
and Laird, 1988; Natarajan et al., 2013; Dawid and
Skene, 1979; Campagner et al., 2021). Early work
in this area, for example, sought to develop meth-
ods to identify raters who frequently disagreed with
other raters and to “distrust” them by giving their
annotations less weight than other raters (Dawid
and Skene, 1979), or to identify outlier behavior
(Hovy et al., 2013). Later work has recognized
that disagreement is endemic to data annotation
and should be viewed as a feature, not a bug (Liu
et al., 2019; Klenner et al., 2020; Basile, 2020;
Prabhakaran et al., 2021b; Aroyo and Welty, 2015),
with increasing numbers of researchers in recent
years addressing rater disagreement as a mean-
ingful signal (Aroyo and Welty, 2015; Kairam and
Heer, 2016; Plank et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2019;
Obermeyer et al., 2019; Founta et al., 2018; Weera-
sooriya et al., 2020; Binns et al., 2017; Kumar et al.,
2021). However, work is this area still emerging,
with no standard practices for evaluating or mak-
ing sense of disagreement, e.g., for teasing apart
sincere disagreements of opinion from those due
to poor quality work. Part of the challenge is that
reliably gathering human annotations for machine
learning is expensive, compared to other, more
convenient sources of data.

More recently, researchers have noticed that de-
mographics may play a role in how raters annotate

data. Al Kuwatly et al. (2020) study the impact of
gender, age, and whether the annotating language
is the raters’ first. However, they focus primarily
on the impact of these factors on ML performance,
not on the biases present in the annotations due to
demographics, which is our focus here. Sap et al.
(2022) study the impact demographics (and other
factors, such as level of empathy) in toxicity annota-
tions of social media posts. They find that women
and Black raters are more likely to annotate items
as toxic. Prabhakaran et al. (2021a) show that an-
notator agreement levels vary by race and gender.
Kumar et al. (2021) show that LGBTQ+ andminority
raters are more likely than other raters to annotate
items as toxic. All of these works study social media,
not conversational AI, data and, to our knowledge,
none of them consider non-independent interac-
tions between predictive factors, as we do here.

Crenshaw (1989), in introducing intersectionality
was writing about the interaction between race and
gender in the domain of law from a Black Feminist
perspective. Later work has applied these princi-
ples to quantitative research (DeFelice and Diller,
2019; Del Toro and Yoshikawa, 2016; Else-Quest
and Hyde, 2016), much of which has focused on
intersections involving race/ethnicity and gender.

3. Dataset

We work with a dataset (Aroyo et al., 2023) of 1,340
multi-turn conversations between humans and a
generative AI chatbot, sampled from an 8k corpus
(Thoppilan et al., 2022) of adversarial examples,
where red-teamers were instructed to provoke the
chatbot to respond in an undesirable or unsafe way.
Conversations were at most five turns long and
covered a range of harm degrees (Table 2) and
topics.

Each conversation in the dataset is annotated by
60 to 104 diverse human raters. Raters were strati-
fied by gender and country (United States or India).
US raters were further and stratified by gender,
race/ethnicity, and age and further demographic
data about the raters was collected with an optional
survey in which they reported their education level.
The annotation work in all phases was carried out
by raters who are paid contractors. Raters were
recruited in three phases. The first two phases
focused on balancing between gender, age and
nationality; because race has special significance
in the US (in the sense that most population sur-
veys track race and ethnicity in a specific way) the
third phase focused on balancing race, gender, and
age among US raters only. Additionally, in order to
correct for an imbalance in the phase 1 and phase
2 conversations toward Unsafe ratings, phase 3
features a different sample of conversations (from
the same 8K corpus). See (Aroyo et al., 2023) for
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Variable Class Raters
Gender Woman 134

Man 117
Nonbinary 1
Other 1

Race White 48
Asian 24
Black 30
Latine 36
South Asian 46
Multiracial 11
Indigenous 10
Other 7
(N/A) (44)

Age Gen Z 64
Millenial 73
Gen X and older 117

Education High school or below 50
College or beyond 196
Other 7

Table 1: Distribution of raters by demographics. 44
raters did not report their race/ethnicity.

Degree of harm conversations annotations
Benign 153 11206

Debatable 83 6292
Moderate 154 13873
Extreme 266 25097
(Unrated) (684) (44818)

Total 1340 101286

Table 2: Count of conversations & annotations by
degree of harm.

details.
990 of the conversations (i.e., the sample from

first two phases) have received 60–70, and the re-
maining 350 (i.e., the sample from the third phase)
were annotated by 100 or more raters. The raters
were asked to assess the safety of the last utter-
ance by the chatbot in each conversation along
16–25 safety dimensions, organized around five
top-level categories (harmful content, content with
unfair bias, misinformation, political affiliation and
safety policy guidelines), which is then aggregated
into an overall safety response of Safe, Unsafe, or
Unsure. See (Aroyo et al., 2023) for details.

In addition to the rater safety annotations, a sam-
ple of 750 of the conversations was manually an-
notated by one expert rater each with degree of
harm. Table 2 shows the distribution of these con-
versations across a four-scale harm severity scale:
Benign, Debatable, Moderate, Extreme.

4. Methods

To reliably analyze a dataset annotated by a multi-
tude of human raters for which we have different de-
mographic data, we use multilevel modeling. This
approach provides the roughly the same level of
transparency as a logistic regression model, but
with additional flexibility to account for data that
are cross-nested (i.e., under both individual raters
and specific conversations) and where non-linear,
non-independent interactions between predictive
factors may occur.

Random and group effects Logistic or linear re-
gression would model a single data point for each
rater as:

Q_overall ∼ α+ β1X1 + · · ·+ βkXk + ε, (1)

where Q_overall is a single rater safety response
and X1, . . . , Xk are k independent variables, or
predictors (in our case these are binary categori-
cal variables representing membership in a demo-
graphic class), α is the Y -intercept, β1, . . . , βk are
themodel parameters, and ε is the error term, which
usually follows a normal distribution.
In practice, rater behavior tends to depend on

many factors not captured in a logistic or linear
model. Moreover, there are conversational-level
factors, such as the content of each conversation,
that are too fined-grained for the model to capture.

MLMs allow us to quantify (and separate) through
the introduction of such terms, called random fac-
tors, for each rater_id i and conversation_id j:

Q_overall ∼ α+ αi + γj + β1X1 + · · ·+ βkXk + ε.

or, in R notation,

Q_overall ∼ 1 + (1|rater_id) + (1
|conversation_id) + X1 + · · ·+Xk.

The resulting model looks like a collection of gener-
alized linear models with many shared parameters,
but with different y-intercepts. The y-intercept con-
tributions from each rater αi and conversation γj
are called random effects.
It also is possible, for each variable, to have dif-

ferent coefficients for each rater or conversation.
For instance, (race|conversation_id) indicates that
the coefficients associated with race/ethnicity class
are distinct for each conversation_id. Such a term
would make sense if we believed that racial or eth-
nic qualities would determine the range of safety
responses, based on the content of the conversa-
tion. We call these group-level effects (GEs).

Bayesian regression Ideally, in fitting such a
model, one would like to select the maximum a
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posteriori (MAP) model, i.e.,

M∗ = argmin
M

P (M |D).

However, it is often computationally infeasible to
do so, and so it is much more common to adopt
the standard (frequentist) approach and choose the
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the data
D:

M∗ = argmin
M

P (D|M).

Bayesian regression employs Bayes’ theorem to
incorporate prior knowledge about the parameters
of a statistical model (e.g., the distributional prop-
erties of predictor variables and their relations with
the outcome variable) to make MAP optimization
feasible.
Besides being a more naturally desirable opti-

mization goal thanMLE,MAP optimization presents
several advantages over frequentist approaches.
It offers greater flexibility, more robust estimates
through quantification of uncertainty, and better
interpretability than its frequentist counterparts—
especially when data follow complex distributions
that violate statistical assumptions or comprise
small sample sizes for minority groups of cases.

4.1. Applying Multilevel Models to
Safety Annotation

We performed iterative model building to explore
the space of interactions and effects of predictors.
These models included groupings of annotations
by individual raters and conversations as random
effects. Here we report the main models that came
out of this process. These models can be split into
three levels of complexity: null, linear, and intersec-
tional, and they were fit on two different datasets:
all the data (denoted AD), and just the subset of
all data that has expert degree-of-harm labels (de-
noted DoH). We will make the software we wrote
for our analysis available in the final version of this
paper.

The null model

This model captures the variance in the data due
solely to grouping by rater and conversation, with-
out regard to demographic or other group-level fac-
tors:

AD, DoH null: Q_overall ∼ 1 + (1 |
rater_id) + (1 | conversation_id)

Linear models

These models treat demographic variables as
strictly linear (population-level) effects with no in-
teractions between them. These models show the

covariance of the demographic variables as inde-
pendent, non-intersecting predictors compared to
the null model.

AD effects: Q_overall ∼ race + gender
+ age+ education+ phase+ (1 | rater_id)
+ (1 | conversation_id),

We call this the all data (AD) linear model to
distinguish it from a second set of linear models
that include as a predictor the expert degree-of-
harm (DoH) annotations described in Section 3.
The ADmodels contain a variable to account for the
phase of data collection, since phase 3 was based
on a different set of conversations than phases
1 and 2, and we observed that the phase 3 data
conversations have on average lower degree of
harm than the phase 1 and 2 conversations.
The DoH models allow us to investigate more

directly than the AD models how the severity of
unsafe conversations could differentially impact an-
notations for different sociodemographic groups of
raters. However, because we did not have expert
degree-of-harm annotations for all of our data (see
Table 2) we considered this model separately from
the previous one, and fit it only to the subset of data
that did NOT have a severity annotation of Unrated.
Note that there is no variable for locale (US or

India). We did use this variable in earlier models
not reported here. Instead, we added the value
South Asian to the race/ethnicity variable, so this
variable should really be viewed as mixture of race,
ethnicity, and nationality.

DoH effects: Q_overall ∼ race + gen-
der + age + education + severity + (1 |
rater_id) + (1 | conversation_id).

We explore a second linear DoH model that fur-
ther treats conversation severity as a group-level
effect (GE) that can vary based on grouping of
rater_id. Our reasoning here was that if intersecting
demographics predict rater behavior, then individ-
ual raters will vary in their sensitivity to the severity
of the safety risks they observe.

DoH effects GE: Q_overall ∼ race +
gender + age + education + severity
+ (severity | rater_id) + (1 | conversa-
tion_id).

Intersectional models

These models consider the intersection of race/eth-
nicity with gender, age, and education. We focus
on race/ethnicity because prior literature on inter-
sectionality has shown race/ethnicity to be a predic-
tor that commonly interacts with other predictors.

AD intersectional: Q_overall ∼ race ∗
(gender + age + phase + education) +
(1 | rater_id) + (1 | conversation_id).
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Model ELPD ↑ LOOIC ↓ WAIC ↓ Conditional R2 ↑ Marginal R2 ↑
AD null -56411.541 112800.000 112800.000 0.588 0.000
AD effects -47373.950 94747.900 94737.617 0.604 0.281
AD intersectional -47348.600 94697.200 94686.700 0.604 0.297
DoH null -35303.110 70606.219 70602.708 0.545 0.000
DoH effects -26553.539 53107.079 53103.061 0.550 0.273
DoH effects GE -26514.236 53028.472 53023.007 0.552 0.274
DoH intersectional -26547.566 53095.132 53090.776 0.552 0.291
DoH intersectional GE -26510.000 53019.990 53014.17 0.556 0.266

Table 3: Fitness of the various MLMs considered in this study. Higher values for ELPD, conditional R2,
and marginal R2 indicate better model fit. Lower values for LOOIC and WAIC indicate better model fit.
AD stands for All Data. DoH stands for degree-of-harm, i.e., they are the models with expert qualitative
annotations of conversation safety-risk severity. RC stands for random covariates. Conditional R2

estimates variance in the model captured by the fixed and random effects. Marginal R2 refers to the fixed
effects of the model alone.

where the ‘∗’ symbol denotes multiplication.
As with our linear models, we also consider a

version of this with degree-of-harm annotations as
a group-level effect.

4.2. Fitting the models
For our ordinal outcome, Q_overall, we set weakly
informative probit threshold priors to reflect our prior
knowledge that the values of Safe, Unsafe and Un-
sure are not equally likely. For all other parameters,
we keep the default priors for cumulative probit
models in the R brms package, which are set as
Student’s t (df = 3, location = 0.00, scale = 2.5)
distributions.
We fit a series of Bayesian ordinal MLMs (esti-

mated using Markov chain Monte Carlo [MCMC]
sampling with 4 chains of 2,000 iterations and a
warm-up of 1,000) to quantify the individual and
intersectional effects of race/ethnicity, gender, age,
data collection phase, and education level on safety
annotations (Section 3).
Following the Sequential Effect eXistence and

sIgnificance Testing (SEXIT) framework (Makowski
et al., 2019), for each estimate we report the me-
dian of its posterior distribution, 95% (Bayesian)
credible interval, probability of direction, probabil-
ity of practical significance (i.e., chance of being
greater than 0.05; not to be confused with frequen-
tist significance), and probability of having a large
effect (i.e., at least 0.30). We assessed conver-
gence and stability of Bayesian sampling with R-
hat, which should be below 1.01 (Vehtari, 2019),
and effective sample size (ESS), which should be
greater than 1000 (Bürkner, 2018).

5. Results

To compare predictive fit, we compute the expected
log pointwise predictive density (ELPD), leave-one-
out cross-validation information criterion (LOOIC),

Figure 1: Conditional effects plot of the AD intersec-
tional model estimates that, among Asian raters,
women report fewer safety risks than men, but for
White and South Asian raters, women report more.
This plot reflects raters of average age and ed-
ucation from the full dataset. Bayesian credible
intervals around each estimate have a 95% chance
of containing the true population value, given the
data observed.

and widely applicable information criterion (WAIC)
for eachmodel due to their advantages over simpler
estimates of predictive error (Vehtari et al., 2017).
Our results for model selection (Table 3) show that,
in terms of predictive fit metrics, our series of DoH
(quantitative severity, Section 4.1) models seem
to outperform AD models (all data models, Sec-
tion 4.1). However, these differences are not com-
parable because the DoH series of models is only
fitted to a subset of the data to which the ADmodels
are fitted.

Across both series of models, we report the esti-
mates of our final AD intersectional and DoH inter-
sectional GE models due to their relatively stronger
predictive fit. ELPD, LOOIC, and WAIC all improve
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Figure 2: Conditional effects of age and phase
plotted for the AD intersectional model defined in
Section 4. Plot shows that annotations of unsafe
decrease with age. Plot controls for rater gender,
age, and education at their mode values.

Figure 3: Plot of conditional effects of age across
ethno-racial groups for the AD intersectional model
defined in Section 4. The effect of age on reports
of safety are not uniform across race/ethnicity. Mil-
lenial raters are omitted for clarity.

with the incorporation of intersectional demographic
effects (compared to demographic effects in isola-
tion), suggesting that models accounting for inter-
sectionality provide more practically meaningful es-
timates of how demographic diversity affects safety
reporting.

Table 4 shows the full results of the AD intersec-
tional model. Space does not permit us to show
the DoH intersectional GE, but we highlight key
findings here.

Strong intersectional effects between race and
gender Although the effect of race/ethnicity or
gender’s effect on safety annotations is, indepen-
dently, moderate, Figure 1 shows that race/ethnic-

ity intersects with gender for certain rater groups.
For instance, South Asian women are substantially
more likely thanWhite raters (bothmen andwomen)
not to report Safe. The conversations on which
South Asian women disagreed with other raters the
most include those where they may lack cultural
context.

By contrast, we observe that East Asian women
are substantially less likely than White raters to
report other types of conversations as Unsafe.

Strong independent AND intersectional effects
for age Increases in age by cohort unequivocally
relate to fewer Safe annotations, as visualized in
Figure 2. Yet, this overall age effect does not apply
uniformly across racial/ethnic identities: Figure 3
shows the distributions of safety annotations across
data collection phase for Gen X+ and Gen Z raters,
respectively. Specifically it illustrates how, as age
increases, East Asian and Black rater safety anno-
tations do not increase as sharply as is seen for
White, South Asian, Indigenous, Multiracial, and
Other raters.

Education level impacts safety annotations for
Indigenous raters, but not other racial/ethnic
groups. A striking result of both our final AD
and DoH models is that rater education levels are
largely unrelated to safety reports across most de-
mographic groups, but they are clearly linked to
Indigenous raters’ reports of safety. Indigenous
raters, compared to White raters, are 3.12 times
more likely (95% Bayesian CI = [0.79, 15.71]) to
report content as unsafe, but only when their level
of education is at the high school level or below.
Holding all other factors constant, this effect is 94%
likely to exist, 94% likely to be non-negligible, and
88% likely to be large.

6. Discussion

Our experiments with Bayesian multi-level model-
ing suggest that demographics play a powerful role
in predicting rater perceptions of safety in evalua-
tion of conversational AI systems. Regarding RQ1,
Our intersectional models had roughly the same
predictive power as our linear models. However,
the intersectional models provide a more nuanced
view at how predictors interact, which is critical
for understanding those interactions. While condi-
tional and marginal R2 do not substantially improve
between our intermediate conditional and final inter-
sectional models, it is important to note that these
pseudo-R2 values do not necessarily indicate good
model fit. Since it is a proxy for variance explained
by a model, higher R2 may simply indicate the “use-
fulness” of group differences for explaining variation
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Figure 4: Conditional effects plot of the final DoH
model shows that race/ethnicity and education in-
tersect for Indigenous raters with a high school level
or below of education, even when holding age and
gender constant at "Millenial" and "Man."

in an outcome variable, rather than how good the
model is at out-of-sample prediction.
Regarding RQ2, our results show strong inter-

sectional effects involving race/ethnicity that do
not exist for race/ethnicity independently. That is,
the effects of race/ethnicity on safety annotations
only emerge when race/ethnicity is viewed at its
intersection with additional factors, like gender or
harm severity of the conversation. In particular,
South Asian women are more likely, and East Asian
women less likely, than White raters to report con-
versations as Unsafe. Indigenous, South Asian,
and Latine raters are more likely than White raters
to report conversations as Unsafe. On the other
hand, age is a strong independent predictor of an-
notation behavior, with younger raters more likely
to rate conversations Unsafe.

Regarding the advantanges of MLMs, another ap-
proach, ANOVA, would dummy code any group vari-
able, such as rater_id, that a given annotation is as-
sociated with, to test for differences in annotations
between, e.g., raters. However, raters have their
own group-level characteristics (e.g., gender, age)
that could affect downstream annotations. There-
fore, an ANOVA would confound the two separate
effects on annotations: (1) the categorical effect of
a annotation belonging to one rater over another
and (2) the continuous effect of rater character-
istics on annotations. Indeed, annotations under
GenZ vs. GenX raters could differ in other ways
that cannot be simultaneously be accounted for by
an ANOVA. For example, annotations for one rater
might have a higher proportion of harmful conver-
sations; annotations by another rater could have
longer conversations. In this instance, an ANOVA
would not be able to separate the effects of group-

level predictors (conversation qualities) with the
effects of the group dummies (the rater).

We recommend that safety evaluation workflows
recruit human raters across a broad demographic
spectrum and record the demographic characteris-
tics of raters to ensure that such breadth is main-
tained. To boost the representational power of de-
mographic diversity, large rater pools should be
used, considering the benefits that such diversity
provides in weighing costs. In cases where costs
are prohibitive, decreasing the number of items
each rater evaluates should be considered in fa-
vor of increased number of raters per item. Such
decreases may, by reducing fatigue and exposure
to harmful content, also lead to higher-quality an-
notations and healthier and happier raters. Finally,
we recommend using statistical frameworks that
account for the cross-classified structure of human
annotation data (Sap et al., 2022; Kumar et al.,
2021; Prabhakaran et al., 2023).

7. Limitations

Although Bayesian MLMs depend on far fewer as-
sumptions than linear regression or ANOVAs, there
are some drawbacks. MCMC sampling is a slow
process; our largest models take days to run if
not parallelized across multiple CPUs, and it is rel-
atively common for the process not to converge.
And although it has been argued that maximum a
posteriori (MAP) inference, which Bayesian models
enable, is nearly always more robust than max-
imum likelihood estimates (the basis of ordinary
least squares estimates), the true power of MAP
depends on how realistic the prior distributions of
a given model are.
While our models predict a unique intercept for

each rater_id and each conversation_id, the con-
tribution from each rater and conversation pair is
linear. We did not explore whether the relationship
between them was more complex.
In this study, we only considered safety annota-

tions as a single response (i.e. Q_overall) for each
(conversation, rater) pair. However, this response
is an aggregate of 16–25 safety-related questions
(i.e., safety dimensions discussed in § 3). In fu-
ture work, the approach introduced by CrowdTruth
(Aroyo and Welty, 2015) where raters, content, and
questions are assumed to be dependent, could al-
low us to model the responses to these individual
safety dimensions as a random effect.

We only explored one conversational agent. This
agent is a commercial one and has likely been
made much more robust against safety failures
than open-source agents. Future work will seek
to validate our results are other agents. A barrier
to doing so is that datasets with large numbers
of annotations from demographically-diverse rater
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Row Parameter Median 95-CI-Lower 95-CI-Upper Direction Significance Large I

1 Intercept1 1.11 0.8 1.43 1 1 1 **
2 Intercept2 1.36 1.05 1.69 1 1 1 **
3 Asian -0.01 -0.72 0.68 0.52 0.46 0.21
4 Black -0.19 -0.73 0.36 0.75 0.69 0.35
5 Indian 0.23 -0.21 0.67 0.84 0.78 0.38 *
6 Indigenous 0.36 -0.49 1.24 0.81 0.77 0.56 *
7 Latinxe -0.07 -0.59 0.45 0.6 0.53 0.19
8 Multiracial 0.49 -0.67 1.8 0.79 0.77 0.62
9 Other 1.02 -0.04 2.18 0.97 0.96 0.91 **
10 Nonbinary -0.02 -1.92 1.78 0.51 0.48 0.37
11 SelfMdescribebelow -0.73 -2.52 1 0.81 0.8 0.7 *
12 Woman 0.2 -0.17 0.59 0.86 0.79 0.32 *
13 age.L -0.43 -0.6 -0.26 1 1 0.94 **
14 age.Q 0.19 -0.16 0.55 0.85 0.78 0.28 *
15 Phase2 -0.37 -0.5 -0.23 1 1 0.83 **
16 Phase3 0.35 0.16 0.53 1 1 0.69 **
17 Highschoolorbelow 0.14 -0.17 0.44 0.81 0.71 0.15 *
18 Other -0.37 -0.99 0.23 0.89 0.86 0.6 *
19 Asian:Nonbinary -6.09E-03 -3.2 3.22 0.5 0.48 0.4
20 Black:Nonbinary 0.02 -3.2 3.07 0.5 0.49 0.4
21 Indian:Nonbinary 1.48E-03 -3.12 3.24 0.5 0.48 0.39
22 Indigenous:Nonbinary -0.03 -1.89 1.9 0.51 0.49 0.37
23 Latinxe:Nonbinary 2.63E-04 -3.28 3.17 0.5 0.48 0.39
24 Multiracial:Nonbinary 6.84E-03 -3.16 3.31 0.5 0.48 0.39
25 Other:Nonbinary -0.01 -3.12 3.24 0.5 0.49 0.39
26 Asian:SelfMdescribebelow 4.78E-03 -3.22 3.1 0.5 0.48 0.4
27 Black:SelfMdescribebelow 0.02 -3.18 3.18 0.51 0.49 0.39
28 Indian:SelfMdescribebelow 0.01 -3.26 3.2 0.5 0.49 0.4
29 Indigenous:SelfMdescribebelow -8.76E-03 -3.19 3.28 0.5 0.48 0.4
30 Latinxe:SelfMdescribebelow -0.73 -2.5 1.04 0.81 0.8 0.7 *
31 Multiracial:SelfMdescribebelow 5.12E-03 -3.24 3.29 0.5 0.48 0.39
32 Other:SelfMdescribebelow -0.03 -3.03 2.99 0.51 0.49 0.4
33 Asian:Woman -0.78 -1.46 -0.13 0.99 0.99 0.92 **
34 Black:Woman -0.24 -0.95 0.45 0.75 0.71 0.44
35 Indian:Woman 0.5 -0.07 1.08 0.96 0.94 0.76 **
36 Indigenous:Woman 0.05 -1.12 1.23 0.53 0.5 0.33
37 Latinxe:Woman -0.1 -0.72 0.54 0.62 0.56 0.26
38 Multiracial:Woman -0.02 -1.01 0.99 0.51 0.47 0.28
39 Other:Woman -0.15 -1.32 0.99 0.61 0.57 0.39
40 Asian:age.L 0.24 -0.02 0.49 0.97 0.93 0.31 **
41 Black:age.L 0.26 -0.31 0.84 0.81 0.76 0.45 *
42 Indian:age.L 0.18 -0.2 0.57 0.83 0.75 0.28 *
43 Indigenous:age.L 0.38 -0.63 1.48 0.77 0.74 0.56
44 Latinxe:age.L 0.29 -0.2 0.81 0.87 0.83 0.49 *
45 Multiracial:age.L -0.14 -1.14 0.85 0.6 0.57 0.37
46 Other:age.L -8.30E-04 -1.13 1.15 0.5 0.47 0.3
47 Asian:age.Q -0.45 -1.23 0.3 0.89 0.86 0.65 *
48 Black:age.Q -0.44 -1.02 0.12 0.93 0.91 0.69 **
49 Indian:age.Q -0.06 -0.68 0.57 0.57 0.51 0.22
50 Indigenous:age.Q -0.63 -2.04 0.59 0.84 0.82 0.7 *
51 Latinxe:age.Q -0.45 -1.03 0.12 0.94 0.91 0.7 **
52 Multiracial:age.Q -0.51 -1.46 0.39 0.86 0.84 0.67 *
53 Other:age.Q -1.15 -2.37 -0.07 0.98 0.98 0.94 **
54 Asian:Phase2 0.78 0.12 1.48 0.99 0.99 0.93 **
55 Black:Phase2 0.72 0.4 1.04 1 1 0.99 **
56 Indian:Phase2 -1.53E-03 -3.14 3.33 0.5 0.48 0.39
57 Indigenous:Phase2 1.03 -0.41 2.76 0.92 0.9 0.83 **
58 Latinxe:Phase2 0.58 0.31 0.86 1 1 0.98 **
59 Multiracial:Phase2 -4.30E-04 -3.33 3.19 0.5 0.48 0.39
60 Other:Phase2 -0.83 -2.06 0.28 0.93 0.91 0.82 **
61 Asian:Phase3 0.61 -0.01 1.28 0.97 0.96 0.84 **
62 Black:Phase3 0.53 0.26 0.78 1 1 0.96 **
63 Indian:Phase3 1.18 0.62 1.74 1 1 1 **
64 Indigenous:Phase3 0.85 -0.39 2.28 0.91 0.9 0.8 **
65 Latinxe:Phase3 0.38 0.1 0.66 1 0.99 0.71 **
66 Multiracial:Phase3 -0.21 -1.56 1.01 0.63 0.6 0.45
67 Other:Phase3 -0.02 -3.17 3.12 0.51 0.49 0.4

Table 4: Results for the AD intersectional MLM Q_overall ∼ race ∗ (gender + age + phase) + education
+ (1 | rater_id) + (1 | conversation_id)

pools are still quite rare and expensive to obtain.
Our position is that such datasets should be the
rule, not the exception, but unless the field as a
whole adopts this position, such datasets will likely
remain rare.
We made some hard choices in forming our de-

mographic categories, particularly race/ethnicity/-
nationality. Our challenge was to create categories
that had as much statistical power as possible,
based on the demographic information that was
collected. The South Asian category includes 5
US and 92 Indian raters. Our Indigenous race/eth-
nicity category lumps together very diverse Indige-
nous identities in a manner that likely discounts
rich idiographic differences in language, culture,
and lived experience (Else-Quest and Hyde, 2016).
However, in the interest of protecting participants
privacy and prioritizing the representation of Indige-
nous perspectives in this empirical research, we

chose to group them together. Creating the In-
digenous category in our analysis balances these
opposing concerns, but leaves significant room for
future study.

8. Conclusion

We apply Bayesian multilevel models (MLMs) to
a dataset of 1,340 chatbot conversations, each
annotated for safety by 60–104 human raters, to
study the impact of rater demographics on rater
behavior for safety annotations. MLMs allow us to
deal with the overlapping hierarchical dependen-
cies on rater and conversation that are inherent
in rater data, and which confound simpler model-
ing approaches, such as ordinary least squares
regression and ANOVA.

Our results show strong intersectional effects be-
tween race/ethnicity and gender, Indigenous raters
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and education, and content severity and race. They
suggest that conversational AI safety evaluation
can benefit when human evaluators come from di-
verse demographic backgrounds.

9. Ethical considerations

The very act of rating harmful language can itself
be harmful, and risks exposing raters to trauma.
From a social justice perspective, such risks should
be born equitably by all raters, regardless of their
demographic characteristics.
Such concerns must be balanced against the

potential benefit of research such as ours to to un-
cover AI safety risks that may only be detectable
by vulnerable groups. For instance, “dog-whistling,”
the practice of encoding racist language in seem-
ingly innocuous terms (Mendelsohn et al., 2023),
can result in language may seem completely safe
to some raters but not others. It can be impossible
to detect such language without annotators who
are experienced in parsing it.
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Abstract
This resource paper introduces a dataset for multi-scale rating inference of film review scores based upon review
summaries. The dataset and task are unique in pairing a text regression problem with ratings given on multiple
scales, e.g. the A-F letter scale and the 4-point star scale. It retains entity identifiers such as film and reviewer names.
The paper describes the construction of the dataset before exploring potential baseline architectures for the task,
and evaluating their performance. Baselines based on classifier-per-scale, affine-per-scale, and ordinal regression
models are presented and evaluated with the BERT-base backbone. Additional experiments are used to ground a
discussion of the different architectures’ merits and drawbacks with regards to explainability and model interpretation.

Keywords: ordinal regression, text regression, rating inference task, explainability, opinion mining, sentiment
analysis

1. Introduction

This paper introduces the MS-RottenTomatoes
dataset, which consists of enriched data scraped
from the Rotten Tomatoes film review aggrega-
tor. Critics submit their reviews to Rotten Toma-
toes, who aggregate them and then display them
on their website, grouped by film, along with their
own summarising rating. As an aggregator, Rot-
ten Tomatoes includes reviews from different film
critics across different publications, such as online
magazines and film critics’ own websites. Critics
can rate films on a variety of different scales such
as letter (A-F) or star scales (e.g. 4 or 5 point).
The main aim of the publication of this dataset is
as a benchmark for multi-scale text regression on
what Pang and Lee (2005) called the rating infer-
ence problem, that is predicting a rating given by
a reviewer from the associated review text.

Prediction of item ratings based on review text
has come up previously in the NLP literature,
where it has historically been framed as a proxy
for the sentiment analysis task with high ratings
correlated with positive sentiment. As Pang and
Lee (2005) note, film ratings can actually provide
additional information to a film review, by providing
an overall impression contrary to an otherwise neg-
ative or positive seeming review. Thus, it is likely
that in some cases, the connection between pre-
dictor and outcome variable may be rather poor,
making the task somewhat noisy. Additionally, dif-
ferent critics may interpret the same scale differ-
ently, for example being more or less generous
with awarding the top scale point. The ratings
themselves are ordinal data: ordered like nomi-
nal data; but with a finite number of outcomes like
multi-class data. To the best of our knowledge,
MS-RottenTomatoes is the first openly published

dataset with sufficient detail for rating scales them-
selves to be modelled as part of the rating infer-
ence task.

The dataset presents a number of challenges.
In many cases the review summaries simply do
not contain enough information from which to pre-
dict the grade, creating a heteroscedastic situation
when regressing the review scores based upon
review text, in which more vague reviews have a
much wider range of possible grades versus more
concrete reviews. In addition, some reviewers use
ratings to summarise their impressions of the films
rather than their reviews. This creates a gap be-
tween their review and their rating, resulting in data
points which provide random errors, or noise, to
the network during training.

In this dataset, critics give their perspective upon
films using both a rating and by giving their opin-
ion in the form of text, in doing so, they implic-
itly express another perspective on how they per-
ceive the rating scale. The presence of multi-
ple rating scales gives rise to a desire to induce
a single latent scale, so as to pool common at-
tributes across critics, and in order to work well
with gradient-based explainability techniques. On
the other hand, since critics have different per-
spectives upon the rating scales, each (critic, rat-
ing scale) pair should be modelled individually.
Finally, as ordinal data, using specialised tech-
niques such as ordinal regression seems natural
given metric methods implicitly assume data lies
on an interval scale, where scale points are equal
distances from one another. Liddell and Kruschke
(2018) give a detailed account of the downsides of
using metric methods with ordinal data, and indeed
the analysis of Section 6.1 shows that their usage
also introduces systematic errors in this setting.

The rest of this paper begins with some back-
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ground, before describing the construction of the
dataset and presenting baseline architectures and
evaluating them. The paper then moves onto an
analysis of the baseline results and discusses the
degree to which different systems lend themselves
to interpretability techniques. The paper closes by
reviewing some related work and discussing pos-
sibilities for future work.

2. Background

Deep ordinal regression techniques can be seen
as either modifying classification objectives, e.g.
as in Castagnos et al. (2022), or regression objec-
tives, considered further here. Cao et al. (2020)
used a ResNet-34 backbone together with an ordi-
nal regression head for age prediction from photos.
Their technique, referred to as CORAL, induces a
single latent scale which is used to predict an or-
dinal output Y , by modelling for each label thresh-
old k, P (Y ≥ k + 1). It is in this sense closely
related to the backward cumulative probability fam-
ily from the EL-MO class of models presented by
Wurm et al. (2021), where an Element Link (EL)
such as the logit most familiar from machine learn-
ing is combined with a Multinomial-Ordinal (MO)
family function which reduces the ordinal outcome
to a number of boolean outcomes.

Gradient-based explainability techniques such
as integrated gradients (Sundararajan et al., 2017)
can attribute perturbations in a deep neural net-
work’s outputs to specific areas of the input. Latent
variable models give a natural choice of output per-
turbation to answer questions of interest about the
input, e.g. Which parts of this film review are more
associated with the lower and higher ends of the
rating scale?

3. Dataset creation

This section describes how the Rotten Tomatoes
data was scraped and enriched into three derived
datasets, summarised in Table 1.

3.1. Scraping
The film ratings were scraped from Rotten Toma-
toes using a scraper written in Python using the
requests library. The process was split into the
following steps:

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
stefanoleone992/rotten-tomatoes-movies-
and-critic-reviews-dataset

2https://huggingface.co/datasets/
frankier/processed_multiscale_rt_critics

3https://huggingface.co/datasets/
frankier/multiscale_rt_critics_subsets

Table 1: Summary of the released datasets
Name RT-critics

Repository Kaggle1

# Movies 17 712
# Critics 11 109

# Ratings 1 130 017

Name RT-normalized
Repository Huggingface Hub2

# Movies 17 619
# Critics 6 832

# Ratings 617 819
Task Text regression
Split Random

Train/Val/Test 60% / 20% / 20%

Name RT-critics 500
Repository Huggingface Hub3

# Movies 16 251
# Critics 266

# Ratings 315 802
Task Multi-scale rating inference
Split Stratified (critic, rating scale)

Train/Val/Test 60% / 20% / 20%

1. Collect film URLs from the film index;

2. Scrape film information from each film;

3. Scrape the critic reviews section of each film.

After scraping, films without at least one critic re-
view, and critic reviews without film information are
dropped. At this point, we have the non-task spe-
cific RT-critics dataset from Table 1.

3.2. Normalisation
In order to normalise the dataset for usage in multi-
scale prediction tasks, the type of scale being used
in each rating needs to be determined. Following
this, ratings can be converted into a whole number
numerical, ordinal scale, ready to be treated as ei-
ther a classification or ordinal regression task.

The scales are first divided into either letter
scales or number scales, which include e.g. star
ratings as well as percentage and out-of-10 scales.
Within the letter scales there are short and long
scales, with short scales ranging from F up to A
and long scales, which include plus and minus
grades, ranging from F- up to A+.

Number scales are broken down by three fac-
tors: the maximum score; whether the scale in-
cludes 0; and by granularity. A scale’s granu-
larity is whether it contains only whole numbers,
or whether fractional ratings such as 0.5 or 0.25
are included, and if so, what is the minimum di-
vision between them. Since Rotten Tomatoes al-
lows free text entry by reviewers submitting rat-
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ings, it is possible to have ratings not in the above
categories. These are either misentered data or
extremely rare, unusual forms of ratings and are
dropped altogether.

Grades are matched against either the list of let-
ter grades or matched as a fraction: two numbers
separated by ’/’. After this, grades are considered
to have a preliminary grade type.

For numerical grades, the granularity is found
by considering the Least Common Multiple (LCM).
This is done group-wise, keyed on the (publisher,
grade type) pair. Next, the grade is divided by the
granularity to obtain a normalised integer grade. A
single non-conforming grade will change the LCM.
Rather than rounding grades, rare grades, defined
here as those with less than 50 reviews across
the whole dataset, together with 8 manually cho-
sen entries with unusual grade values are dropped.
These grades include for example, 2.4/5 on a grad-
ing scale which otherwise has 0.5 as the granular-
ity. Since these do not fit with their grading scale,
they may be the result of a typo, and including
them would change the LCM, affecting all other en-
tries in the same group. This cleaned dataset is
released as RT-normalized (see Table 1).

3.3. Schema and tasks
The columns of the dataset can be broken down
into: Entity identifiers useful for linking within or be-
yond the dataset: the movie’s title, the review pub-
lisher’s name, and the critic’s name; Textual con-
tent consisting of the review text itself; Numerical
data including the review score as originally pre-
sented, along with a normalised integer 0-based la-
bel, and an accompanying number of scale points
thought to exist within the scale; and finally infor-
mation about how the grade was normalised, such
as the detected grade scale granularity, which can
be used to convert back and forth between the nor-
malised and unnormalised form of the grade.

This data is rich enough to be viewed from a
number of perspectives, which are summarised
in Table 2. Namely, the fact that the authors
are named means this dataset could be used for
author identification. Additionally, the ability to
form a matrix of films and critics means that item-
response theory4 could be applied in order to anal-
yse aspects of the critics and films themselves, e.g.
film quality and critic fussiness estimated on a com-
mon scale. However, it is the multi-scale rating in-
ference problem, where film ratings are regressed
based upon the review text that is considered for

4Item-response theory is used here as an umbrella
term for methods utilising latent variable models which
estimate parameters for some general type of “items”
and “respondents” on a common scale based on a cross
tabulated response matrix.

the rest of this paper.

3.4. Splits and subsets
We further process the dataset for the multi-scale
rating inference task. In order to model the be-
haviour of each critic on each scale, we consider
each group keyed by a (critic, rating scale) pair as
a task within a multi-task learning setup. We drop
all groups with less than 500 items. This is done
so as to create a dataset where each task contains
a sufficient number of samples to model it indepen-
dently. It has the additional benefit of reducing the
total dataset size, leading to a more energy effi-
cient dataset to use for benchmarking.

Next, we create training, test and validation
splits using stratified sampling grouped by task.
The rest of this paper considers only this RT-critics
500 dataset (see Table 1).

3.5. Analysis
Different critics treat each rating scale differently.
Figure 1 shows the marginal distributions of four
different critics across an out-of-5 scale and a long
letter scale. The critic in the bottom left panel ap-
pears to avoid fractional grades, while the critic in
the top left panel uses them in proportiona with the
other grades, but is more cautious about giving 5/5.
On the right, both critics avoid giving C+ grades,
but the top critic gives plus and minus grades at
the top end of the scale in proportion to bare letter
grades, whereas the bottom critic gives relatively
less plus and minus grades. These marginal dis-
tributions show different behaviours, and suggest
that critics should be at least partially modelled in-
dependently. In addition, they fairly clearly show
the ordinal nature of the data. Different grade
points are not equally spaced, but rather it is a mat-
ter of determining some reasonable thresholds on
a latent scale.

4. Systems

In order to demonstrate the dataset, some base-
lines are presented here5. In particular, we look
at the performance of fine tuning foundational lan-
guage models on the dataset. In all cases, the idea
is to train a single backbone model for all (critic, rat-
ing scale) pairs. The baseline systems consist of
fairly typical ways of approaching the problem of
predicting film ratings based upon their text.

A block-diagram level overview of the different
baselines is given in Figure 2. The backbone
used in all experiments is BERT-base (Devlin et al.,

5Code to reproduce the baselines and experi-
ments is made available at https://github.com/
frankier/ms_text_regress.
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Table 2: A list of possible tasks relating to the MS-RottenTomatoes dataset
Task Target Regressors Techniques

Author identification Critic Review text Text classification
Film/critic analytics Film quality and

Critic “difficulty”
Film × Critic matrix
Entries: Review text, Rating

Item-response theory

Rating inference Film rating Review text Multi-scale text regression
Opinion generation Review text Rating, Film, Critic Text generation

0/5 0.5
/5 1/5 1.5

/5 2/5 2.5
/5 3/5 3.5

/5 4/5 4.5
/5 5/5 F- F F+ E- E E+D- D D+C- C C+B- B B+A- A A+

Figure 1: Plots of label distributions for different critics, illustrating varying behaviours of critics across
an out-of-5 scale with half-star granularity (left) and a long letter scale (right)

2019). Although this backbone is no longer state-
of-the-art, the main aim of these experiments is to
establish baselines for this task. Since this dataset
is derived from a publicly available website, it is
of particular importance that this model has only
been trained on Wikipedia and BookCorpus, and
not on large scale web text, which would run the
risk that the backbone has been exposed to the
MS-RottenTomatoes test set during pretraining.

4.1. Classifier-Per-Scale
The Classifier-Per-Scale (CPS) system consists of
a single linear predictor followed by another linear
layer per (critic, rating scale) pair. Following soft-
max, the multinomial vector can be aggregated
to get a single prediction. In preliminary experi-

ments, the mode provided the best accuracy, while
the median gave the lowest MAE, so both are pre-
sented in Table 3, as CPSmode and CPSmedian, re-
spectively.

4.2. Affine-Per-Scale
Affine-Per-Scale (APS) learns an affine transfor-
mation of a common linear scale per (critic, rat-
ing scale) grouping. In order to initialise the la-
tent scale and heads, 8 pilot batches of the training
set are run, and the pre-latent linear initialised so
its output has a mean of 0 and a standard devi-
ation of 1. The heads are then initialised based
on the mean and standard deviation of their critics’
labels on their rating scale according to the train-
ing dataset. So a fair comparison can be made
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of the architectures of the baseline systems considered here. Dotted
areas are referred to as heads and are repeated for each scale. Red arrows indicate the shared latent
scale. L is the number of labels while K = L− 1 is the number of class boundaries. δk = P(Y ≥ k + 1)

between regression and classification approaches,
the output is rounded to the nearest integer with
the function:

round(x) = ⌊x+
1

2
⌋

4.3. Ordinal regression
Following Cao et al. (2020), we apply an affine
transformation composed with a sigmoid transfor-
mation element-wise to get a vector modelling
P (Y ≥ k+1). This vector can be processed to ob-
tain a multinomial vector and the mode or median
applied to obtain a single prediction, denoted as
Ord.mode and Ord.median, respectively, in Table 3.

5. Results

The main metric used here is a multi-scale variant
of Mean Absolute Error (MAE), normalised to the
range of the relevant scale:

MAEMS =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|yi − ŷi|
scale-max(i)− scale-min(i)

This metric attempts to give even weight to errors
from different scales. It is invariant to the scale
transformation of the normalisation procedure of
Section 3.2. MAE is the chosen base metric here
since it has a straightforward interpretation and
lends itself easily to this multi-scale adaption.

Since the objective for the latent models is to
learn a good latent scale, evaluation metrics are

always taken after refitting the heads. This con-
sists of first performing a full evaluation-mode
pass over the training set, followed by refitting
the heads task-at-a-time using convex optimisa-
tion procedures. The Affine-Per-Scale system is
fitted using ordinary least squares as implemented
in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and
the ordinal regression system is fitted using the
VGAM (Yee, 2010) R package, which uses iter-
atively reweighted least squares, wrapped using
rpy2. In both cases, no regularisation is used. No
refitting is performed for the classification model.

All experiments were run using HuggingFace
Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) and PyTorch
(Paszke et al., 2019). The hyperparameters, which
are common to all baselines are summarised in Ta-
ble 4.

All experiments used early stopping with a pa-
tience of 3 validation cycles, with a validation cycle
run every 1000 steps.

The results in Table 3 show that the ordinal re-
gression system performs quite poorly. It exhib-
ited noisy validation metrics and loss curves dur-
ing training. It was the only system for which early
stopping was applied, after 4000/17000 steps. We
speculate that a specialised training procedure
may be needed to fit these kinds of models in this
setting.
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Table 3: Evaluation results for the three baseline architectures, alongside a Most Frequent Class (MFC)
baseline. Lower MAE is better. Higher acc. = accuracy is better. MAEMS and accuracy are given in %.

Validation
Micro Macro

MAEMS MAE Acc. MAEMS MAE Acc.
MFC 16.5 2.11 27.3 16.7 2.16 27.5

CPSmedian 10.5 1.38 37.4 11.2 1.50 35.7
CPSmode 10.7 1.41 39.3 11.4 1.55 37.9

APS 9.6 1.23 34.6 9.7 1.28 34.4
Ord.median 18.7 2.36 16.3 19.1 2.44 16.1
Ord.mode 30.0 3.99 7.8 30.6 4.15 7.9

Test
Micro Macro

MAEMS MAE Acc. MAEMS MAE Acc.
MFC 16.5 2.12 27.1 16.6 2.16 27.5

CPSmedian 10.5 1.39 37.3 11.2 1.50 35.8
CPSmode 10.7 1.42 39.2 11.3 1.54 38.0

APS 9.6 1.25 34.6 9.8 1.28 34.5
Ord.median 17.8 2.27 17.2 18.1 2.34 17.0
Ord.mode 30.2 4.05 7.9 30.8 4.22 7.9

Table 4: Hyperparameters used for the baselines
Backbone BERT-base

Optimisation routine AdamW
Batch size 32

Learning rate 1e−5
Schedule Linear
Warmup 10%

Training time 17 000 steps
(= 2.87 epochs)

Validation metric MAEMS
Validation Every 1000 steps

Early stopping patience 3 validations

6. Experiments

This section demonstrates the need for alterna-
tives to APS, before motivating further work in the
direction of latent variable models by demonstrat-
ing their potential with regards to explainability and
model interpretation using the APS model.

6.1. Model fit
One of the aims of releasing this dataset is to
help spur interest in combining non-standard re-
gression methods with NLP. In order to show the
inadequacy of treating ratings as real numbers, we
diagnose the model fit of the heads of the APS fi-
nal model by running a pass over the training data
and refitting a linear model of the form x2 + x + c
where x is the latent scale. The fit was performed

Table 5: Counts and proportions of refit APS heads
with significant x2 parameters according to differ-
ent p-values

p-value Correction count %

0.05 None 101 38
0.01 None 77 29
0.05 Bonferroni 33 12
0.01 Bonferroni 24 9

with statsmodels (Seabold and Perktold, 2010)
with the default settings: nonrobust regression and
two-tailed parameter significance testing based on
the Student’s t-distribution. The results in Table 5
give strong evidence that at least 9% of the heads
are not fitted well by a linear relationship.

This poor fit of the heads suggests the outcomes
modelled by some heads do not have a linear
relationship with the latent variable, while others
perhaps do. This poor fit will result in the back-
bone systematically receiving poor gradients dur-
ing training.

6.2. Gradient-based attribution
Gradient-based attribution methods are an explain-
able machine learning technique which work by
looking at how gradients at different network in-
puts change according to perturbations in the
outputs of the network. For each review in
the validation set, we use layer integrated gradi-
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[CLS] This whodunitNEG hadPOS manyNEG
contrivancesNEG and they allNEG sappedNEG
strengthPOS from the filmNEG ’ sNEG alreadyPOS
ratherNEG weakNEU mysteryPOS storyNEG . [SEP]

[CLS] LowNEG - budgetNEG earnestNEG butNEG
blandNEU attemptNEG atNEG aNEG horrorPOS /
suspenseNEG thrillerNEG that justPOS canNEG ’
tNEG overcomeNEG aNEG staleNEG , predictableNEG
and unimaginativeNEU plotNEG . [SEP]

[CLS] ItNEG ’ sNEG aNEG masterpiecePOS crimeNEG
storyNEG that tellsNEG usNEG asNEG muchNEG aboutNEG
searchingNEG for the truthPOS inNEG modernNEG
TurkeyNEG asNEG itNEG doesNEG aboutNEG violentPOS
criminalsNEU and those whoNEG prosecuteNEG them
. [SEP]

Figure 3: The results of integrated gradi-
ents as applied to three example review texts.
Warmer colours are associated with increases in

the rating, while colder colours are associated
with decreases in the rating. Words found in Sen-
tiWordNet are annotated with their corresponding
classes.

ents (Sundararajan et al., 2017) as implemented
in Captum (Kokhlikyan et al., 2020) with 50 steps
to find subtokens associated with higher and lower
ratings. For each token, we reconstruct the word
it is part of and look up the first sense in Senti-
WordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006), classifying
it as positive if the positive score is greater than
the negative score, neutral if they are the same
and negative otherwise. Both sources of informa-
tion are overlaid onto example review summaries
in Figure 3, while the resulting cross-tabulation ta-
ble is shown in Table 6.

We can now calculate two association mea-
sures: mutual information and the G statistic. We
calculate these between the most negatively and
most positively associated token according to in-
tegrated gradients and their classification accord-
ing to the negative/positive classes of SentiWord-
Net. The resulting mutual information calculated
using the plug-in estimator gives a moderate value
of 0.21 bits. Calculating the G-statistic results in
a value of 16796 (rounded) which results in a P-
value for association equal to 0 when calculated
using double floating point precision, i.e. there is
close to zero chance we would see these results
without an association between the two.

6.3. Interpretation of model fit
Given a text regression model, we can apply linear
modelling diagnostics to each head’s linear model
on the training set to answer questions about the

Table 6: Cross tabulation of words with the
strongest high (hi) and low (lo) token rating attribu-
tion against negative, positive, neutral, or unknown
sentiment in SentiWordNet. The top half gives raw
counts and the bottom half gives % of reviews in
the validation set.

SentiWordNet
Neg. Pos. Neu. Unk.

Cnt. Lo 19541 6978 2964 6998
Hi 6485 24441 28514 3717

% Lo 31 11 47 11
Hi 10 39 45 6

level to which the heads are able to model the rela-
tion between the true rating and the latent variable
derived from the deep learning prediction model.
Critics with poor fit may be “film impression sum-
marisers“ who use a rating to give an overall im-
pression of the film, sometimes contrary to the re-
view text, while critics with a good fit may be “re-
view summarisers”, whose review rating agrees
with the text. If we look at the MAEMS for all crit-
ics, we see that Philip Martin is the biggest review
summariser with an MAEMS of 2%, and Walter Chaw
is the biggest film impression summariser with an
MAEMS of 17%. However, the poor model fit of
some linear heads shown in Section 6.1 means
it is not entirely clear whether these metrics truly
reflect critic behaviour, or whether they result from
a non-linear relationship between the latent rating
prediction and this rater’s scores.

7. Related work

A number of NLP datasets deriving from review
data have been published openly and used in the
literature. Maas et al. (2011, § 4.3.2) introduced a
fairly popular example. Their dataset consists of
50 000 user reviews from IMDB processed to cre-
ate, as is often the case, a binary positive/negative
review dataset by thresholding a negative class
from scores ≤ 4/10, and a positive class from
scores ≥ 7/10.

Pang and Lee (2005) released a dataset of 5006
reviews from 4 authors, with ratings normalised to
a single 4-point scale. This results in quantisation
error, and discards scale information. Although
they noted the subproblem of using a single model
for multiple authors would require some degree of
calibration, this was not explored further.

It is worth noting that while early work in sen-
timent analysis treated review ratings as a proxy
for sentiment as a pragmatic way to create a
dataset quickly, both sentiment and review anal-
ysis has developed quite significantly since. On
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the one hand, sentiment analysis has given way
to datasets which model emotions expressed in
text, such as that of Öhman et al. (2020) who
take a multi-label setting and tag subtitles with
zero or more emotions from the eight emotions in
Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions. On the other hand,
the desire to produce more detailed analyses of re-
view texts has led to aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis tasks, such as that of Pontiki et al. (2014),
where certain aspects of opinions expressed in re-
views are to be extracted from the text, and then
individually given sentiment tags.

8. Conclusion

We have presented a dataset for multi-scale film
rating inference based on reviews. The dataset
preserves data useful for downstream tasks, such
as the original rating scales and entity identi-
fiers. In this sense it has fewer data quality prob-
lems when compared to comparable review rating
datasets. Critics and grading scale types are in-
cluded in the dataset, allowing for critic behaviour
against particular scales to be modelled.

Baseline experiments show that the Affine-Per-
Scale (APS) and Classifier-Per-Scale (CPS) sys-
tems were able to fit the dataset. The ordinal re-
gression -based approach outlined here, on the
other hand, did not manage to beat a Most Fre-
quent Class (MFC) baseline. While the model is a
largely analogous to the model of Cao et al. (2020),
we speculate that it failed to converge here due
to the multi-scale setting and noisy dataset. As
we saw in Table 2, different critics show different
behaviours in response to different rating scales.
Since ordinal regression directly models the rela-
tionship between rating scale thresholds and the
latent scale, it appears to be the correct tool to han-
dle such non interval scale data.

Furthermore, since ordinal regression induces a
latent scale, as APS does, it lends itself to the in-
terpretation experiments of Section 6.2 & 6.3, how-
ever, it would mitigate the problems of the APS sys-
tem. In particular, 1. systematic error in the gradi-
ents to the backbone due to poor model fit of lin-
ear heads as outlined in Section 6.1, and 2. this
same systemic error making interpretation of the
values of these heads difficult, as outlined in Sec-
tion 6.3 . Thus, a clear future direction for this work
is to adapt the training procedure of the ordinal
regression system so that it is able to make sta-
ble progress when fine-tuning a language model to
tackle a noisy multi-scale task like the one posed
by this paper.

Another line of future work is to consider differ-
ent perspectives and tasks related to the dataset
as outlined in Table 2. Particularly promising is
the possibility of applying item-response theory in

order to better understand different styles of us-
ing grading scales. After all, perspectives are
expressed via ratings given on a variety of grad-
ing scales across a variety of domains including
Education and Psychometrics. Thus this dataset
holds promise for deepening understanding of rat-
ing based preferences when combined with text
into these fields also.

9. Ethical considerations

Critics are named in this dataset, however, we do
not believe that releasing this dataset including the
names constitutes a violation of privacy. The re-
views have been created by professional critics
as part of their public persona. In terms of reg-
ulations, the EU General Data Protection Regula-
tion makes such an exemption in Article 9(2)(e) for
cases where data has been made “manifestly pub-
lic” by the data subject. Furthermore, from the less
strictly legalistic perspective of seeking to avoid
harm to those named, since the reviews have been
submitted for aggregation, there is no reasonable
expectation of relative privacy (as can be the case
with social media) and no reason to believe that ag-
gregation as part of this dataset will cause the crit-
ics to come under disproportionate public scrutiny.

Rights and regulations regarding text mining
vary widely between jurisdictions. While the EU
has specific exceptions for text mining, the US has
wider reaching fair and transformative usage ex-
ceptions. Thus, users of the dataset are advised
that they have the same rights to it as if they had
created it themselves. Depending on jurisdiction,
this may vary according to whether the usage is
commercial or done in the service of the public in-
terest as in the case of publicly disseminated re-
search.
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